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Hi  
 
Can you please point me to the most up to date information on the AWS. 
 
Number of stations - locations 
 
How they operate? 
 
Thanks and best  

  
 
 

On 1 Aug 2017, at 1:18 am, BoM Media <Media@bom.gov.au> wrote: 
 
Hi  
  
Please find below the link to the Bureau's statement regarding temperature observations released 
earlier today. 
http://media.bom.gov.au/releases/374/bureau-of-meteorology-statement-on-temperature-
observations/ 
  
  
regards 
  

 | National Media Manager 
Public Affairs | Government Relations and Corporate Communication 
Bureau of Meteorology 
GPO Box 1289 Melbourne VIC 3001 
Level 6, 700 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008 
Media Hotline: +61 3 9669 4057 (6am to 10pm, 7 days) 
Media Mailbox: media@bom.gov.au 
Newsroom: media.bom.gov.au 
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From: Media <Media@environment.gov.au>
Sent: Wednesday, 2 August 2017 1:15 PM
To: Media
Subject: Midday media summary 02 August 2017 [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Attachments: Midday media summary 2 August 2017.pdf

Good afternoon, 

Please find below a midday media update. This provides a brief snapshot of follow up coverage of morning news and 
emerging issues. 

Minister Frydenberg coverage 

Minister Frydenberg – Bureau of Meteorology 

2CC, 2/08/17, Tim Shaw, Regular Segment: Alan Jones Comments Jones says the Bureau of Meteorology has been 
caught out again scaling up an exceptionally cold temperature, which was properly recorded at stations in Goulburn 
and Thredbo. He says Bureau of Meteorology's Andrew Johnson has agreed to a review but the Environmental 
Minister Josh Frydenberg is refusing to sanction an independent review. He notes that BOM has plenty of forms when 
it comes to manipulating or lying about recorded temperatures to suit global warming dogma. He recounts that he had 
spoken to Dr Marohasy back in 2014, who had revealed how the Bureau adjusts temps to match those nearby 
recording stations. He adds that in 2014, Tony Abbott has established a panel of statisticians to investigate the 
homogenisation, but the then Environment Minister Greg Hunt had intervened to limit its investigations. 

2GB, 2/08/17, Alan Jones, Jones discusses the 'disgraceful' behaviour of the Bureau of Meteorology about their lying 
on raw temperatures to Minister Josh Frydenberg. He recalls that Jennifer Marohasy has said that Goulburn and 
Thredbo's temperature entry from its website were removed, making them warmer than they actually were. He then 
notes that the Bureau Chief Executive Andrew Johnson has written back to the Minister and in turn the Minister has 
sent him the letter. He says the BOM has plenty of form when it comes to manipulating or lying about recorded 
temperatures to suit global warming dogma. He recounts that he had spoken to Dr Marohasy back in 2014, who had 
revealed how the Bureau adjusts temps to match those nearby recording stations. He adds that in 2014, Tony Abbott 
has established a panel of statisticians to investigate the hegemonisation, but the then Environment Minister Greg 
Hunt had intervened to limit its investigations. 

Minister Frydenberg -Energy 

Small Business Council Calls for State Governments To Lead In The Energy Crisis 
EGlobal Travel Media, 2/8/17 

The Council of Small Business Australia (COSBOA) has called for immediate action from government, particularly 
state governments, in stopping increases in energy costs for small business and consumers in Australia. The call is 
ahead of the Vodafone National Small Business Summit hosted by COSBOA where the Hon. Josh Frydenberg MP, 
Minister for the Environment and Energy will speak to small business leaders in Melbourne on 23-25 August 2017. 
COSBOA recognises that small businesses are suffering from unprecedented rises in the cost of energy. The 
situation must be confronted with a 12-month freeze on energy cost increases, while innovative renewable and gas-
powered options are brought onto the grid. Passionate small business advocate Peter Strong, CEO, COSBOA, 
commented on the council’s support of the Federal Government’s actions and placed pressure on state governments 
to demonstrate leadership on the energy cost crisis. 

http://www.eglobaltravelmedia.com.au/small-business-council-calls-for-state-governments-to-lead-in-the-energy-
crisis/ 

Minister Frydenberg -Wildlife, Heritage and Marine 

ABC Far North, 2/08/17, Kier Shorey, Pre-recorded Interview with Julia Leu, Mayor, Douglas Shire Council. Shorey 
talks about crocodile sightings at Four Mile Beach in Port Douglas which has caused the residents and tourist 
operators to ask the state government for a change in crocodile management plan. He mentions a crocodile has been 
caught on Monday and has been released the day after. Leu says the croc which has been sighted may not be the 
targeted crocodile, noting though that the croc management plan in Port Douglas is working. She mentions there is a 
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concern that the targeted crocodile is still out there, hence, an increased measure on the area. Leu also says they 
want the targeted crocodile removed but those who do not pose a threat are to remain in their habitat. 
 
 
All other coverage 

 

Biodiversity/Land Management  

 
Fresh habitat for rare birds 
Cairns Post, 2/8/17 
 
A new tourism opportunity may have hatched - quite literally - on the Tablelands with a surprise spike in cassowary 
sightings in the region. Far North Queensland is widely known as being the best place in the world to encounter 
southern cassowaries. The iconic bird is the flagship species for both the tourism industry and our World Heritage 
rainforests. The Cassowary Coast is the bird's obvious habitat but in recent times it has been spotted in increasing 
numbers on the Tablelands. Even Queensland's Department of Environment and Heritage Protection has been at a 
loss to explain the sudden surge in the number of sightings. It's likely we humans have played a major role, 
particularly since the expansion of the sugarcane industry in the cassowary's lowland habitat along the Cassowary 
Coast. But, regardless of how or why the birds are there, they present a fantastic opportunity to the area's tourism 
industry. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820957797.pdf  
 
VFF denied wild dog committee role 
Weekly Times, 2/8/17, Kath Sullivan 
 
Victoria's main farm lobby has failed to gain a designated position on the state's Wild Dog Management Advisory 
Committee. The Victorian Farmers Federation wanted its wild dog specialist Peter Star made an observer to the 
group after it was announced no direct VFF appointment would be made. Agriculture Minister Jaala Pulford named 
the six-member committee in June, following an independent review. Ms Pulford was criticised by some groups for 
including dingo preservation advocate Ernest Healy and ecologist Euan Ritchie on the committee, which will advise 
on issues such as aerial baiting, trapping and a wild dog bounty. She said it would be up to advisory chairman Ron 
Harris to determine whether any observers would be included. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820546046.pdf  
 
ABC News, 1/08/17, There are calls for wild deer to be declared a pest after a sharp rise in numbers across NSW. 
Property owners say the animals are damaging sensitive rainforest, and putting lives at risk on roads and railways. 
The Invasive Species Council says the government is not doing enough to control the animal. Restrictions on deer 
shooting have been lifted across nine regions for the first time, but the Local Council says this does not go far enough. 
 
ABC Ballarat, 2/08/17, Kristen Diprose, Interview with Jennifer Silcock, Researcher, Threatened Species Recovery 
Hub about plant translocation program as a solution to save endangered plants. Silcock explains plant translocation is 
simply moving plants from the area where it grows to a safer area. Silcock remembers it started in 1976 where 
Jumping-Jack Wattle species were saved. Diprose asks the number of threatened plant species across Australia. 
Silcock cites the Federal Register of Legislation lists more than a thousand endangered plants. 
 
ABC Gippsland, 2/08/17, Jonathon Kendall, Interview with Trevor Owen, Assistant Chief Officer for the South East 
Region, CFA. Compere says lots of people are still thinking about fire season because it has been really fire. There 
are some predictions of a bad fire season coming up. He mentions the Emergency Management Victoria has put out 
a meeting paper on the bushfire outlook. Compere reports Vic is expecting an above normal bushfire season in the 
eastern rangers and in some northern, eastern, and central Mallee areas. He adds factors affecting it are soil, 
moisture, growth of forests, and long-term outlook. Owen explains the outlook has been developed by weather 
experts and fuel management experts. He says the accuracy of the information does show Gippsland will be at high 
risk of bushfires. He notes the state hasn't had the winter rainfalls. He notes people have to be mindful when 
temperatures start to heat up. 
 
Bureau of Meteorology 
 
Dry July for Bundy temps rise 
News Mail, 2/8/17, Emma Reid 
 
If you thought it was hot and dry in July in Bundaberg you weren't wrong. The record for the average July maximum 
temperature in Bundaberg was broken as the mercury rose across the Rum City. The average temperature for July in 
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the region is 22.1 degrees. The old record, set in 2004, was 23.6 degrees. Last month it was 24.4 degrees, 0.8 of a 
degree higher than the old record. The rest of the state had its warmest July on record also with a mean temperature 
2.65 degrees above the long-term average of 15.94 degrees. The statewide average maximum temperature was also 
the highest on record and overnight temperatures were the tenth-warmest on record. A number of places had their 
warmest July average temperature on record or in several decades. Bureau of Meteorology meteorologist Lauren 
Pattie said the outlook for the coming months didn't show any signs of the temperature cooling. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820943464.pdf  
 
Nights cold, days average 
Launceston Examiner, 2/8/17, Hayden Johnson 
 
The amount of unusually cold nights was the most notable difference in Tasmania's July weather, the Bureau of 
Meteorology said. Each month the bureau releases a summary of the previous month's weather. Predictably, July in 
Tasmania was all about the chilly weather. Bureau of Meteorology climatologist Ian Barnes-Keoghan said the key 
statistic from the summary was the cold nights in Launceston. The average overnight temperature was 0.7 degrees, 
1.7 degrees below average, making it the coldest overnight temperatures in July since 1995. "The big thing, I 
suppose, compared to recent months was lots of cold nights," he said. Mr Barnes-Keoghan said several high-
pressure systems had created the cold environment. "It meant light winds, clear skies and cold nights," he said. In the 
North, Launceston's daytime average temperature was 12.5 degrees, slightly below the average. Very low overnight 
temperatures and localised frosts were common during the month; several inland locations experienced long runs of 
nights below freezing, and Liawenee dipped to ?10.4 degrees on July 3. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820941347.pdf  
 
ABC News, 1/08/17, The Bureau of Meteorology says Australia has experienced its hottest July in more than 100 
years. Queensland, Northern Territory, the north of Western Australia, and New South Wales were the warmest parts 
according to meteorologist David Crock. The National Farmers' Federation president Fiona Simson says the hot and 
dry conditions are taking its toll on farmers. Simson expects the conditions to get worse as spring is about to take 
place. Meteorologist Greg Browning says the record-breaking July heat is part of a global trend of rising monthly 
temperatures. A study published in the Nature Climate Change journal warns of more global warming and El Nino 
events if the Paris Climate Summit remains at 1.5 degrees. Professor Roger Stone says there needs to be more 
studies about the links between El Nino events and climate change. Stone believes agriculture could adapt to more El 
Nino weather events. 
 
ABC News, 1/08/17, The Weather Bureau has revealed Australia has recorded its hottest July month on record. 
Margy Osmond, Chief Executive Officer, Tourism & Transport Forum, says it's dangerous for Australia to be 
complacent about the climate change challenge because it's a great outdoors destination. Farmers are also worried 
 
Channel 7, 1/08/17, Monica Kos, A tornado was responsible for part of destruction in WA's northern suburbs with 
some experts warning more of them are expected. Brad Santos from Bureau of Meteorology, says people need to be 
aware of the dangers of tornadoes. Just days ago, a water spout made landfall at Scarborough. According to 
statistics, tornado alley isn't combined to Perth southern corridor. The type of tornado that strikes Perth are cool 
weather tornadoes, smaller than the twisters in the Midwest USA. Households need to be prepared. Dr Ashraf Dewan 
says extreme weather events like this are increasing around the world due to climate change. 
 
2GB, 2/08/17, Steve Price, Continuing Regular Segment: Discussion with Andrew Bolt, Journalist and Sky News 
Presenter. Price says he will talk soon with One Nation Senator Malcolm Roberts to talk about the embarrassment of 
the Bureau of Meteorology and about his citizenship. Price and Bolt discuss the same-sex marriage debate 
threatening to split the Coalition. Bolt says none of the people from the Liberal Party ever specified how they were 
going to vote for same-sex marriage. Price says the Bureau of Meteorology has been caught dropping off colder 
readings on places like Goulburn and Thredbo. Price and Bolt are joined by Malcolm Roberts, One Nation Senator. 
Roberts says the Bureau has been changing stories as to why they had done it. He says the Bureau has been 
manipulating the temperatures for a number of years now as well as the fact that it has been pushing the plight of 
global warming for years now. He says he wonders whether it was a coincidence that Dr Andrew Johnson is now the 
Bureau's director because he used to be the Group Executive for Environment at the CSIRO. He discusses the issue 
surrounding his citizenship. He says he will make further releases to the Senate to prove that he is telling the truth. He 
says some people are not willing to step forward and show documents to prove their citizenship. He discusses the 
same-sex marriage issue before Parliament in the next couple of weeks. He says they strongly voted for a plebiscite 
on the matter but the Liberal Party has been falling apart on this issue as well as electricity prices. [cont] 
 
2GB, 1/08/17, Steve Price, Continuing Regular Segment: Discussion with Andrew Bolt, Journalist and Sky News 
Presenter. Caller Chris says the Bureau of Meteorology has been doing work with Fairfax which isn't even balanced. 
[cont] 
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Climate Change 
 
Earth to warm up to 5 degrees by 2100 
Barrier Daily Truth, 2/8/17 
 
World temperatures are likely to rise by more than 2 degrees Celsius this century, surpassing a "tipping point" that a 
global climate deal aims to avert, scientists say. A study published in the journal Nature Climate Change on Monday 
shows a 90 per cent chance that temperatures will increase this century by 2 to 4.9 degrees Celsius. Researchers at 
the University of Washington found only a 5 per cent chance that warming could be at or below 2 degrees Celsius - 
one of the targets set by the 2015 Paris climate deal on limiting emissions of greenhouse gases that warm the planet. 
Missing that target would have dramatic consequences on people's livelihoods - such as prolonged periods of drought 
and rising sea levels - said Adrian Raftery, the lead author of the study and a professor at the University of 
Washington. The study uses statistical projections based on total world population, GDP per capita and the amount of 
carbon emitted for each dollar of economic activity, known as carbon intensity. "Our analysis shows that the goal of 2 
degrees is very much a best-case scenario," said Raftery.  
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820935248.pdf  
 
Sky News Live, 1/08/17, Alan Jones, Peta Credlin, Interview with Professor Peter Ridd, Geophysicist, James Cook 
University. Jones says Ridd is one of the authors of the IPA's book Climate Change: The Facts 2017, and that Ridd 
talked about the lack of quality assurance in science. He mentions that Ridd has said they make graphic and 
compelling images on television to demonstrate the perils of climate change on the Great Barrier Reef, but there is 
nothing wrong with the coral. Ridd points out that while many corals die, they recover over the next few years. He 
states that the corals in the Great Barrier Reef also live in New Guinea and Indonesia where it is much hotter, and he 
notes that they grow faster there. He says people should not be worried about the effects of increasing temperatures 
on the Great Barrier Reef. Ridd says the basic problem is that scientific organisations like the Australian Institute of 
Marine Science and the ARC Centre for Coral Reef Studies can no longer be trusted. He states that science is not 
being quality checked. He points out that bleach generally often helps to stop corals from dying, meaning they should 
not be thought of as a death sentence. 
 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Office  
 
NATS UNDER THE PUMP 
Daily Telegraph, 2/8/17, Andrew Clennell 
 
A nationals minister is pushing Cabinet colleagues to change irrigation laws to retrospectively justify a decision by his 
department to give a major political donor and cotton farmer more rights over the precious Barwon-Darling River. The 
Daily Telegraph can reveal that Primary Industries Minister Niall Blair is behind a push to alter an element of the 
Barwon-Darling Water Sharing Plan. It comes after his department in 2016 overruled what it called "minor" error in the 
law to grant extra irrigation rights to Brewarrina cotton farmer Peter Harris. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820948390.pdf  
 
NSW sweetener fixed just before Basin plan 
Weekly Times, 2/8/17, Peter Hunt 
 
The controversial deal that gave Barwon-Darling River irrigators access to more water during lower flows was struck 
just a month before the Murray-Darling Basin Plan's implementation. In 2012 the NSW Government cut Barwon-
Darling irrigators' access to water from 520 gigalitres down to 189 gigalires, under the local water sharing plan. 
However, former water corporation and NSW Government officers said irrigators were offered "sweeteners" to offset 
the cuts, which allowed them access to more water during low flows, gain unlimited carry-over and maximise their 
daily pumping rates. The resulting 2012 plan cut irrigators' access to water during high flow, but allowed them to 
convert their high-flow licences into low-flow ones. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820546218.pdf  
 
Sky Business News, 1/08/17, Ticky Fullerton, Interview with Sheradyn Holderhead, Federal Political Reporter, The 
Advertiser. Fullerton mentions that Holderhead has been following the story regarding the Murray-Darling Basin. 
Holderhead says it was a rare sight to see someone from the Australian Conservatives to stand beside Cory Bernardi 
and Sarah Hanson-Young and call for the same thing. State and Federal Labor, the Greens, the Nick Xenophon team 
and the Australian Conservatives were all asking for the same thing. Fullerton notes that the Federal Liberal Party 
was missing. Holderhead notes that the State Liberal Party has been calling for a judicial inquiry as well, but they 
were left out of the loop when it came to yesterday's press conference. The Coalition put out a press release to 
announce a compliance review on Sunday. Fullerton asks if Barnaby Joyce will keep his water portfolio. Holderhead 
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notes that Assistant Water Minister Anne Ruston said that it was better to have water experts look at this instead of 
legal experts. 
 
ABC News, 1/08/17, Emma Alberici, Continuing pre-recorded interview with Penny Wong, Labor Senate Leader, 
about her call for a judicial inquiry into allegations of water theft in the Murray-Darling river system. Alberici mentions 
Wong has called for a judicial inquiry into the matters that were raised by the 'Four Corners' program last week 
pertaining to water allocations throughout the country and allegations of water theft and corruption. Wong states she 
certainly does not have faith in Barnaby Joyce to make sure that the Murray-Darling reform is delivered. She notes 
her call for a judicial inquiry will be supported by SA Senators from across the board. Alberici notes the Government 
has already announced an independent inquiry. Wong argues the Government announced an inquiry by the Murray-
Darling Basin Authority, under whom these events occurred. She highlights the need for an independent inquiry with 
the powers to compel with protection for whistle blowers. [cont] 
 
Energy 
 
Holden closure will help Energy Market Operator manage SA's blackout risk, report finds 
ABC Online, 2/8/17, Nick Harmsen 
 
Part of the soon-to-be vacated Holden factory in Adelaide is about to be transformed into a temporary power station to 
help stave off load-shedding blackouts this summer. But the car industry's closure will help the authorities manage the 
risk of blackouts in another way. The exit of a once powerful manufacturing sector will see the state using less 
electricity, particularly during the all-important summer peak. The information is contained in the latest Electricity 
Forecasting Insights published by the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO). "Projections for strong growth in 
rooftop PV and other consumer changes, along with closure of the automotive industry, are forecast to result in lower 
consumption in the next two years," the report said. South Australia's forecast maximum operational demand, which 
usually occurs when air-conditioners kick in on very hot afternoons in summer, is expected to fall to 3,035 megawatts 
by 2021-22. The current maximum demand is 3,116MW. Nevertheless, AEMO is forecasting widespread shortfalls of 
reserve power over the next two summers, prompting the State Government to invest in temporary generators. AEMO 
found South Australia's heavy use of rooftop solar panels meant the state could have a surplus of electricity on some 
days within a decade. "Minimum demand in South Australia is expected to be negative by 2027-28, as rooftop PV 
generation is expected to exceed customer demand in some hours," the report stated. "South Australia could store 
this excess generation or export it to the rest of the NEM [National Electricity Market] via the interconnectors, provided 
they were in service. "This signals the important need for market and regulatory frameworks that support storage 
solutions and maximise the efficiency of shared electricity services for consumers." 
 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-02/how-holden-closure-will-help-ease-energy-demand/8765828  
 
Power plant to boost jobs and industry 
North West Telagraph, 2/8/17, Taylar Amonini 
 
More than 200 jobs will be created in South Hedland with the commissioning of a new power station to bring energy to 
the Pilbara. Dubbed the most efficient gas power station in the region by Horizon Power, the new South Hedland 
power station will deliver 150MW to the Pilbara region. The station is predicted to create up to 214 jobs during the 
construction phase and, once completed, will have 24 staff supporting the 24hour operations. Horizon Power 
managing director Frank Tudor said the new station included the latest technology and had not cost taxpayers. "This 
combined cycle gas power station will provide essential energy supply for the rapidly growing Pilbara region under an 
innovative privately funded delivery model constructed under an agreement between the State Government, Horizon 
Power and Fortescue Metals Group," he said. "It has been a successful project, a collaboration of some of the most 
important energy and resources companies in the world delivering efficient supplies to our customers." The new 
power station will feature both natural gas and steam turbines, with the steam turbine using waste heat from the gas 
turbine to generate additional electricity. The project also includes the construction of a new transmission line for 
delivery of power to FMG's port operations. Incorporating the Hedland Precinct Power Project, built by Horizon Power 
in 2014, the connection infrastructure will cover almost 5km and also deliver long-term electricity supply to Roy Hill 
port operations in Port Hedland. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820971270.pdf  
 
Town part of super highway proposal 
Bowen Independent, 2/8/17, Sam O’Brien 
 
Bowen is set to receive a new fast charging station as part of the State Government's plan for Queensland's Electric 
Super Highway. The station will be one of 18 rolled out in the first phase of the project which will make it possible to 
drive an electric vehicle the length of the state. Environment Minister and acting Main Roads Minister Steven Miles 
revealed the plan in Brisbane last week and said he hoped the stations would encourage drivers to turn to electric 
vehicles. "This project is ambitious, but we want as many people as possible on board the electric vehicle (EV) 
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revolution, as part of our transition to a low emissions future," Mr Miles said. "They will be available for use at no cost 
for the initial phase of the super highway so we can encourage as many people as possible to start using them." Mr 
Miles said what made the announcement even more exciting was the fact that the energy supplied in the fastcharging 
stations would be green energy purchased through green energy credits or offsets. "EVs can provide not only a 
reduced fuel cost for Queenslanders, but an environmentally-friendly transport option, particularly when charged from 
renewable energy," he said. "The Queensland Electric Super Highway has the potential to revolutionise the way we 
travel around the state in the future." Last week's announcement was welcomed by industry leaders including Electric 
Vehicle Council CEO Behyad Jafari who praised the plan. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820901070.pdf  
 
Victoria now facing blackouts: Walsh 
Riverine Herald, 2/8/17 
 
Blackouts could be on the horizon for Murray Plains residents, according to local MP Peter Walsh. Mr Walsh said the 
recent closure of the Hazelwood Power Station threatened to cause major disruptions this summer. He said experts 
predicted Victoria will not be able to generate enough baseload energy to keep the lights on during the peak summer 
period. "(Victorian Premier) Daniel Andrews' ideological warfare over energy has already seen the average Victorian 
family's annual power bill jump by $300," Mr Walsh said. "Average wholesale prices have risen 300 per cent in the 
past six months and many regional businesses are facing staff cuts or even closure because energy costs have 
become unsustainable." Mr Walsh claimed the Andrews Government's only plan for energy was to hire consultants 
and mentors for businesses, choose go-it-alone renewable energy targets, and bring in a $252 coal tax which was 
driving generators out of business. But none of these policies will increase baseload power or make energy more 
affordable, he said. "Experts say these policies will cause black-outs and skyrocketing electricity prices," Mr Walsh 
said. "Why should Daniel Andrews lead our state if he can't even keep the lights on?" Prices have risen 300 'per cent 
in the past six months and many regional businesses are facing staff cuts or even closure 'Peter Walsh 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/821016942.pdf  
 
Energy smart home could even boost your health 
Illawarra Mercury, 2/8/17 
 
As gas and electricity bills contin ue to skyrocket, more Aussies are looking for ways to cut their enerAgy costs. An 
easy way to do this is by making your home more energy efficient. It makes sense. Draught proofing your house, 
adding insulation or swapping old lights for high efficiency LEDs can slash your energy bill. What most people don't 
realise is that when they make these improvements, they'll almost certainly end up with a more comfortable home, 
which may improve their long-term health as well. Study after study has found energy efficient buildings equal 
healthier occupants. According to the International Energy Agency, that's because when you upgrade a home's 
energy efficiency attributes like air quality and thermal comfort also improve. (Thermal comfort just means your home 
maintains a comfortable temperature, instead of feeling too hot or too cold). In winter, better energy efficiency results 
in fewer deaths caused by extended exposure to cold temperatures. In summer, fewer people die of complications 
associated with dehydration. A study in The Lancet - one of the world's foremost medical journals - found that 6.5 per 
cent of deaths in Australia (2400 per year) are linked to colder weather. In Sweden, which has a much colder climate 
than Australia, only 3.9 per cent of deaths are linked to cold weather. Experts believe the relatively poor quality of 
Australia's housing is to blame. Sweden has better, more efficient buildings - so while it's colder outside, Swedes are 
more comfortable indoors than we are. The research is sobering. The good news is we can all do something about it. 
Sure, working with an expert to improve your home's energy efficiency will save you money. Done right, you'll also 
end up with a more comfortable, healthier home. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820931536.pdf  
 
Greens to unveil CQ candidates 
Morning Bulletin, 2/8/17 
 
The next in line for Queensland's Greens representative seat, Andrew Bartlett, announced bold plans for the region, 
saying Adani would be no help in lowering electricity prices and the party planned to "smash" the system structured 
by the "big players" in politics. No Greens candidates for Keppel or Rockhampton have been announced, but Mr 
Bartlett said they would be confirmed soon and steered away from the "rigged system" of other governments. "Big 
players that have had their tentacles in the establishment political parties have the system structured so they keep 
winning and citizens keep losing, so we need to smash that," he said. Mr Bartlett said it was "no secret we are against 
Adani" and the Greens candidates had other plans that would establish sustainable jobs through solar, wind and 
hydro energy while they continued to care for the environment. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820912018.pdf  
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No case for coal in this country 
Border Mail, 2/8/17, Alan Hewett 
 
Since the release of the Finkel report, the debate about coal-fired power stations has intensified. Putting it plainly, the 
use of coal in generating electricity is high polluting, uneconomical and harmful to our health. The burning of coal is 
the single biggest contributor to Australia's greenhouse gas emissions. The average black coal plant in NSW emits 
900 kilograms of greenhouse gasses for each megawatt hour of electricity it produces. The latest plant using 
supercritical technology emits 840 kilograms. Even an advanced ultra-supercritical plant would emit around 700 
kilograms. A gas fired plant averages 400 kilograms, while renewables emit zero emissions. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820916167.pdf  
 
Pitfalls of power 
Daily Mercury, 2/8/17, Troy Kippen 
 
Energy security and affordability are among the most crucial issues facing the state and, for now, Premier Jay 
Weatherill has stolen the march on his Liberal opponents. The unveiling yesterday of a key plank of his $550 million 
electricity plan - a long-term back-up power plant - cements the Labor strategy ahead of next March's election. 
Coupled with the rock star power of tech entrepreneur Elon Musk's giant battery to be built near Jamestown, the 
major parts of Mr Weatherill's plan are politically saleable. This is regardless of whether or not they represent sound 
policy in this highly complex field. But there are some key risks to Labor's plan. Having trumpeted its scale and 
breadth, Mr Weatherill cannot afford for the state to be hit again with major blackouts this summer. His cards are now 
on the table, so the Liberals might produce a credible alternative and market it properly. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820704858.pdf  
 
Cowra faces price rise pressure 
Cowra Guardian, 2/8/17 
 
Electricity and energy prices are having a negative economic impact on central west councils including Cowra, Mayor, 
Councillor Bill West said. To combat this increasing cost, Cowra — along with other CENTROC councils in the region 
— is continuing to explore initiatives to reduce costs to ratepayers, Cr West added. “We understand and are 
concerned about the costs to residents and businesses of rising energy costs. “The area that we as councils can 
make an impact on is in seeking reduced energy costs in our own operations; that conversely reduces costs to our 
ratepayers,” Cr West said. 
 
http://www.cowraguardian.com.au/story/4828364/cowra-faces-price-rise-pressure/  
 

Environment Standards Division 

 
Adani royalties deal: Queensland's 'transparent policy framework' kept secret 
The Guardian, 2/8/17, Michael Slezak 
 
Details of the Queensland government’s “transparent policy framework” – which delivered a royalty deal for Adani’s 
Carmichael mine in Queensland – are being kept secret, with Right to Information requests resulting in thousands of 
pages of redacted or withheld documents. The correspondence that was released appears to show public servants 
scrambling after the policy announcement to find an economic justification for it, which a senior public servant puts a 
stop to, saying “It just gets [people] absolutely tangled up” and “Don’t wanna go there”. The document dates, and the 
reasons for redactions, appear to confirm the so-called “transparent policy framework”, which the Palaszczuk 
government said was not a special deal for Adani, was made specifically for Adani. The Right to Information request 
to Queensland Treasury, submitted by Adam Walters from consultancy Energy Resource Insights, also asked for the 
details of the specific agreement reached with Adani, but again, almost all the information was either refused or 
redacted. 
 
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2017/aug/02/adani-royalties-deal-queenslands-transparent-policy-
framework-kept-secret  
 
MP backs Helena Range iron ore 
Kalgoorlie Miner, 2/8/17 
 
Josh Chiat Nationals MP Peter Rundle has thrown his support behind Mineral Resources' contentious bid to mine the 
Helena Aurora Range in the Yilgarn, saying secure iron ore exports are important to the longterm security of the 
Esperance port workforce. It comes with Cliffs Natural Resources, which owns the Koolyanobbing iron ore complex 
north of Southern Cross and ships 11 million tonnes through Esperance Port every year, hardening its stance on 
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exiting its Australian business by 2020. If MinRes' application to mine the Jackson Five and Bungalbin East deposits 
is rejected by the State Government it will close its Carina operations this year. MinRes ships through Kwinana, but 
has previously investigated shipping iron ore through Esperance. That would only happen if the 15year, 5.4mtpa 
expansion is approved by the State Government, which would have to ignore the advice of the State's environmental 
regulator. "Certainly from the standing of (Member for the Agricultural Region) Colin DeGrussa and myself we're 
supportive of the MinRes application, that's our position as local MPs," Mr Rundle, the MP for Roe, said. "Obviously 
we're very concerned as Cliffs scales down, which is the scenario we've been told, it would be nice to have something 
scale up. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/821000098.pdf  
 
CQ coal project nears launch 
Morning Bulletin, 2/8/17, Melanie Plane 
 
Central Queensland's newest coal mine is on the verge of creating 500 jobs with the operational phase mere months 
away. QCoal's Byerwen Project, located 20km west of Glenden in the Bowen Basin, is expected to ramp up major 
coal operations as soon as October having already appointed major contractors and constructed a rail loop. 
Attendees at the Bowen Basin Mining Club's (BBMC) July luncheon in Mackay heard from Peter Kane, QCoal 
Group's chief operating officer, about the statistics and structure of the Byerwen Mine. Mr Kane said QCoal was giving 
preference to Australian-manufactured equipment, particularly from suppliers who are competitively priced and 
compliant with industry standards. "All suppliers should have a clear and compelling value proposition, demonstrating 
their capability as well as their commitment to local and traditional owner employment," Mr Kane said. Supplier and 
contractor engagement for the project is also proceeding, with MacMahons, Sedgman and MPC Group already in 
place as the major contractors. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820938254.pdf  
 
Recycling wasted in trash 
Bendigo Advertiser, 2/8/17, Tom O’Callaghan 
 
The City of Breater Bendigo is poised to launch an advertising campaign after discovering the average red topped bin 
contains only 38 per cent actual waste. The rest was taken up by refuse better suited to recycle and organics bins. 
Council presentations and assets director Craig Lloyd said the results were "fairly disappointing". "We collected 250 
bins of each type (rubbish, recycling and organics). Those bins were tipped out and hand sorted to identify exactly 
what was in the bin and where it should have been," he said. Mr Lloyd said the figures echoed those supplied by the 
Victorian government, which found greater Bendigo was in the bottom 50 per cent of local government areas for wast 
resource recovery. "Unfortunately many Greater Bendigo residents are still placing recyclables such as paper and 
cardboard, glass bottles and jars, cans, plastics and organic garden and food waste in their red lid waste bin," he said.
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820931046.pdf  
 
GOVERNMENT'S CASH FOR CANS SCHEME 'IS STUPID' 
Border Mail, 2/8/17 
 
The NSW government has defended its decision to have Coca-Cola Amatil and other beverage companies oversee 
the state's container deposit scheme after critics labelled the move "utterly stupid". The "return and earn" scheme 
aims to halve the number of cans and bottles thrown away by paying people 10c for every container handed in at 
designated sites. But the appointment of a joint venture comprising major beverage companies to co-ordinate the 
scheme has been savaged by the NSW Greens. Greens MP Mehreen Faruqi says it amounts to "putting the fox in 
charge of the henhouse". "The beverage industry furiously lobbied against the scheme for decades and now they will 
run it," she said. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820914445.pdf  
 
Santos, coal seam gas and the disappearing $2 billion 
michaelwest.com.au, 2/8/17 
 
Researchers Tony Shields and Rod Campbell at The Australia Institute expose Santos’ wilful and exaggerated 
economic assessments (known in the trade as “strategic assessment’) to win government approval for its 
controversial Narrabri coal seam gas project. WHEN SANTOS submitted its Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to 
get government approval for its Narrabri coal seam gas project, their consultants, GHD, estimated the project would 
provide net economic benefits of $2.2 billion. 
 
https://www.michaelwest.com.au/the-tale-of-santos-coal-seam-gas-and-the-disappearing-2-billion/  
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ABC News, 1/08/17, Under the conditions of mine lease, Energy Resources Australia is required to shut down the 
town of Jabiru in NT as well as the Ranger Uranium Mine by 2021. There are efforts underway to save Jabiru in the 
Kakadu National Park. The Gundjeihmi Aboriginal Corporation and the Northern Land Council are negotiating with the 
Federal Government for a 99 year township lease to keep the town open. 
 
ABC Central Coast, 2/08/17, Caroline Perryman, Pre-recorded interview with Jamie Loader, Manager of 
Environment and Certification, Central Coast Council Perryman says a company has been fined for dumping 70 
tonnes of illegal wasts in Sparks Rd at Warnervale. Loader explains how they found out about the illegal dumping in 
Sparks Rd at Warnervale. Loader explains the waste dumping policies being implemented in the Central Coast. He 
says the Central Coast is a sort of a hotspot for illegal dumping and this prompted them to join the Hunter/Central 
Coast Regional Illegal Dumping Squad. 
 
2GB, 1/08/17, Steve Price, [Replay] Regular Segment: Ben Fordham Highlight. Interview with Australian Beverages 
Council CEO Geoff Parker. Fordham says that when the container deposit scheme starts in NSW on December 1, 
people will pay up to 20 cents or more on drinks in cans or bottles. He says the scheme will see people getting a 
small refund if they take their empty cans or bottles to a collection depot or a reverse vending machine. He says the 
bad part is that the cost of the scheme will be passed straight on to consumers. Parker clarifies that the refund 
amount is 10 cents and that the handling fee is yet to be determined, adding that the industry is still keenly awaiting 
for it. He says the 20 cents will be passed on to the consumer as a mandatory levy to be charged to the industry. He 
says the industry is supportive of reducing litter and increasing cycling, as well as the Premier's litter reduction targets.
He says the collection depots are yet to be determined, adding that the scheme coordinator and the network 
operators were only announced on Saturday. 
 
ABC Radio Brisbane, 1/08/17, Gold Coast conservation groups are celebrating after the Qld Government has 
rejected a $3b casino resort development proposed for the Southport Spit on the Gold Coast by Chinese-backed ASF 
consortium. Queensland Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk says a master plan will be developed for the area instead, 
which will be six or seven times the size of Southbank Parklands. Save Our Spit Alliance President Steve Gration 
says the project wasn't appropriate. The Premier says the decision doesn't rule out the Ocean-side Cruise Ship 
Terminal being investigated by the Gold Coast Council. 
 
ABC Radio Brisbane, 2/08/17, Annastacia Palaszczuk, Queensland Premier, defended the Government's support for 
the Adani Coal Mine project during a townhall meeting on the Gold Coast last night. Around 500 people have 
gathered at a conference room in the Currumbin RSL for the meeting hosted by the Premier. The Adani Mine project 
was among the issues raised by the audience and one protester was ushered from the hall as he shouted his 
objections. She says that high unemployment figures in the State's north are behind the Government's support for the 
project. The State Cabinet will remain on the Gold Coast until the end of the week. 
 
Great Barrier Reef 
 
Queensland Resources Council denies urging Great Barrier Reef experts to ignore climate change 
ABC Online, 2/8/17 
 
The mining industry's lobby group urged key advisors on the Great Barrier Reef not to consider climate change in the 
Reef 2050 plan, according to documents. However, the Queensland Resources Council (QRC) said its position on 
climate change had been misrepresented in the notes, taken at Reef Advisory Committee (RAC) meetings in May this 
year. The RAC's role is to advise marine park authorities on ways to address risks to the reef and to assist with policy 
development. The ABC has obtained an earlier copy of two reports by the Reef 2050 Independent Expert Panel and 
the RAC from meetings to advise on responding to mass coral bleaching events on the reef. 
 
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-08-02/lobbyists-deny-urging-reef-experts-to-ignore-climate-change/8766412  
 
Warming limit of 1.2 degrees needed to save Great Barrier Reef: expert panel 
WA Today, 2/8/17, Peter Hannam 
 
Australia and the rest of the world must keep global temperature increases to 1.2 degrees - more than promised at 
the Paris climate talks - if the Great Barrier Reef's biodiversity is not going to deteriorate further, a panel led by former 
chief scientist Ian Chubb says. The report by a panel of 15 scientists also called for the urgent revision of the reef's 
Plan to 2050 to account for "inexorable global warming". On Friday, federal and state environment ministers including 
federal minister Josh Frydenberg agreed in Melbourne to bring forward a review of the plan to start immediately rather 
than next year as had been planned.  
 
http://www.watoday.com.au/environment/climate-change/warming-limit-of-12-degrees-needed-to-save-great-barrier-
reef-expert-panel-20170728-gxkwph.html  
 
Management & Public Service 
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Minister warns APS could risk digital brain drain 
Canberra Times, 2/8/17, Doug Dingwall 
 
The government's digital agency is leading a bid to keep more IT workers in the public service amid warnings it risks a 
brain drain to the private sector if nothing changes. Assistant Minister for Digital Transformation Angus Taylor says 
departments and agencies including their leaders - need to upgrade their tech skills if they want to keep talented IT 
workers on the payroll. "The private sector is well ahead of us in terms of signing up talent," he said. The government 
body charged with improving the public service's IT, the Digital Transformation Agency, has embarked on work to 
attract more tech workers, support staff better and build the skills of their bosses. The federal government will expand 
IT entry-level positions and increase training as part of digital programs being co-designed by the DTA and the 
Australian Public Service Commission. It wants to recruit 250 entry-level tech staff into agencies in the next year. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820856308.pdf  
 
Parks & Commonwealth Marine Reserves 
 
Ningaloo protection status remains 
Pilbara News, 2/8/17 
 
Ningaloo is one of our best-known and most important Australian marine parks, loved by its community and many 
visitors alike. With that in mind, I would like to reassure the community that there will be no changes to its current 
protection under the draft plans I released on Friday. Ningaloo Marine Park (Commonwealth waters) is 2435sqkm 
next to the larger, State-managed Ningaloo Marine Park. We use International Union for Conservation of Nature 
Guidelines to define the zones in our marine parks. Ningaloo was proclaimed in 1987. At the time it was proclaimed 
as category two. Under these guidelines, it included recreational use. Everything in the draft plans we released on 
Friday remains consistent with this. All we have done is updated the park's zoning to a new category, to better reflect 
what people already love doing in the park recreational fishing and tourism activities like diving. The independent 
Commonwealth Marine Reserves Review made this same recommendation to us - to re-categorise the park for 
consistency with other marine parks in WA and the country. We haven't "cut" Ningaloo's protection. Recreational uses 
allowed under this draft plan are completely consistent with the neighbouring Ningaloo Marine Park, managed by the 
WA Government.  
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820976514.pdf  
 
Where in the world is ... the Coral Sea? 
Gympie Times, 2/8/17 
 
An iconic region and a part of Australian heritage lays off our north-eastern coastline, extending eastwards from the 
outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef. It is a vast ocean known as the Coral Sea. This body of water 4,791,000sq km in 
area, off the coast of north Queensland, is bound by Papua New Guinea to the north, the Tasman Front to the south, 
and the Pacific Islands of the Solomons, Vanuatu and New Caledonia to the east. The Coral Sea is a critical link 
between the western Pacific and the Great Barrier Reef, and further on to the Coral Triangle of South-East Asia. The 
Australian portion Almost a million square kilometres of the Coral Sea falls within Australia's Exclusive Economic 
Zone known as the Coral Sea Marine Reserve with half of it fully protected in a marine national park zone. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820732171.pdf  
 
Unconventional Gas including Coal Seam Gas 
 
New gas development unnecessary in midst of global glut 
Border Watch, 2/8/17 
 
The world-wide gas market is significantly oversupplied resulting in a gas glut expected to extend out to 2030, despite 
potential increased demand and newly emerging markets. This is according to Bruce Robertson, Analyst Gas/LNG 
Australasia. Yet Australians have been massively overcharged for their own gas, paying the highest prices in the 
world - far higher than global gas prices. What a policy failure by government. A cartel of gas producers has been 
allowed to operate in the East Coast Gas Market unchecked. They have withheld supply to drive up domestic gas 
prices apparently to help recover some of their losses in the export market and help pay for their expensive LNG 
plants at Gladstone. Consequently, Australian consumers and businesses have suffered, manufactures have gone 
offshore and people have lost their jobs. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820937825.pdf  
 
Curtis Island ferry making NSW history 
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Gladstone Observer, 2/8/17 
 
A vessel that once ferried hundreds of workers in hi-vis to Curtis Island is about to make history in New South Wales. 
SeaLink Travel Group's MV Capricornian Sunrise is one of two jet ferries which will form part of the first direct ferry 
service from Manly to Barangaroo. The New South Wales Government granted SeaLink permission to start the 
service from August. "SeaLink will be utilising two of our fast passenger vessels including the 400-passenger jet ferry 
MV Capricornian Sunrise which has been redeployed from our Gladstone operation," SeaLink managing director Jeff 
Ellison said. MV Capricornian Sunrise was the third vessel built to service the Curtis Island workforce in 2012 as 
construction ramped up on the three LNG plants. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820955745.pdf  
 
Bumper quarter for APLNG 
Gladstone Observer, 2/8/17 
 
Origin Energy doubled its sales revenues to $673.4 million in the June quarter reaping the rewards from the ramp up 
of its Australia Pacific LNG site. The oil and gas giant, which has a 37.5% stake in Curtis Island LNG export site 
APLNG, reported in its second quarter report higher LNG production. The oil and gas giant, which has a 37.5% stake 
in Curtis Island LNG export site APLNG, reported in its second quarter report higher LNG production. Throughout May 
and June APLNG ran at 10% above nameplate capacity as part of a 90-day operational phase finance lenders' test. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820955792.pdf  
 
FIERY DEBATE 
Gladstone Observer, 2/8/17, Chris Lees 
 
Councillors divided over regulations for gas giant - Requests for increased air monitoring for Curtis Island LNG plants 
FLARING at Curtis Island's LNG plants causes division in the community and now it has caused a division in the 
council. Gladstone Regional Council was split on its submission to the Department of Environment and Heritage 
Protection about changes to flaring at QCLNG. QGC is behind the plan and wants to increase the amount of visible, 
or smoky, flaring time at its Curtis Island plant. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820940393.pdf  
 

Whales 

 
Rangers face big moving job 
Townsville Bulletin, 2/8/17 
 
Rangers are preparing to move the carcasses of two humpback whales that died after becoming beached near Fraser 
Island. The 10 and 12 metre-long humpbacks were found on Sheridan Flats, in the Great Sandy Strait, on Monday 
morning. Rangers kept the whales wet and shaded in the hope they could be refloated on the high tide, but they died 
overnight. The carcasses will now be moved away from the navigational channel where they can decompose 
naturally. A spokesperson from the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection says it is not known what 
caused the stranding or how long the pair had been beached, but that it was possible the whales were fatigued or 
unwell. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820934480.pdf  
 
Desperate efforts failed to save whales 
News Mail, 2/8/17 
 
It was a case of misadventure that ended in death for two humpback whales beached off Fraser Island. Environment 
protection rangers worked frantically on Monday night to rescue the 10m and 12m whales stuck at Sheridan Flats, 
between Fraser and the mainland. They spotted the pair at 9.30am Monday, in a similar place to where a pod of killer 
whales were successfully freed in 2013. The rangers tried to refloat the whales on high tide about 3.30pm but failed, 
with one whale moving just 100m. A Queensland Parks and Wildlife Service spokesman has confirmed the two died 
overnight. Whale tour operator Peter Lynch said it was rare for whales to venture into that part of the Great Sandy 
Strait. "It's a shallow, narrow area that's difficult for vessels to navigate," the Blue Dolphin owner said. "There's a few 
whales that go down that way each season." With the rapid increase in whale numbers, Mr Lynch said a rise in whale 
deaths was expected. An estimated 27,000 whales will migrate this season. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820943390.pdf  
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ABC Sunshine Coast, 1/08/17, Sheridan Stewart, Interview with Paul Hodda, Chairman, Australian Whale 
Conservation Society. Stewart says that two humpback whales have died after being stranded on Fraser Island 
despite rescue efforts. Stewart says that the whales were found by rangers yesterday at Sheridan Flats. Stewart and 
Hodda discuss the possible scenarios on how the two whales ended ashore. Hodda believes that the whales are not 
fully grown. Hodda says that people can expect to see whales every single day. Hodda says that the current 
population of humpback whales falls between 25k to 30k and counting. Hodda says that factors, like climate change, 
are affecting their food supply, however. Hodda urges people not to go close to 100 metres to a whale. 
 
 
Wildlife, Heritage and Marine Division 
 

Marine  

 
NBN Lismore, 1/08/17, Natasha Beyersdorf and Paul Lobb, Australian Seabird Rescue volunteers have 
successfully released two more turtles which were found with plastics in their stomachs, prompting further calls to 
‘ban the bags’ in NSW. Shadow Environment Minister Penny Sharpe claims NSW must introduce a statewide ban on 
plastics, despite both major supermarkets phasing out single use shopping bags. A spokesperson for Environment 
Minister Gabrielle Upton says plastic bags are an issue for the environment, however, they make up less than 3% of 
litter volume adding their current anti-litter priority is the implementation of a 10-cent container deposit scheme. 
 
Wildlife 
 
Big 'freshies' do call the gorge home 
Katherine Times, 2/8/17, Ranger Clare Pearce 
 
An adult male Australian Freshwater Crocodile, or 'freshie,' reaches maybe three metres in length and around 70kg 
while the ladies are more petite, reaching two metres and 40kg. A few freshies have been confirmed at around four 
metres long and you may be interested to know that some of these called Katherine Gorge home. Freshies are 
endemic to Northern Australia, they are found nowhere else. They were named after Australian policeman and 
naturalist Robert Arthur Johnstone who first reported seeing the species. The scientist who named the Freshie after 
Policeman Bob was unfortunately not very good at spelling and so this littlest of crocodilians is now known as 
Crocodylus johnsoni. The Freshie has powerful hind legs that are considerably larger and longer than its forelimbs. 
They use them to 'gallop' at top speed back to the water, or travel from billabong to billabong. They don't paddle with 
their legs when they swim, using instead their powerful tail. Freshies are not known as man eaters. They are usually 
shy and retiring types, biting only in defence. Their slender snout and shy disposition makes them much more likely to 
seek out fish, frogs and bugs rather than critters like us. In the early dry a male Freshie can be a tender mate, 
courting his lady by placing his head on top of hers and rubbing his throat glands on her before mating. There have 
been many croc tracks in the warm and sandy Katherine River banks recently, suggesting of nights of romance. The 
eggs hatch in around 2-3 months and the mother crocs returns to assist their hatchlings into the water where she 
protects them fiercely for a while. 
Freshwater crocodile populations are healthy, but there are still environmental threats to these little crocodilians. 
Goannas disturb perhaps half of all nests while hatchlings are eaten by many predators. Freshies are also killed by 
the introduced cane toad. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820965551.pdf  
 
Jump in number of rare cassowary sightings a puzzle 
Cairns Post, 2/8/17, Danaella Wivell 
 
The number of cassowaries spotted on the Tablelands is skyrocketing but wildlife authorities can't pinpoint why. The 
Department of Environment and Heritage Protection received reports of sightings of just six adult cassowaries and no 
chicks between January and June last year. During the same period this year there were 47 adults and 18 chicks 
spotted in the same area. Tablelands Mayor Joe Paronella said the increased sightings meant more interaction 
between the birds and humans. "Our advice is for people to never feed the wildlife here on the Tablelands or to try to 
get too close to it," he said. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/820945309.pdf  
 
Great Koala Park push flawed, says MP Melinda Pavey 
Nambucca Guardian News, 2/8/17 
 
CHANGING who manages local lands will have little if any effect on the health of koala populations, claims local MP 
Melinda Pavey. The answer to concerns about Mid North Coast koalas does not involve converting more State Forest 
to National Park, Mrs Pavey said. “A few people might get all starry-eyed, but simply changing tenures doesn’t do 
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much for koalas,” the Member for Oxley said. “There are now 2.4 million hectares of National Parks, Conservation 
Areas and Nature Reserves in our region, and these areas are meant to be conserving our biodiversity. “Whereas the 
timber industry now has access to just 400,000 hectares of State Forest in northern coastal NSW; only 1-2 per cent of 
this is used in any one year, and large areas of habitat are preserved in corridors throughout these forests.” 
 
http://www.nambuccaguardian.com.au/story/4827786/better-land-management-key-to-koala-care-says-mp/  
 
 
Regards 
 
Media Team  
Department of the Environment and Energy 
GPO Box 787 CANBERRA, ACT 2601 
P: 02 6275 9880 | F: 02 6274 1094  
E: media@environment.gov.au 
Note to media: Unless otherwise agreed, the information contained in this email is for background only and is not for 
attribution. 
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Can you please point me to the most up to date information on the AWS. 
  
Number of stations - locations 
  
How they operate? 
  
Thanks and best  

  
  
  

On 1 Aug 2017, at 1:18 am, BoM Media <Media@bom.gov.au> wrote: 
  
Hi  
  
Please find below the link to the Bureau's statement regarding temperature 
observations released earlier today. 
http://media.bom.gov.au/releases/374/bureau-of-meteorology-statement-on-
temperature-observations/ 
  
  
regards 
  

 | National Media Manager 
Public Affairs | Government Relations and Corporate Communication 
Bureau of Meteorology 
GPO Box 1289 Melbourne VIC 3001 
Level 6, 700 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008 
Media Hotline: +61 3 9669 4057 (6am to 10pm, 7 days) 
Media Mailbox: media@bom.gov.au 
Newsroom: media.bom.gov.au 
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make the findings public." Dr Johnson said he had initiated an internal probe with outside input after shortcomings were confirmed 
in recording minimum temperatures at a number of weather stations. Scientist Jennifer Marohasy, who exposed the failure of two 
stations to record low temperatures of minus 10.4C, said a parliamentary inquiry was needed. "I have no doubt an inquiry would 
find major problems in terms of how BoM is dealing with temperature records and data handling," Dr Marohasy said. BoM has 
confirmed there were issues with recording low temperatures at Goulburn and Thredbo weather stations. But in a letter to Mr 
Frydenberg, Dr Johnson said the bureau did not deliberately limit the temperatures recorded: "The bureau's systems are designed 
to alert us to unusually high or low temperatures so they can be checked for their veracity." A preliminary review of outages at 
Goulburn and Thredbo Top station had been undertaken. "This identified that the electronic hardware not only at Goulburn and 
Thredbo Top station, but also a small number of stations in cold-climate location are not fit for purpose and previous outages have 
occurred at temperatures below minus 10," Dr Johnson said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kg947219209 

 
 
 
Sky News Live, Jones and Co, 01/08/17, Alan Jones and Peta Credlin, Interview with Dr Jennifer Marohasy, Scientist & Author, 
Institute of Public Affairs. Jones says the Institute of Public Affairs released a new book last week called Climate Change: The 
Facts 2017, which addresses a range of issues, including the so-called science of climate change. Marohasy states that the 
Bureau of Meteorology reported temperatures that are warmer than was recorded in the coldest places in Australia. She says the 
Bureau did this because the minimum temperatures were falling, which does not accord with the theory of anthropogenic global 
warming. Jones says he wrote to [Energy] Minister [Josh] Frydenberg about the topic, and mentions that the Bureau of 
Meteorology has blamed the equipment. Marohasy states they have e-mails that acknowledge the correct temperatures. She 
stresses that there must be a public inquiry on the issue. She says the incorrect data the Bureau is putting forward underpins 
policies that are costing hundreds of billions of dollars to the Australian economy. Credlin says she thinks the IPA must demand the 
inquiry be independent and not let up, but that all documents in relation to the matter need to be out in the public domain. 
 
 
 
3AW, Drive, 01/08/17, Tom Elliott, Interview with meteorology enthusiast and electronic technician Lance Pidgeon on the Bureau 
of Meteorology being guilty of a cover-up. Elliott says this is a case that has been followed by The Australian for quite some time. 
He discusses the BoM temperature site in Goulburn, which has recorded a temperature of minus 10.4 degrees on the 2nd of July. 
He notes it was adjusted upwards to minus 10. He says the BoM has explained it sets acceptable minimums for certain areas and 
it seems minus 10 degrees is the lowest temperature accepted in Goulburn. He reckons Goulburn's temperature of minus 12, 13 or 
14 would not enter BoM's calculations of the main temperature. He points out it gives the idea BoM is deliberately overstating 
temperatures to provide proof the earth is warming. Pidgeon explains the global warming greenhouse they depend on the 
minimum temperatures is rising faster than the maximum temperature. He reckons BoM will say this will be the warmest July on 
record while many people can clearly see the early warming temperatures will be the coldest that they can imagine. He says he is 
not sure if BoM is deliberately doing it or it was a big mash-up but it is obviously wrong. He discusses a letter from Jennifer 
Marohasy's blog where Dr [Andrew] Johnson has admitted the AWS has failed to record below 10C degrees. He admits he is not 
sure if Federal Minister for Environment and Energy Josh Frydenberg has promised to look into this issue, although Marohasy's 
blog has indicated he was communicating with Johnson. He says the equipment is either malfunctioning or it is programmed not to 
accept incredibly low values. He explains it was minus 10.4 at Goulburn and multiple times at Thredbo but the Goulburn one was 
changed. Elliott says if BoM is guilty of manipulating low temperatures, it is not doing its job. He suggests if the Australian Bureau 
of Statistics is doing the same thing in regards to unemployment or inflation, it could be economically disastrous. 
 
 
 
 
Minister Frydenberg – Energy 
 
 
 

Small business council calls for state governments to lead in the energy crisis 
EGlobal Travel Media, Other, 02/08/17,  

 

The Council of Small Business Australia (COSBOA) has called for immediate action from government, particularly state 
governments, in stopping increases in energy costs for small business and consumers in Australia. The call is ahead of the 
Vodafone National Small Business Summit hosted by COSBOA where the Hon. Josh Frydenberg MP, Minister for the Environment 
and Energy will speak to small business leaders in Melbourne on 23-25 August 2017. COSBOA recognises that small businesses 
are suffering from unprecedented rises in the cost of energy. The situation must be confronted with a 12-month freeze on energy 
cost increases, while innovative renewable and gas-powered options are brought onto the grid. Passionate small business 
advocate Peter Strong, CEO, COSBOA, commented on the council’s support of the Federal Government’s actions and placed 
pressure on state governments to demonstrate leadership on the energy cost crisis. “The Federal Government is focusing on 
action and COSBOA supports them and the Finkel Review recommendations. But we need the state governments to not only 
support the Federal action, but take action of their own. “That action is not only releasing gas supplies, but also stopping the 
continual energy price rises through subsidies to retail power suppliers,” said Mr Strong. “The states must come to an agreement to 
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subsidise retail providers. State governments are in a position to negotiate with the retail providers to ensure there are no more 
increases to energy costs for at least the next 12 months. “COSBOA believe the Federal Government is leading the way and must 
now approve all the recommendations from the Finkel Review. Each state must also show leadership and stop the power costs 
increases. Only then we will have certainty for small businesses,” concluded Mr Strong. 

 

Read Item: http://www.eglobaltravelmedia.com.au/small-business-council-calls-for-state-governments-to-lead-in-the-
energy-crisis/ 

 

 
Minister Frydenberg – Great Barrier Reef 
 
 

 
Great Barrier Reef now open! 
Ocean Magazine, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

Superyacht Australia (SA) has been working with stakeholders, industry and government for some time to have restrictions lifted to 
allow superyachts to visit this amazing area and enjoy the tropical islands and diverse tourist attractions of north Queensland. 
According to the official announcement today from the office of The Hon Josh Frydenberg MP Minister for the Environment and 
Energy, 21 superyacht anchorages will be established at carefully selected locations with no corals or other sensitive habitats, 
providing further tourism opportunities and still protecting the area’s core values. The changes are formalised through updates by 
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority to the Whitsundays Plan of Management an area-specific plan that manages use in 
this highly visited region, in addition to the protections provided through Reef-wide zoning. Most changes will take effect from 2 
August 2017 and will be implemented in stages over the next 12 months. There are no changes to zoning in the area. Superyacht 
Australia (SA) has for some time been seeking to reform the Whitsundays Plan of Management in order to facilitate greater access 
for vessels over 35 metres in length. Marine Tourism is a significant part of the Australian economy and a growing contributor to 
Australia’s tourism offering. Superyacht Australia has been lobbying for the past nine years to allow superyachts greater than 35 
metres to be able to cruise and anchor in key spots within the Great Barrier Reef (GBR). Tourism Australia markets the GBR as 
Australia’s iconic tourism destination to the global market yet superyachts over 35 metres have been unable to enjoy this iconic 
destination forcing our own Australia superyacht owners to take their vessels to Fiji and other Pacific countries rather than spend 
their tourism dollars in their own backyard. 

 

Read Item: http://oceanmagazine.com.au/great-barrier-reef-now-open/ 

 
 
 
 
Minister Frydenberg – Wildlife, Heritage and Marine Division  
 
 
 
Marine 
 
 
Channel 9, Nine Afternoon News, 01/08/17, Compere, Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment has ordered the 
CSIRO to investigate a possible connection towards a booming whale population and increased numbers of Australian shark 
attacks. 
 
 
 
Channel 9, Nine Afternoon News, 01/08/17, Davina Smith, A recent spike in shark attacks could be linked to the booming 
population of whales in Australian waters. Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment, has ordered a study in to the 
connection with the CSIRO now to investigate. 
 
 
 
Minister Frydenberg – Other 
 
 
 
Twitter, General News, 01/08/17, @JoshFrydenberg, RT @Senator_CFW: Pleased to rep @JoshFrydenberg at Butler Reserve 
Raingarden&amp;Nature Playground @KingsgrovePS opening w @Georges_River Counc… 

Read Item: http://twitter.com/JoshFrydenberg/statuses/892311138234376192 
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Minister Frydenberg – Other Coverage 

 
 
NBN Tamworth, NBN News, 01/08/17, Natasha Beyersdorf and Paul Lobb, The division continues within the Coalition over 
same-sex marriage. PM Malcolm Turnbull says their policy on marriage equality is very clear. However, a free vote and postal 
plebiscite are being canvassed before a meeting of MP's in Canberra next week. Federal Treasurer Scott Morrison says he's 
focused on getting people in the jobs, not on other issues. The latest debate is brought on by a vocal group of MP's advocating 
change with some of them facing pre-selection threats if they vote against the government. The Nationals are frustrated the matter 
is distracting from the Coalition's core messages of economic and national security. Greens Leader Richard Di Natale says Tony 
Abbott and the Conservatives in the Liberal Party claimed if Turnbull does it he might lose his job. Josh Frydenberg, Federal 
Minister for Environment and Energy, says that the PM has the support of the partyroom and his Cabinet. Greens Leader Richard 
Di Natale says Tony Abbott and the Conservatives in the Liberal Party claimed if Turnbull does it he might lose his job. 
 
 
 
NBN Gold Coast, NBN News Gold Coast, 01/08/17, Natasha Beyersdorf and Paul Lobb, It has been another day of frustration 
for PM Malcolm Turnbull as internal Coalition division continues over same sex marriage. Publicly, Turnbull says it is business as 
usual but a showdown is looming. A Free vote and postal plebiscite are being canvassed before a meeting of MPs in Canberra 
next week. Scott Morrison, Treasurer, says he is only focused on getting people into jobs. Andrew Laming, Liberal MP, says they 
have diverse views on the issue. He says he does not mind the debate coming back to parliament as many times as it wants to. A 
group of MPs have advocated change. Some of them are now facing preselection threats if they vote against the government. 
Bridget McKenzie, Nationals Senator, says it is a big call for them to decide to vote against government policy. Nationals MPs are 
frustrated the issue is distracting from the Coalition's core messages of economic and national security. They are frustrated it is 
coming from the PM's own moderate faction. Josh Frydenberg, Energy Minister, says the PM has the support of the party room 
and the cabinet. Matthew Guy, Vic Liberal Leader, says he hopes the matter is sorted out sooner rather than later. Richard Di 
Natale, Greens Leader, says Tony Abbott and the Conservative Liberals believe Turnbull might lose his job if he does this. He says 
if Turnbull does not do it, the Australian people will boot him out. 
 
 
 
Channel 9, National Nine News, 01/08/17, Andrew Lofthouse and Melissa Downes, There are rumblings the Prime Minister 
could face a leadership problem if the Coalition cannot bridge its divide over same sex marriage. Some of the MPs advocating 
change are now facing pre-selection threats if they vote against the government. Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for 
Environment and Energy, says that the PM has the support of the partyroom and his Cabinet. 
 
 
 
Channel 9 Darwin, National Nine News, 01/08/17, Jonathan Uptin, The division between the coalition is raging over same sex 
marriage is causing frustration to Malcolm Turnbull, PM. Josh Frydenberg, Energy Minister, says the PM has the strong support of 
his cabinet and party room. Richard Di Natale, Greens leader, says if Turnbull does not approve of the vote on same sex marriage, 
the Australian people would boo him out. 
 
 
 
Channel 9, National Nine News, 01/08/17, Peter Hitchener, It has been another day of frustration for PM Malcolm Turnbull as 
internal Coalition division continues over same sex marriage. Publicly, Turnbull says it is business as usual but a showdown is 
looming. A Free vote and postal plebiscite are being canvassed before a meeting of MPs in Canberra next week. Scott Morrison, 
Treasurer, says he is only focused on getting people into jobs. Andrew Laming, Liberal MP, says they have diverse views on the 
issue. He says he does not mind the debate coming back to parliament as many times as it wants to. A group of MPs have 
advocated change. Some of them are now facing preselection threats if they vote against the government. Bridget McKenzie, 
Nationals Senator, says it is a big call for them to decide to vote against government policy. Nationals MPs are frustrated the issue 
is distracting from the Coalition's core messages of economic and national security. They are frustrated it is coming from the PM's 
own moderate faction. Josh Frydenberg, Energy Minister, says the PM has the support of the party room and the cabinet. Matthew 
Guy, Vic Liberal Leader, says he hopes the matter is sorted out sooner rather than later. Richard Di Natale, Greens Leader, says 
Tony Abbott and the Conservative Liberals believe that Turnbull might lose his job if he does this. He says if Turnbull does not do 
it, the Australian people will boot him out. 
 
 
 

Channel 9, Nine Afternoon News, 01/08/17, Eva Milic, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull has appeared frustrated while being 
questioned over same-sex marriage as speculation increases. Five Liberal MPs are publicly pushing for a Parliamentary vote on 
same-sex marriage. They want to dump the government's plebiscite police, which had caused tension within the Coalition. It is now 
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being seen by some as a test of the PM's authority over his party room. Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment and 
Energy, says that the PM has the support of the partyroom and his Cabinet. 

 
 
 

Channel 9, Nine Afternoon News, 01/08/17, Compere, Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull affirms that the party remains committed 
to its original stance on a same-sex marriage plebiscite, even as some senior MPs are threatening discord because of the issue. 
Turnbull assures that he is not letting the politics of the situation get to him. Richard Di Natale, Leader, Australian Greens says a 
conscience vote would mean marriage equality now. Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment and Energy, says that the 
PM has the support of the partyroom and his Cabinet. 

 
 
 

Channel 9, Nine Afternoon News, 01/08/17, Emmy Kubainski, The Prime Minister has appeared frustrated while being quizzed 
over same sex marriage. Reports say there'll be a party room clashed among Liberal MPs on the issue when Parliament resumes 
next week. Malcolm Turnbull says the Coalition has already had a clear position and the matter should be handled with a 
plebiscite. Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment and Energy, says that the PM has the support of the partyroom and 
his Cabinet. 

 
 
 

Channel 9, Nine News Now, 01/08/17, Alison Ariotti, There's speculation that Coalition party members are about to clash over 
the same sex marriage subject. When questions about the topic today, PM Malcolm Turnbull became quite frustrated. Five Liberal 
MPs are publicly pushing for a parliamentary vote on same sex marriage. They want to dump government's plebiscite policy. It's 
expected there will be a showdown when the party room meets next week. This is now being seen as a test of the PM's authority. 
Richard Di Natale, Leader, Australian Greens, says we would have marriage equality right now if there was a conscience vote. 
Josh Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment and Energy, says that the PM has the support of the partyroom and his 
Cabinet. 

 

 

All Other Coverage 

 
 
 
Antarctica 
 
 

 
Research to Reality 
University of Tasmania, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

Antarctic-bound doctors have spent a wet and wild week in the Tasmanian wilderness, honing their cold climate and remote 
medicine skills. During the eight day Expedition Medicine Winter Course, run by the University of Tasmania and Australian 
Antarctic Division, participants were challenged to abseil down cliffs and undertake search and rescue scenarios in dark, wet and 
freezing conditions. Dr Kate Kloza, who is heading to Davis research station for the 2017-18 season, said the course had 
challenged her to step outside her comfort zone. What I really enjoyed was getting that big picture on all aspects of the planning 
and conduct of a wilderness medicine retrieval, she said. “It’s not the same as a hospital or general practice setting, where the 
patient comes to me. Instead we have to work to make the patient safe for transportation, which means stabilising them in the field, 
where you don’t always have the optimal equipment available.” “There’s also been plenty of opportunities to rope up and do 
different things that definitely fall outside the remit of regular general practitioner.” As well as rope skills and search and rescue 
techniques, participants practiced cold injury management, wound repair, the use of splints and stretchers, steep terrain rescue 
and evacuation, remote area communication, and navigation skills. Australian Antarctic Division medical practitioner and course 
instructor, Dr Clive Strauss, said the Division is recognised as a leader in the areas of cold climate, remote and extreme medicine. 

 

Read Item: http://www.utas.edu.au/news/2017/8/1/366-antarctic-bound-doctors-left-out-in-the-cold/ 

 
 
 
Biodiversity/Land Management 
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How Sterile Insect Technology could combat one of horticulture's most damaging pests 
ABC Online, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

A team of scientists in South Australia are providing a powerful new line of defence against one of horticulture's most damaging 
pests. The National Sterile Insect Facility in Port Augusta, is set to produce 50 million sterile male Queensland fruit flies a week by 
2019. The ambitious three-year project is all in a bid to safeguard the multi-billion dollar horticulture industry across South Australia 
and Victoria. The Sterile Insect Technology (SIT) is the first insect pest control method that uses genetics, or a widescale form of 
insect birth control. The technique involves breeding fruit flies and sterilising the males with an x-ray before they are released into 
an area with a wild population. These sterile male flies are then released over infested areas, where they mate with wild females 
who eventually become outnumbered and die out. The $45 million SITPlus initiative, led by Horticulture Innovation Australia, 
complements the state-of-the-art facility in Port Augusta, approximately 350 kilometres from Adelaide. Program director Dan Ryan 
took SA Country Hour for an exclusive tour through the $3.8 million factory. He said the whole process began in the egg collection 
room where the team was breeding up to 50 million flies per week. 

 

Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2017-08-01/how-sterile-insect-technology-could-combat-fruit-flies/8748348 

 

 
Coleman / All aboard the hard rock holiday 
CityNews, Other, 01/08/17, Chris Coleman 

 

Australia’s red centre right now is green. Very green. Last year the Uluru region registered nearly double its average annual rainfall 
and the start of 2017 was also wet. It’s not just the plants that have been growing, the number of tourist options have likewise 
increased. Yes, it’s still a get-away-from-it-all destination, but these days there are plenty of things to do for anyone wanting an 
activity holiday with friends. How long should you go for? Well, I reckon there’s a reason Voyages offers three-night packages. The 
serious nature lover may want longer but for most people a trio of nights will be long enough to enjoy a variety of experiences but 
short enough to avoid repetition and boredom. Getting there? A handful of flights operate to Uluru daily, although none operate 
direct from Canberra, which means going via Sydney. Be aware that choosing to fly to Alice Springs and drive will eat into your trip, 
as it’s a good five hours on the road. […]  Do you climb? Climbing Uluru itself is not forbidden, but it is respectfully discouraged at 
almost every opportunity. Indeed, these days the climb route is closed more often than it is open. This is because there have been 
several tourists killed and many more injured over the years, resulting in restrictions being put in place. The decision is left to 
individuals, but the question is often asked – would you climb a church or a mosque if you were asked not to? If you really do want 
to check things out from above, flying is the way to go. Professional Helicopter Services include pick-up and drop-off via shuttle 
bus and several tour options. Uluru stands 348 metres above the plain, the highest point of Kata Tjuta is 200 metres taller, and a 
flight with the sun low in the sky allows the shadows to accentuate the heights. 

 

Read Item: http://citynews.com.au/2017/coleman-aboard-hard-rock-holiday/ 

 
 
 
ABC Ballarat, Vic Country Hour, 01/08/17, Warwick Long, Long says there are foxes that live in cities like Shepparton and 
Ballarat could not be shoot at like if they were on farms. John Matthews, biosecurity manager, Agriculture Victoria, explains that 
there are not much danger for foxes in the cities. He explains that foxes in the city have easy access to water, food, and are not 
being disturbed much. Matthews says people should make sure they have not left any food outside of their house. 
 
 
 
Climate Change 
 
 
 

Climate change update: yeah, we're all gonna die 
Gizmodo Australia, Other, 01/08/17, Rae Johnston 

 

Well, a few of us, anyway. If we don't address climate change, deaths caused by air pollution are expected to increase by about 
60,000 globally by 2030, and 260,000 by 2100, according to a new study combining global climate models — including data from 
Australia. Warmer temperatures speed up the creation of air pollutants, the researchers say, and areas expected to get drier may 
also have higher air pollution due to increased fires and windblown dust. Other health-related impacts expected from climate 
change include increases in heat stress, severe storms, spread of infectious diseases, and less access to clean water. The study 
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adds to growing evidence that the overall health effects of a changing climate are likely to be overwhelmingly negative. It is also 
the most comprehensive study yet on how climate change will effect health via air pollution, since it makes use of results from 
several of the world's top climate change modeling groups. "As climate change affects air pollutant concentrations, it can have a 
significant impact on health worldwide, adding to the millions of people who die from air pollution each year," said Jason West, who 
led the research at UNC-Chapel Hill with former graduate student and first author Raquel Silva. Hotter temperatures speed up the 
chemical reactions that create air pollutants like ozone and fine particulate matter, which impact public health. Locations that get 
drier may also have worse air pollution because of less removal by rain, and increased fires and windblown dust. As trees respond 
to higher temperatures, they will also emit more organic pollutants. West and Silva used an ensemble of several global climate 
models to determine the number of premature deaths that would occur due to ozone and particulate matter in 2030 and 2100.  

 

Read Item: https://www.gizmodo.com.au/2017/08/climate-change-update-yeah-were-all-gonna-die/ 

 

 
Mocked and belittled for getting stuck in ice, a climate scientist finally has his say 
huffingtonpost.com.au, Other, 01/08/17, Anthony Sharwood 

 

'It was a beautiful example of how people mix up the science completely.' When Chris Turney, Professor of earth science and 
climate change at the University of NSW, became stuck in ice three-and-a-half years ago in Antarctic waters, people who reject 
climate science had a field day. Bloggers and certain sections of the media wrote of the "acute embarrassment" he must be 
feeling, and of the "irony of it all". They said he had been "trapped in his own experiment", called his expedition a "Ship of Cold 
Fools" and a "comedic fiasco", while one critic simply labelled his voyage "the Clitanic". "It's a fabulous example of where science 
communication doesn't always work," Turney told HuffPost Australia when we caught up this week. "It was a beautiful example of 
how people mix up the science completely. "Some of it was incredibly personal. I don't know why some people feel so threatened 
that they can't debate science on what the evidence is showing, but some people are like that I guess." So how did so many 
people mix up the science and the message behind it? How did an expedition which was measuring (among numerous other 
things) the melting of glaciers and ice sheets get stuck for weeks in unexpectedly thick sea ice? Turney answers all this in Episode 
1 of Series 2 of HuffPost Australia's popular podcast Breaking The Ice -- our ongoing series of conversations with the people on 
the front lines of climate science. You can listen to it here. 

 

Read Item: http://www.huffingtonpost.com.au/2017/08/01/mocked-and-belittled-for-getting-stuck-in-ice a 23057266/ 

 

 
Climate change set to increase air pollution deaths by hundreds of thousands by 2100 
The Conversation, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

Climate change is set to increase the amount of ground-level ozone and fine particle pollution we breathe, which leads to lung 
disease, heart conditions, and stroke. Less rain and more heat means this pollution will stay in the air for longer, creating more 
health problems. Our research, published in Nature Climate Change, found that if climate change continues unabated, it will cause 
about 60,000 extra deaths globally each year by 2030, and 260,000 deaths annually by 2100, as a result of the impact of these 
changes on pollution. This is the most comprehensive study to date on the effects of climate change on global air quality and 
health. Researchers from the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Japan and New Zealand between them used nine 
different global chemistry-climate models. Most models showed an increase in likely deaths – the clearest signal yet of the harm 
climate change will do to air quality and human health, adding to the millions of people who die from air pollution every year. 
Climate change fundamentally alters the air currents that move pollution across continents and between the lower and higher 
layers of the atmosphere. This means that where air becomes more stagnant in a future climate, pollution stays near the ground in 
higher concentrations. Ground-level ozone is created when chemical pollution (such as emissions from cars or manufacturing 
plants) reacts in the presence of sunlight. As climate change makes an area warmer and drier, it will produce more ozone. Fine 
particles are a mixture of small solids and liquid droplets suspended in air. Examples include black carbon, organic carbon, soot, 
smoke and dust. These fine particles, which are known to cause lung diseases, are emitted from industry, transport and residential 
sources. Less rain means that fine particles stay in the air for longer. While fine particles and ozone both occur naturally, human 
activity has increased them substantially. 

 

Read Item: https://theconversation.com/climate-change-set-to-increase-air-pollution-deaths-by-hundreds-of-thousands-
by-2100-81830 

 
 
 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder 
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Nats & the water rats 
Daily Telegraph, General News, 02/08/17, Andrew Clennell, page 1 

 

A nationals minister is pushing Cabinet colleagues to change irrigation laws to retrospectively justify a decision by his department 
to give a major political donor and cotton farmer more rights over the precious Barwon Darling River. The Daily Telegraph can 
reveal that Primary Industries Minister Niall Blair is behind a push to alter an element of the Barwon Darling Water Sharing Plan. It 
comes after his department in 2016 overruled what it called "minor" error in the law to grant extra irrigation rights to Brewarrina 
cotton farmer Peter Harris. A department briefing, seen by The Daily Telegraph, said the error was impacting on "some users 
wishing to trade between river sections covered by the plan". The briefing was written shortly after Mr Harris was given extra rights. 
Mr Harris gave $10,000 to the National Party prior to the 2011 election in combined personal donations and those made by his 
company. Its understood an internal Coaltion fight has broken out between Mr Blair and current Water Minister Gabriel Upton, who 
is resisting the changes. The revelations come as several inquiries have been launched into the alleged water theft on an industrial 
scale of precious resources across the basin. The Daily Telegraph can also today reveal that the now retiring Nationals MP and ex 
water minister Katrina Hodgkinson changed laws to benefit irrigators after lobbying. Ms Hodgkinson shocked her peers when she 
yesterday announced she was quitting parliament. A 2016 briefing from the Department of Industry seen by The Daily Telegraph 
recommends Mr Blair amend the Water Sharing Plan "to remove an error" months after the same department approved Mr Harris's 
application to move pumps to get more water. That's despite such a move being prevented by the same "error" in the Barwon-
Darling plan's water regulations. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0ty947219211 

Also displayed on the Adelaide Now website 

 

 
Minister in deep water 
Adelaide Advertiser, General News, 02/08/17, Andrew Clennell, page 6 

 

NSW Primary Industries Minister Niall Blair pushed a change to the Barwon-Darling Water Sharing Plan so his department could 
be excused for handing irrigation trading rights to a National Party donor. The water user involved was Brewarrina cotton farmer 
Peter Harris, who gave $10,000 to the National Party prior to the 2011 election in combined personal donations and those made by 
his company. A 2016 briefing from the Department of Industry recommends the minister amend the Water Sharing Plan "to remove 
an error". That recommendation came months after the Department of Primary Industries approved Mr Harris's application to move 
pumps to access more water, despite it being prevented by the same "error" regarding the regulation of water in the Barwon-
Darling plan. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0cq947219213 

 

 

Sky News Live, To the Point, 01/08/17, Kristina Keneally and Peter Van Onselen, Interview with Sarah Hanson-Young, 
Federal Greens Senator. Hosts mention that Hanson-Young was at a press conference yesterday with an eclectic group of SA 
Senators and the SA Premier, including Cory Bernardi. Hanson-Young says it was good to get some voices from across the 
spectrum, noting that it is because water is such a big issue at the lower end of the Murray. She says that people are really upset 
at seeing the plan undermined by the allegations in NSW and by the 'dismal' response from Federal Water Minister Barnaby Joyce. 
She comments on the Human Rights Commission report on sexual assault amongst university students, saying the report was 
shocking that paints an ugly picture of Australian university campuses, with one in five students reporting sexual assault. Students 
have been raising concerns about sexual harassment and abuse on campus for years, which they feel has 'fallen on deaf ears'. 
Hanson-Young says it shows how important the HRC is. Keneally notes that the involvement of the HRC has sadly made the 
report vulnerable to criticisms from 'culture warrior-types'. Hanson-Young says the attacks on young women on university 
campuses are unacceptable, noting that the issue can't be ignored because the students are often very vulnerable. She gives 
kudos to the four backbenchers who have stood up saying they will fight for their right for a free vote in the Coalition party room. 
She doesn't think it's a stunt to ensure a postal plebiscite. 

 
 
 
 
Energy 
 
 
 

US firm wins SA power plant bid 
Australian Financial Review, General News, 02/08/17, Simon Evans, page 10 
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US firm APR Energy says it will be able to provide critical electricity grid stability to South Australia by December 1 after being 
chosen to supply a two-step fix for a fragile power grid with a new fast-start power plant initially powered by diesel fuel for the first 
two years. South Australian Premier Jay Weatherill announced yesterday the state government would buy nine new GE TM2500 
aero-derivative turbines through APR Energy to deliver up to 276 megawatts of generation to the grid should extra power be 
needed. The individual turbines are transported on large trailers and will initially be installed at two sites in Adelaide. One of them is 
the Holden car plant in the northern suburbs of Adelaide, which is scheduled to close on October 20 when decades of car 
manufacturing ends. The other is at Lonsdale in the southern suburbs, where a $L8 billion desalination plant sits idle after being 
built in 2011 following a severe drought when the SA government imposed water restrictions. The hybrid turbines will then shift to 
an unnamed separate permanent location where they will run on gas. The SA government had been investigating the use of 
temporary diesel powered generators to help bolster its grid for this summer while a $360 million fast-start power station was 
constructed, but the two separate plans have now morphed into the one solution. But it is a fix-it plan heavy with irony because the 
new plant requires the use of diesel fuel for the first two years, and is being overseen by a state government which has trumpeted 
itself as a leader in renewable energy. The announcement comes three weeks after Mr Weatherill announced that Elon Musk's 
Tesla and French wind farm developer Neoen had won a landmark tender to supply a 100-megawatt battery to strengthen SA's 
electricity grid. The battery project is the largest of its type in the world and will be built near Jamestown. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0cq947219215 

Also displayed on the Australian Financial Review website 

 

 
Baseload coal to become 'liability* and dwindle: expert 
Australian Financial Review, Companies and Markets, 02/08/17, Angela Macdonald-Smith, page 18 

 

Baseload coal power will gradually become a liability in Australia as further dramatic declines in renewable energy costs drive 
demand for more flexible power supply, according to Kobad Bhavnagri at Bloomberg New Energy Finance. Mr Bhavnagri said coal 
faced 'an inevitable decline' in Australia's power system, as it got unclercut by solar and as rising costs due to the need for more 
flexible supply chased coal plants out of the market Speaking at a briefing in Sydney, he took issue with assumptions in the Finkel 
report on energy security about the longevity of coal power, saying the report had simply not appreciated 'the sheer cost reduction 
potential of renewables'. Those cost declines mean it will "soon" be cheaper to build new renewables than it is to refurbish an 
existing coal plant even if that existing plant was fully depreciated, he said. It will be "cheaper to build a new solar farm than it is to 
shovel coal into a boiler of an existing power station, and that's a remarkable conclusion and one that is going to have a profound 
impact" Mr Bhavnagri told the briefing in Sydney on the local implications of BNEFs 2017 New Energy Outlook. The Finkel Review 
finds that under a business-as-usual scenario, coal still accounts for 57 per cent of the country's generation mix by 2030, and 19 
per cent by 2050. But BNEF anticipates a much faster dwindling of coal power even without any policy changes. It estimates that 
only three of Australia's 21 coal-fired power stations will have their lives partially extended while the other 18 will shut down. That 
means only 2 gigawatts of coal power would continue past their existing technical life, a reduction in the 5 GW forecast in BNEFs 
2016 outlook. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0yb947219217 

 

 
Looming electricity crises split cabinet 
The Australian, General News, 02/08/17, Samantha Hutchinson, page 7 

 

Concerns over rocketing energy prices and the prospect of summer blackouts are driving a wedge through Victoria's cabinet, with 
ministers calling for a solution to bring more immediate relief than investment in long-range renewable energy plans. The Andrews 
government is in negotiations with energy giant AGL over a potential gas import jetty and pipeline operating out of a floating jetty at 
the Port of Hastings near Melbourne. The $300 million proposal could boost the state's gas supply by up to a third, with a potential 
to drive down power prices and safeguard operations in the state's gas-fired plants. Although the plan is understood to have broad 
support in cabinet, sources say tension is rising, with some members of the right faction - including Resources Minister Wade 
Noonan frustrated by what they see as a disproportionate focus on long-range renewable energy initiatives over fossil-fuel-based 
options that could deliver a more immediate power boost. Members of Labor's state executive have met with Environment Minister 
Lily D'Ambrosio's staff in the past month to insist more needs to be done to address rising energy prices and the prospect of 
summer blackouts. A spokesman for Ms D'Ambrosio said she was doing everything in her power to advance the AGL plan at 
Hastings. "Minister D'Ambrosio is fully supportive of the project and remains in active discussions with AGL," he said. Ms 
D'Ambrosio also took a plan to the Council of Australian Governments that built on the Turnbull government's plan to impose 
export controls on Australian LNG reserves. Under the AGL plan, a terminal moored at the end of the jetty would convert chilled 
LNG into gas, which would then be fed into a pipeline for the domestic market. 
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Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0yb947219219 

Also displayed on The Australian website 

 

 
Diesel turbines latest answer to power woes 
The Australian, General News, 02/08/17, Michael Owen and Meredith Booth, page 7 

 

Fast-starting turbines running on diesel will temporarily back up South Australia's intermittent power supply for the next two 
summers before being moved to a permanent site to be rebooted as a gas-fired power plant. In a major revision to his $550 million 
go-it-alone energy plan announced after load-shedding in February, Premier Jay Weatherill yesterday revealed a new proposal he 
promised would deliver greater capacity at a lower cost, although he did not detail the total price. Under his original proposal, Mr 
Weatherill promised to build a state-owned gas-fired power station at a cost of $360m. In a bid to prevent further embarrassing 
blackouts to the wind-reliant grid this summer, ahead of the next state election due in March, the government contracted electricity 
distribution company SA Power Networks to obtain and install 200MW of temporary diesel generators in key locations across the 
state. The back-up plan was to be in place until the new state-owned power plant was up and running. Yesterday, after months of 
political pressure and increasing controversy over the cost of the project, the Premier said the government would now buy nine 
"state-of-the-art" generators, rather than procuring temporary ones. They have the capacity to provide up to 276MW but will 
dispatch energy to the grid only if there are shortfalls in electricity supply that could result in load shedding. The GE TM2500 
turbines, a derivative of the jet engines used by Boeing and Airbus, will be purchased from APR Energy. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0it947219221 

 

 
States face budget squeeze as health, education costs rise 
The Australian, Business News, 02/08/17, Andrew White, page 19 

 

States will face a budget squeeze until 2020 with low spending growth assumptions likely to be revised upwards thanks to health 
and education costs as funding formulas change and revenue growth slows, according to ratings agency Moody's. Recently 
completed budget rounds for the states show the return to aggregate surplus has again been pushed further out with bigger deficits 
among the weaker mining-focused states and smaller surpluses in the more diversified economies. Big capital spending programs 
- as in NSW where $74 billion is slated to be spent on infrastructure - is likely to peak in 2018 and are driving up debt levels. 
Moody's said slower revenue growth, both from their own sources and GST-linked commonwealth transfers, were among the 
biggest risks to the states' ability to reduce borrowings and narrow budget deficits. States already project that revenue growth will 
slow to 2.2 per cent between 2018 and 2021 and those states with narrower revenue bases faced increased risk from slower 
population growth, a smaller GST pool and changes to the formulas for education and health funding flagged by the federal 
government. This included the introduction of the commonwealth's Quality Schools package this year and a slowing in indexation 
of healthcare funding from 2020. As well, payroll and property-related taxes faced headwinds in 2018, due to weaker wages growth 
and a change in the composition of the employer base away from higher-paying mining jobs to smaller, service-based businesses 
below the payroll tax threshold. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0dd947219223 

 

 
X marks spot for energy holy grail 
The Australian, Business News, 02/08/17, Jack Nicas, page 24 

 

Google parent Alphabet is pitching an idea to store power from renewable energy in tanks of molten salt and cold liquid, an 
example of the tech giant trying to marry its far-reaching ambitions with business demand. Alphabet's research lab, dubbed X, said 
yesterday that it had developed plans to store electricity generated from solar panels or wind turbines as thermal energy in hot salt 
and cold liquids, such as antifreeze. The lab is seeking partners in the energy industry, including power-plant developers and 
utilities, to build a prototype to plug into the electrical grid. Whether the project, called Malta, ever comes to market depends as 
much on a sound business model as it does on science. Academics say the technology is years away from market, if it ever makes 
it. An X spokeswoman said it could reach the market "in the foreseeable future". Malta is the latest example of Alphabet seeking to 
use new technologies to enter new industries, sometimes in surprising ways. X first developed self-driving cars almost a decade 
ago, and is also building delivery drones and high-altitude balloons that beam internet connections to the ground below. X 
encourages its engineers to try audacious projects and, as a result, far more fail than succeed. The lab has also shown interest in 
energy. One X team is building wind turbines that use drones attached to cables as their propellers, and X recently spun off a firm 
called Dandelion that uses geothermal energy to heat and cool homes. Dandelion says its product is already available in New 
York. 
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Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0nv947219225 

 

 
Charities lead the fight against power bills 
Daily Telegraph, General News, 02/08/17, Paul Moulds, page 13 

 

It was 6am and barely 9 degrees Celsius when I started collecting donations at North Sydney train station last Thursday morning. 
As I greeted commuters wrapped in all types of winter coats, hats, scarves and gloves, my thoughts turned to the people whose 
desperate need propelled me onto the station so early on a bitterly cold winter's morning. My wife and I are Salvation Army officers 
who manage a busy community centre at Auburn in Sydney's western suburbs. There have been lots of recent stories in the 
newspapers and on talkback radio about the impact that Sydney's escalating power prices are having on so many people, but 
every day we are confronted with the reality of this crisis. People who are already living on marginal incomes and tight budgets, 
who carefully manage how much they spend on housing, food, school and education expenses, medical bills, and other essential 
living costs, have found that their budgets are thrown into turmoil when an electricity bill arrives 20 per cent or more higher than 
previous bills. Recent figures reveal that Auburn is the second highest user of Energy Accounts Payment Assistance vouchers in 
Sydney. These are vouchers made available by the NSW government to assist people experiencing financial hardship who can't 
meet the cost of their power bills. Many local people are approaching our centre desperately seeking this kind of assistance. And 
as we meet and begin to work with them I have seen a common and disturbing emotion present - fear. They are fearful of opening 
their power bills to reveal what it might be, and some bring them in unopened. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0nv947219227 

 

 
State drove power cost 
Courier Mail, General News, 02/08/17, page 17 

 

A new report has blamed escalating electricity prices on the Queensland Government's excessive use of energy companies as 
cash cows to fund its debts. The Queensland Economic Advocacy Solutions report said the Queensland Government had affected 
prices by demanding major sums off stateowned electricity companies to help balance its own books. Government-owned energy 
corporations have collectively been paying the Queensland Government in excess of a billion dollars a year since 2013-14, 
according to its analysis of GOCs annual report, but the biggest grab was 2015-16. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0wn947219229 

 

 
Electric profits spark concern 
Herald Sun, General News, 02/08/17, Karen Collier, page 13 

 

Claims electricity retailers are gouging excessive profits from Victorian customers are being investigated by the nation's consumer 
watchdog. Australian Competition and Consumer Commission commissioner Roger Featherston said figures were 'concerning'. 
Grattan Institute research this year found Victorian retailers claimed a margin of about 13 per cent, more than double what 
regulators considered fair when state governments set prices. A recent Australian Energy Market Commission report revealed 
major retailers' gross margins were significantly higher in Victoria than other states, averaging almost $400 per customer. The 
ACCC has demanded the big three operators - AGL, Origin Energy and EnergyAustralia - and some smaller retailers divulge 
sensitive cost and price calculations as part of a federal government-ordered affordability inquiry. Electricity prices have doubled 
after inflation over a decade, plunging hundreds of thousands of Australian households into energy stress. The ACCC is holding a 
public forum tomorrow at the Rendezvous Hotel, 328 Flinders Lane, from 5-7pm. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sy947219231 

 

 
Dual fix to keep lights on and voter heat off 
Adelaide Advertiser, General News, 02/08/17, Daniel Wills, page 8 
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Premier Jay Weatherill's plan to turn temporary diesel generators into a permanent gas-fired power station is a 'clever technical 
solution' to an energy crisis SA should have never have had to face, a leading energy expert says. Mr Weatherill yesterday 
announced plans to lease, and possibly later buy, nine new turbines which can run off either diesel or gas, and provide the state up 
to 276MW of energy in times of emergency. The hybrid diesel-gas generators, will be housed at Holden's Elizabeth factory after it 
closes and alongside the mothballed Adelaide desal plant. They are expected to be installed by the Government's December 1 
deadline - and Labor hopes they will reduce the risk of any summer blackouts in the months before the March state election. Mr 
Weatherill said it was expected they would remain there for two years, running on diesel, before being combined at another site 
and run permanently on gas once a location and infrastructure were ready. When the state suffered forced blackouts in February, 
wind and solar supplies dipped sharply as a privately owned gas station stayed switched off. Mr Weatherill, who has promoted the 
Government's credentials as a champion of renewable energy, has previously said he made no apologies for turning to "dirty" 
diesel generators as a temporary fix. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sy947219233 

 

 
Pitfalls of power 
Adelaide Advertiser, Editorials, 02/08/17, page 18 

 

Energy security and affordability are among the most crucial issues facing the state and, for now, Premier Jay Weatherill has 
stolen the march on his Liberal opponents. The unveiling yesterday of a key plank of his $550 million electricity plan - a long-term 
back-up power plant - cements the Labor strategy ahead of next March's election. Coupled with the rock star power of tech 
entrepreneur Elon Musk's giant battery to be built near Jamestown, the major parts of Mr Weatherill's plan are politically saleable. 
This is regardless of whether or not they represent sound policy in this highly complex field. But there are some key risks to Labor's 
plan. Having trumpeted its scale and breadth, Mr Weatherill cannot afford for the state to be hit again with major blackouts this 
summer. His cards are now on the table, so the Liberals might produce a credible alternative and market it properly. Then again, a 
sceptical public might simply mark Labor down for presiding over a growing energy crisis since 2002, yet acting only after the 
statewide blackout last September. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bq947219235 

 

 
Metal key element in mining boom 
Northern Territory News, Business News, 02/08/17, page 14 

 

Just six kilometres across the Northern Territory border with WA sits the town of Halls Creek. And last week it was buzzing with 
excitement over the opening Australia's first 'heavy rare earths mine' southeast of Halls Creek. The mine is the first of its kind 
outside China. Known as Browns Range, the $56 million pilot project contains dysprosium - the metal is a key ingredient for 
emerging technologies and is used in magnets for electric vehicles. With the world heading towards the direction of electric cars, 
dysprosium is predicted to play a big part in the world's future. Dysprosium is increasingly in demand for the permanent magnets 
used in electric car motors and wind turbine generators. Northern Minerals, the company behind the project, has already begun 
mining at the site. It will process 60,000 tonnes of ore per year over the next three years as part of the pilot stage. If successful, the 
company will expand to a full-scale plant which will be roughly 10 times the size of the pilot project and employ up to 350 people. 
The new mine comes in the wake of a host of other new job creating mining opportunities in the Northern Territory. Northern 
Minerals' managing director George Bauk said the pilot processing plant for Halls Creek was being built in China and would arrive 
in Australia later in the year, with processing starting in the middle of next year. "This has been seven years in the making, so 
today is a really special day," he said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bq947219237 

 

 
Range going renewable 
Northern Territory News, Business News, 02/08/17, page 14 

 

Delamere Air Weapons Range, around 400km south of Darwin is going solar will soon be powered mostly by renewable energy. A 
hybrid solar and battery storage microgrid will be installed at the facility by ASX-listed Carnegie Clean Energy. The company's 
wholly owned subsidiary, Energy Made Clean, has won the Department of Defence contract to design, construct, install and 
integrate a solar, diesel and battery energy storage system at the Delamere Range. The hybrid power system combining proven 
technologies and control platforms, a specialty of EMC, will cut the facility's diesel fuel usage by more than 60 per cent. 
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Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0gs947219239 

 

 

Nev's power play in Pilbara gives Fortescue upper hand 
West Australian, Business News, 02/08/17, page 28 
 

The third force in iron ore is no longer the skinny kid in the playground hoping they won't get picked on. Comfortable with its debt 
position and with costs enviably low, Fortescue isn't going to be pushed around. Just ask Canadian electricity giant TransAlta. 
Fortescue is a key customer of TransAlta's 150-megawatt South Hedland Power Station, which came online last week. The plant 
had been successfully commissioned and was in commercial production, TransAlta told the Toronto stock exchange on Friday. 
State-owned regional power company Horizon, which was especially pleased that the new source of power in the Pilbara was 
funded without dipping into the public purse, applauded the achievement. Fortescue, however, sat with its arms folded. It issued 
this statement to the Australian Securities Exchange yesterday: "Fortescue advises that it has notified TransAlta that in its view the 
South Hedland Power Station has not yet satisfied the requisite performance criteria under Fortescue's contract." In a development 
that Fortescue says is completely coincidental, the miner separately informed the ASX about its plan for the Solomon Power 
station, which provides electricity to the miner's Solomon Hub operations. Fortescue sold the station to Transalta in 2012 for 
$US300 million - part of a suite of measures to keep the then cash-strapped miner's head above water. Back then Fortescue was 
very much the skinny kid getting bullied, regardless of the price of iron ore being above $US100 a tonne, and needed the liability 
off its books. Fortescue still required power, though, so agreed to buy all the electricity generated at the station. 

 
Read Item: http://report.mediaportal.com/bt5qi4snoqlifqystlo00omh/820916367.pdf 

 

 

Victoria's energy efficiency program gets a facelift and an expanded focus 
The Fifth Estate, Other, 01/08/17, Cameron Jewell 

 

Victoria's successful energy efficiency program, the Victorian Energy Efficiency Target (VEET), has been revamped, getting a 
catchy new title – the Victorian Energy Upgrades program – and expanding its remit to include large energy users getting battered 
by rising gas and electricity costs. Announcing the changes on Tuesday morning, energy, environment and climate change 
minister Lily D’Ambrosio said the program was on track to save households and businesses $400 million in 2017 alone. “Victoria is 
leading the way in providing affordable energy-saving activities,” Ms D’Ambrosio said. “We’re adapting this program to ensure it 
meets the changing and future needs of energy users by increasing access and providing more incentives for energy efficiency 
upgrades.” Prior to today, large energy users that were registered participants in the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Environment and Resource Efficiency Plans (EREP) program were excluded from the VEET scheme – which focused on 
households and small-to-medium enterprises – but the changes mean they can now “opt in” to the Victorian Energy Upgrades 
program. However, opting in will create a liability for large energy users’ energy retailers in terms of energy efficiency certificates 
that must be purchased, the cost of which could be passed on. 

 

Read Item: http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/energy-lead/local-government-energy-lead/victorias-energy-efficiency-
program-gets-a-facelift-and-an-expanded-focus/94020 

 

 
Victorian businesses fighting back against rising energy costs 
Inside Waste Weekly, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

News that the Victorian government is ramping up support for businesses to improve their energy efficiency in the face of 
skyrocketing energy prices should be applauded, according to the Energy Efficiency Council (EEC). Council CEO Luke Menzel 
welcomed the government's announcement of an additional $2.5 million of funding for Victorian businesses for projects that 
support smart energy use. "For many years Australians have been the beneficiaries of very low electricity prices. However, the low 
cost of supply meant that not much attention was paid to how productively that energy was being used," Menzel said. "That was 
fine, even three or four years ago. But now manufacturers and other large energy users are caught in a diabolical pincer movement 
between rising electricity and gas prices. And in some cases, these cost pressures are threatening the viability of businesses. "The 
good news is that manufacturers can quickly slash their energy bills with ambitious energy upgrades that bring their operations in 
line with our global competitors." Announced by Victorian energy minister Lily D'Ambrosio at a recent Ai Group function, the new 
program will make grants of up to $25,000 available to improve gas efficiency. Menzel said energy users feel that energy markets 
have failed them over the last 10 years.  "When I talk to businesses, many of them feel they are picking up the tab for other 
people's mistakes," Menzel said.  "Energy efficiency and productivity is a way for them to take back some control. "To put it bluntly, 
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getting more out of every unit of energy behind the meter is a way of reducing exposure to the craziness playing out on the other 
side." 

 

Read Item: http://www.insidewaste.com.au/general/news/1052004/victorian-businesses-fighting-rising-energy-costs 

 

 
Queensland wants to put Australia's electric vehicle transition in the fast lane 
The Fifth Estate, Other, 01/08/17, Willow Aliento 

 

Australia's transition to electric vehicles is moving at a glacial pace, but a new electric super highway stretching the entire 
Queensland coast hopes to address one of the major consumer concerns about EVs – whether they can tackle long distances. 
The move comes as a recent Household Energy Survey in the state showed that half of those surveyed would consider an electric 
vehicle within the next two years. The initiative joins WA’s exisiting electric highway of charging stations between Perth and 
Augusta, while in Victoria electric trucks are on the cards. Queensland environment minister and acting main roads minister Steven 
Miles said the electric highway in his state would comprise a series of fast charging electric vehicle stations at locations right along 
the Queensland coast – from Brisbane to Tully – making it one of the longest in the world. Installations are expected to be up and 
running within the next six months, with energy supplied to be green energy purchased through credits or offsets. “EVs can provide 
not only a reduced fuel cost for Queenslanders, but an environmentally friendly transport option, particularly when charged from 
renewable energy,” Mr Miles said. In the initial phase of operation, they will also provide charging at no cost to the consumer, in 
order to encourage as many people as possible to use them. Mr Miles said the initiative aimed to increase uptake of EVs in the 
state. “This project is ambitious, but we want as many people as possible on board the electric vehicle revolution, as part of our 
transition to a low emissions future.” The Electric Vehicles Council, an industry group comprising car manufacturers, energy 
companies, ClimateWorks and other stakeholders, welcomed the initiative. “This initial support from government serves as a signal 
to the market that Queensland is serious about electric vehicles and provides certainty to unlock investment to grow our economy 
and create new, high skilled jobs,” EVC chief executive Behyad Jafari said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.thefifthestate.com.au/urbanism/infrastructure/queensland-wants-to-put-australias-electric-vehicle-
transition-in-the-fast-lane/94010 

 

 
Welfare lobby's misguided and self-defeating attack on solar 
Renew Economy, Other, 01/08/17, Giles Parkinson 

 

The welfare lobby has a stronger case than anyone to rail against the absurd levels of electricity prices in Australia, and the energy 
stress it is causing for consumers. Low income households are struggling, and some are being disconnected. Small businesses 
are having to close. But the decision of the welfare groups to put some of the blame on solar households, and the suggestion that 
they are freeloading on others, is fraught with risks – not just for electricity prices in general, but because it is likely to worsen the 
very problem they are looking to solve. The fossil fuel lobby has long sought to demonise rooftop solar as a “transfer of wealth” 
from rich households to poor, even though the statistics do not support this. This tactic has now been adopted to attack battery 
storage, and even electric vehicles, as we note in this story we publish today. The argument is that solar, battery storage and EVs 
are a “transfer of wealth from the industry to consumers,” which is so laughable in the context of the record profits and ridiculous 
prices charged to electricity consumers that it beggars belief. But the fact that many in the welfare lobby echo these talking points, 
even to the point of supporting higher fixed charges and solar taxes, is causing great frustration to solar advocates who argue 
there are much smarter ways to address what is a very important issue – access to clean technology for low-income households, 
renters and apartment dwellers. Welfare groups led by ACOSS on Monday released a report looking at the soaring cost of 
electricity and the “energy stress” on consumers, correctly blaming a decade with no policy certainty, mismanagement, high 
network costs and a lack of competition in the wholesale markets. But some aspects of the report alarmed solar advocates, and 
this was confirmed by news reports quoting spokespeople for the welfare lobby putting much of the blame of high bills on solar, 
when costs associated with renewable energy schemes reflect just a tiny portion of bills – even on the welfare group’s own figures. 

 

Read Item: http://reneweconomy.com.au/welfare-lobbys-misguided-self-defeating-attack-solar-11379/ 

 

 
Federal Treasurer pulls plug on costly, slow LNP coal power station option 
qmeb.com.au, Other, 01/08/17, Tara Tyrrell 

 

The Turnbull Government has pulled the plug on a proposal for a coal-fired power station in north Queensland as an expensive 
and inefficient option for additional electricity generation. Federal Treasurer Scott Morrison told The Australian Financial Review: 
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“But let’s be real about it. These new HELE plants would produce energy at an estimated two and a half times the costs of our 
existing coal-fired power stations.  They would also take up to around seven years to set up.” Queensland Treasurer and Acting 
Energy Minister Curtis Pitt acknowledged Mr Morrison’s honesty and said he agrees that the LNP’s coal-fired power station, which 
has no proponent and no site, would increase electricity prices and provide no short-term solution to Federal Government failures 
in the National Electricity Market. “The LNP and Tim Nicholls don’t care about electricity prices paid by Queenslanders. That’s why 
power bills increased by 43% under the LNP’s time in office, compared to an average of 1.9% per year under Labor,” Mr Pitt said. 
“It just does not make economic sense to spend up to $3 billion of taxpayer money to subsidise this expensive form of energy that 
industry players such as AGL consider to be unbankable – when there are cheaper and cleaner alternatives that can be delivered 
in a shorter period of time. “The last time the LNP were in office they wanted a fire sale of our coal-fired power stations, they 
mothballed the Swanbank E gas-fired power station and they refused to develop large-scale solar projects.” In stark contrast, the 
Palaszczuk Government is leading the nation on energy policy with a comprehensive $1.16 billion Powering Queensland Plan that 
retains electricity assets in public ownership, promotes Queensland’s sustainable energy mix including coal, gas and renewables, 
and provides power bill concessions to vulnerable Queenslanders. 

 

Read Item: http://www.qmeb.com.au/federal-treasurer-pulls-plug-costly-slow-lnp-coal-power-station-option/ 

 

 
Engineering know-how would prevent National Electricity Market strife 
University of New South Wales, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

My dad was an engineer, in the electronics business. He despaired of what we would now call the political class – the politicians 
and their advisers who periodically blew the 'high tech' trumpet and then did nothing to follow through. The politicians expected the 
businesses to be there when the country needed them, but the rest of the time, they were simply ignored. Apart from senior public 
servants with an understanding of technical issues, it was difficult, said my dad, to find anyone in government with an 
understanding of commercial, let alone engineering, realities. I think he would find the general understanding of engineering issues 
to be even less now than it was then. The problems with rising electricity and gas prices are a case in point. Governments, both 
state and federal, created the situation in which they now find themselves. But it is doubtful whether either really appreciated that, 
while the electorate expected them to keep the lights on at reasonable prices, governments no longer had the sort of control 
needed to do so. The story of the national electricity market, in particular, is an instructive one. As the Australian Energy Regulator 
put it in 2007, the new market put paid to the days of 'vertical monopolies', when state governments owned and operated the 
power stations, distribution networks and retailing activities. There was no competition, as each state ran its own network. The 
general policy idea at the time was that this was the sort of thing governments did; and that they had a responsibility to business 
and consumers to provide power at a reasonable cost. Over time, interlinkages were created and trading of electricity across state 
borders was permitted. (Of course, the ACT had long since been powered by Snowy Hydro. And Western Australia, for reasons of 
geography, remained a separate entity).  

 

Read Item: https://newsroom.unsw.edu.au/news/science-tech/engineering-know-how-would-prevent-national-electricity-
market-strife 

 

 
Australia solar market heads for 12GW by 2020 
Renew Economy, Other, 01/08/17, Sophie Vorrath 

 

Australia is on track to have as much as 12GW of solar PV installed by 2020, boosted by an expected 2.3GW of new utility-scale 
capacity that is expected to be added over the next three years, off the back of increasing cost competitiveness and government 
initiatives. According to the report – the latest annual update from the Australian PV Institute (APVI), produced for the International 
Energy Agency – solar PV now accounts for 11 per cent of Australia’s national electricity generation capacity and 3.3 per cent of 
total demand. But these numbers are set to grow, with the large-scale solar market set to boom, after a year where it played 
second fiddle to smaller-scale solar, installed on the nation’s homes and businesses in record amounts. All up in 2016, the 
Australian market for PV installations fell 16 per cent below the capacity installed in the previous year, to 866MW, owing to the 
“near-complete absence” of solar farm commissioning for that year, the report says. The rest of the market, however, grew 
substantially, taking the nation’s total installed PV capacity to 5.8 GW at the end of 2016, and past the 6GW threshold by Q1 2017. 
As noted above, residential rooftop solar installations led the market in 2016, with 123,000 new PV installations taking the total 
number to more than 1.6 million by the end of 2016 – that’s solar on 20 per cent of the nation’s households. This trend is expected 
to continue throughout 2017, particularly in light of the recent near 20 per cent hike in electricity prices across the NEM. It will also 
be boosted by the continued fall in panel prices, and system prices reaching record lows. According to the report, average 
unsupported small-scale solar systems prices were at $1.95/Wp, at the end of 2016, with STCs reducing this to $1.15/Wp. And the 
report also points to “surging interest” in grid-connected systems with batteries, with installation volumes numbering around 6750 
residential systems in 2016, with a combined total of 42MWh, plus a handful of projects worth a combined 10MWh. 

 

Read Item: http://reneweconomy.com.au/australia-solar- ads-12gw-2020/ 
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2GB, Money News, 01/08/17, Ross Greenwood, Interview with Matthew Warren, CO, Australian Energy Council on SA 
Government's new move to tackle its energy crisis. Greenwood discusses SA's electricity problems, citing last year's massive 
power outage during the storm. He notes, as a result of the outages, there were significant industries that were compromised. He 
says that this is a problem because of the State Government's renewable energy target. With this, he says that the State 
Government has announced they will lease or will buy nine General Electric dual diesel-gas turbines that will power the state in the 
next two summers. Warren explains diesel is the fastest way of getting power into a grid since it has a high emission. He notes that 
the Tasmanian Government has tried this about two years ago. Greenwood recalls that Tas Government has drained their dams 
hoping it was going to rain but it didn't and that the interconnector dropped, which forced them to burn diesel for their power. 
Warren says the running of renewables in SA has experienced stuff up. He adds that this new move by the government is 
problematic. 

 
 
 
Environmental Standards Division 
 
 

 
BHP, Mitsubishi prepare coking coal asset sale 
Australian Financial Review, Companies and Markets, 02/08/17, page 14 

 

Parties looking to scoop up coking coal assets will soon have another sale process to consider. Street Talk understands BHP and 
joint venture partner Mitsubishi are preparing to kick off a formal auction for the Gregory Crinum complex. It is located in the Bowen 
Basin region of central Queensland, but has not produced coal since November 2015. BHP is said to be keen to manage the sale 
in house, without investment banking advisers, while it is unclear if Mitsubishi is taking external advice. It mightn't be smooth sailing 
however, as this isn't the first time the pair have assessed a sale. Last year, BHP and Mitsubishi were thought to be open to offers 
for Gregory Crinum, while four years ago BHP spent six months seeking a buyer. This time, interested parties are gearing up for a 
full-blown auction. Mining began in the Gregory open cut mine in 1979 and was complemented by the Crinum underground 
longwall in 1997. The sale process comes as potential bidders also assess offers for Glencore's auction of the Tahmoor 
underground mine in NSW and Wesfarmers' sale of its 100 per cent equity interest in the Curragh metallurgical coal mine and a 40 
per cent stake in Bengalla mine enters the final furlong. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0gs947219241 

 
 
 

Battery industry battles 'overkill' on safety rules 
Australian Financial Review, Companies and Markets, 02/08/17, Angela Macdonald-Smith, page 18 

 

Draconian standards being considered in Australia for the installation of home batteries would kill off the burgeoning market in its 
infancy and do nothing to address any real cause of fire risk in solar homes, according to some battery suppliers. Households 
would be forced to incarcerate lithium-ion batteries in concrete bunkers separate from the home, accessible only to 'authorised' 
persons, under the draft rules issued by Standards Australia. Described as "overkill" by some in the industry, the requirements 
would add thousands of dollars on to the cost of installing power storage systems, wiping out the economic gains solar households 
can make from batteries over their lives as electricity bills soar, suppliers argue. Standards Australia acknowledges the controversy 
over the issue but says the proposed rules are needed to minimise the hazard of "self-sustaining" fires, particularly in the absence 
of product standards for batteries. But Europe's leading battery supplier Sonnen describes the regulator's approach to effectively 
brand all lithium-based batteries as dangerous as "a ridiculous over-reaction". Sonnen, like Tesla, produces a battery that is sleekly 
designed to sit in a basement or garage, or in living areas in the company's home market of Germany. "It will be an enormous 
discouragement in terms of additional cost, effort and lack of access at a time of sharply rising energy costs for households looking 
to save around 80 per cent of their bills by installing battery systems," said Sonnen's technical manager in Australia and New 
Zealand, James Sturch. He said Sonnen has installed 30,000 systems holding 100,000 battery modules worldwide without a fire in 
any of them. Its systems use lithium iron phosphate chemistry, rated by Canada's Battery University, an educational service, as 
"very safe" even if fully charged, and different to some other lithium-ion technologies used in mobile phones and hoverboards, for 
example, which in some well publicised cases have caught fire. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0pk947219243 
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Perth 'needs higher population density' 
The Australian, Business News, 02/08/17, Andrew Burrell, page 23 

 

Residents of Perth will need to accept much higher densities if planners are to succeed in limiting the rapid urban sprawl on the 
fringes of the West Australian capital, according to a leading urban design expert. Perth has one of the lowest population densities 
in the world and the city extends about 120km from north to south, placing mounting pressure on infrastructure and services. But 
with the population projected to triple by 2061, planners are calling for much higher rates of urban infill to boost density. Julian 
Bolleter, of the Australian Urban Design Research Centre at the University of Western Australia, told The Australian's Better Cities 
forum that a key obstacle was the lack of public support for infill. "Historically, Perth does about 32 per cent, which has been one of 
the lowest rates of infill of any Australian city," Dr Bolleter said. "I think a lot of the problem with infill has been that people don't 
support it, particularly within existing suburbs. "It convinces planners and politicians because they know of infrastructure deficits on 
the fringe, they know about the construction over agricultural land, they know about these peripheral, much later metropolitan-scale 
issues. "But for the average person in the street in their own suburb considering infill, I don't think they are necessarily altruistic 
enough to go, 'Well, I'm worried about biodiversity on the fringe, therefore I don't mind if people build a tower block in my street'. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0pk947219245 

Also displayed on The Australian website 

 

 
Smoking is vile, but it's not illegal 
Herald Sun, General News, 02/08/17, Rita Panahi, page 24 

 

The marginalisation of tobacco terrorists has advanced further with new anti-smoking laws coming into force across Victoria 
yesterday. Smokers have been banished from all outdoor dining areas including pubs, bars, cafes, food fairs, street festivals, 
restaurants and hotels; anywhere food is served will be free from secondhand smoke, bringing Victoria into line with other states. 
No longer will cancer stick enthusiasts monopolise prime alfresco dining areas during the warm spring and summer nights. With 
the latest changes to the Tobacco Act 1987, there'll be no risk of breathing in poisonous smoke as you enjoy a light brunch or 
romantic dinner. I normally abhor nanny state policies but I make an exception when it comes to smokers, not just because of the 
noxious fumes they emit but their habit of treating the world like their personal ashtray. Wherever you travel, no matter how 
beautiful and remote, you'll see evidence of the smokers who were there before you. Otherwise pristine beaches and mountain 
ranges are littered with filthy butts that spoil the natural environment. Whether you are at a beach, park, in a car on the freeway or 
on a crowded footpath in the city, you will see smokers dispose of their rubbish on the ground without a thought. Even when there 
are plenty of bins nearby they more often than not opt for the ground or the gutter. It is infuriating that their litter will be floating in 
the bay before too long. Less than 14 per cent of us smoke, but butts account for about half of all litter. According to the National 
Litter Index "cigarette butts remain a disproportionate percentage of all litter counted in Australia". 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0lv947219247 

 

 
Mining on the up 
Northern Territory News, Business News, 02/08/17, page 14 

 

There is no better indication that the mining sector is picking up in the Territory than when you start seeing jobs being advertised. 
Business Confidential has been seeing more and more being put out there. Only yesterday there was this advertised: "We are 
seeking experienced Trainer Assessors for an Open Cut Mine site in the Northern Territory. Our client is a Tier 1 mining house who 
requires skilled, experienced and safety minded individual's for ongoing opportunities." It was being advertised by One Key 
Resources a specialist provider of managed workforce services and labour hire to the mining, oil & gas and Infrastructure 
Industries. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0vn947219249 

 

 
New upskilling program for locals 
Northern Territory News, Other, 02/08/17, page 17 

 

An exciting opportunity is being offered to 36 Territorians to participate in training to upskill in insulator work to support the INPEX-
operated Ichthys LNG Project. The new program is being fu  Ichthys LNG Project and delivered by AGC Meisei Joint 
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Venture (AMJV). INPEX General Manager Darwin, Sean Kildare said this latest program will help locals access valuable training 
and learn practical skills. "We are committed to creating more opportunities for locals and this upskilling program is designed to 
prepare local Darwin candidates to be competent in insulator work skills to engage opportunities currently available on the Project" 
Mr Kildare said. "This latest opportunity is part of our ongoing efforts to provide training and education opportunities for Territorians, 
and our broader commitment to deliver local benefits to the Territory now and for the next 40 years of the Project." AMJV is 
undertaking painting, surface protection, fireproofing and insulation works as a subcontractor to JKC Australia LNG Pty Ltd. 
Programmed Skilled Workforce will facilitate the screening of the successful candidates to participate in training, with candidates 
undergoing a process of aptitude testing, interviews and vetting prior to training commencement as part of the program recruitment 
process. The five-day training course will be held in October in a specialised workshop in East Arm. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0vn947219251 

 

 
Union has 'no faith in Bechtel' 
West Australian, Business News, 02/08/17, Peter Williams, page 29 

 

Workers at Chevron's Wheatstone LNG site have accused project manager Bechtel of poor leadership over its handling of 
incidents of alleged inappropriate workplace behaviour. The Australian Manufacturing Workers Union said about 260 Bechtel 
employees had signed a petition saying they had no faith in a manager's ability to organise and manage workers on his shift. The 
move followed a July 18 meeting at Wheatstone to air their grievances. The document said the manager had been unprofessional 
and offensive while addressing workers twice in the previous week. "The leadership must expect a higher standard and lead by 
example, and in this case both are sadly lacking," the petition said. The union said Bechtel had told workers to lodge individual 
complaints through its dispute process. It's believed the complainants were wary of retribution if they went through that process. 
The petition nominated the AMWU to represent the workers. Bechtel, a US multinational engineering company, said it had not 
received the petition but had dealt with the matter. "Bechtel takes all matters of this nature very seriously and is committed to 
promptly and confidentially investigating all complaints brought to our attention," a spokeswoman said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0qx947219253 

 

 
This Sydney cafe has completely banned free disposable coffee cups 
Concrete Playground, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

War on Waste, you've done it again. Inspired by your piles of never-tasted bananas, mountains of seldom-worn clothing and 
tonnes of discarded plastic, Tonic Lane, a cafe in Neutral Bay, has brought in a ban on free disposable coffee cups. For owner Lain 
Tapsall, the decision isn't just a simple change, it's an entire revolution, which she's dubbed the Mug Movement. Her hope is to get 
customers thinking about our waste problem, not only at her cafe, but globally too. The ban kicks off on Tuesday, August 1, after a 
month-long run-up. "It's been a strong prelaunch in the 'hood to educate the regulars about our simple project to 'say no to paper 
cups'," says Tapsall. "We have felt the love." Customers have a few options, when it comes to getting their beverage. They can 
bring their own cup, for which they'll receive a reward of two stamps on their loyalty card. They can grab a free mug from the cafe's 
mug shelf, with no obligation to return it, or they can buy a reusable cup for $5. Last and definitely least, it's possible to buy a 
disposable Biocup for 50 cents (that's a pretty serious coffee tax), of which 25 cents will be donated to Clean Up Australia. "Thus 
far, we have sold over 150 reusable cups in our four-week lead-up to the launch, and we have a solid supply of donated mugs for 
our 'No Return Required Mug Shelf'," says Tapsall. Pop along to Tonic Lane for the official launch of Mug Movement. Take your 
own cup to score a $1 coffee and hang out with ambassadors from Clean Up Australia and Responsible Cafes, who'll be chatting 
about waste and reuse. 

 

Read Item: http://concreteplayground.com/sydney/design-style/sustainability/this-sydney-cafe-has-completely-banned-
free-disposable-coffee-cups/ 

 

 
National solution for battery recycling on the horizon 
Inside Waste Weekly, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

Industry is 'very close' to achieving a national solution for battery recycling, says MRI E-cycle solutions managing director, Will 
LeMessurier, now that environment ministers have agreed to consider stewardship approaches in their next meeting. 
Commonwealth, state and territory environment ministers met in Melbourne last week to progress work on a number of 
environmental matters, including battery stewardship. The ministers have since published an agreed statement, which 
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acknowledged two pilot collection and recycling programs, funded and supported by the Queensland government and the Battery 
Industry Working Group, that highlight the community's willingness to recycle batteries. They've agreed to continue working with 
the battery industry, committing to considering stewardship approaches which may involve regulatory options to underpin a 
voluntary scheme as well as other alternatives put forward by states and territories. This is an important step forward, says MRI E-
Cycle Solutions, particularly as further work is needed to prevent free-riders. "Industry is very close to achieving a national solution 
for battery recycling in Australia, through the collaborative approach taken with government," LeMessurier said.  "Several major 
battery brands, retailers and the waste industry are poised to make battery stewardship a reality but it's important that government 
work with industry to develop a solution that prevents free-riders undermining the stewardship efforts of responsible producers and 
suppliers." 

 

Read Item: http://www.insidewaste.com.au/general/news/1052005/national-solution-battery-recycling-horizon 

 

 
Abandoned mines: Expert calls for national plan at Senate inquiry 
ABC Online, Other, 01/08/17, Eric Barker, Charlie McKillop 

 

A national approach to the regulation of thousands of abandoned mines across Australia is needed to ease problems for 
landholders. A Senate inquiry into the rehabilitation of the nation's abandoned mines has heard from a researcher with 30 years' 
experience of the issue, who claims landholders are in ''no man's land''. Corrine Unger, a researcher from the University of 
Queensland, said state-by-state guidelines should be scrapped in favour of a national framework. "It really isn't clear how we 
protect values of national significance through the current abandoned mine framework," Ms Unger said. "That legislative framework 
is broken, the Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act does not address abandoned mines." Ms Unger said 
with many abandoned mines low on the priority list there was growing concern about their environmental impact. "While we 
continue to manage abandoned mines at a state level it does become fragmented," she said. Ms Unger used the National 
Orphaned/Abandoned Mines Initiative in Canada as an example of a program providing a national data set. She said it was group 
made up of many stakeholders from all the of the country's provinces as well as Indigenous groups. "They've made significant 
progress. They now have a national database on abandoned mines, it's online, it's interactive and you can go and search for it," 
she said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2017-08-01/calls-for-national-approach-to-abandoned-mine-
rehabilitation/8763538 

Also displayed on the ABC Online website 

 

 
Is lithium the next mining boom for the Northern Territory? 
ABC Online, Other, 01/08/17, Adam Steer, Drew Wagner 

 

[Audio] Last week Britain announced it would ban the sale of petrol and diesel cars by 2040 and Volvo plans to build only electric 
cars by 2019. Cars are turning away from burning fossil fuel and towards lithium batteries but where does the metal needed for the 
batteries come from? Western Australia is about to open 10 lithium and rare earth mines in the next 12 months. Could the NT 
follow suit? ABC Radio Darwin's Adam Steer spoke to the Executive Director of the Minerals Council of Australia NT Division, Drew 
Wagner. 

 

Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/radio/darwin/programs/mornings/drew-wagner-lithium-in-nt/8762676 

 

 
Chevron to launch production at Wheatstone LNG this month 
Australian Mining, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

Chevron is less than a month away from starting production at the $US34 billion ($42.4 billion) Wheatstone liquefied natural gas 
(LNG) project in Western Australia. First production at the two-train project, initially targeted for late 2016, is in the final stages of 
commissioning, according to Chevron executive vice president, upstream Jay Johnson. He confirmed that Wheatstone was on 
track to be producing in August during a recent conference call. “The Wheatstone platform and pipeline are operational and 
supplying natural gas to the inlet of the onshore LNG plant,” Johnson said. “Early well performance is encouraging. We’re in the 
process of starting up the plant, and expect to commence cool down shortly. “LNG production is expected to follow next month 
(August). Train 2 construction is progressing well, and we’re on track to start up six to eight months after Train 1.” Chevron is the 
majority owner (64.14 per cent) of the Wheatstone joint venture, which also involves Australia’s Woodside Petroleum (13 per cent). 
The US-based company, which recorded a 10 per cent lift in  production in the June quarter against a year earlier, also 
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reported strong performance at the Gorgon LNG project in WA. Chairman and chief executive John Watson commented: “Our 
Gorgon LNG Project in Australia closed the quarter running above nameplate capacity.” 

 

Read Item: https://www.australianmining.com.au/news/chevron-launch-production-wheatstone-lng-month/ 

 
 
 

3AW, Drive, 01/08/17, Tom Elliott, Continuing Regular Segment: Discussions with Herald Sun columnist Rita Panahi. Elliott 
announces smoking is banned in places where food is being served. He notes heroin will be legalised in council estates and State 
Government-subsidised shooting galleries. Panahi says she like hitting smokers because they are treating the world like a personal 
ashtray. She cites how a beautiful place like Lake Mountain is being littered with cigarette butts. She discusses the possibility of 
banning smoking in homes with a child. Elliott recalls a smoking room for smokers at Singapore Airport. Panahi says it is possible 
for restaurants to have a space for smokers. 

 
 
 

ABC Radio Darwin, NT Country Hour, 01/08/17, Carl Curtain, Pre-Recorded Interview with Damien Ryan, President, Local 
Government Association on the NT. Curtain reports the difficulty being had by the Vic Daly Regional Council to balance its books 
has prompted the LGANT to renew its call for increased rates for pastoralists. He says while residents living in town, such as 
Timber Creek, will have its rates increased by 12%, the rates paid by those who own pastoral and mining leases will remain lower, 
as separately decided by the NT Government. Ryan says all landowner should be forced to pay higher rates to meet the expenses 
of the councils. Curtain says the lifting of rates on pastoral leases is strong opposed by the NT Cattlemens Association. NTCA 
President Tom Stockwell says the entire pastoralist state should be removed from the local government jurisdiction, voiding the 
need to pay rates. He is arguing they are already contributing pastoral leases to the NT Government. 

 
 
 
Unconventional Gas including Coal Seam Gas 
 
 

 
CSG ban backed in NT 
greencareer.net.au, Other, 01/08/17,  

 

The NT Government should not bother with fracking, one analyst says. Bruce Robertson from the Institute for Energy Economics 
and Financial Analysis (IEEFA) told an inquiry this week that the global gas glut, the potential for big cost blowouts and low royalty 
returns for governments mean the Territory should steer clear of the unconventional gas extraction. “Government support for the 
industry is a misallocation of limited government resources,” he said. “I think we shouldn't be following this rabbit down the hole, 
that's why it's a misallocation of resources. “You shouldn't actually be here, because the decision should've been made before this 
inquiry was done that it wasn't a wealth-creating industry for the Territory.” The comments were made at the second round of 
hearings for the inquiry, which is set to holding hearings in Alice Springs, Katherine and Tennant Creek. The Labor Government 
imposed a moratorium on fracking until it knew more about the safety and value of the industry. Mr Robertson said it would be very 
difficult for an NT gas industry to be competitive in a global marketplace. “Producing high-cost onshore gas is not economic in a 
low-cost gas world,” he said. “Qatar is the world's lowest cost producer … the fields that they were looking at developing in the NT, 
the production costs were $7.50 a gigajule. In Qatar, they're 20 cents. “This is what we're competing against.” “East coast 
Australian plants [are] the highest-cost plants in the world. 

 

Read Item: http://www.greencareer.net.au/news/csg-ban-backed-in-nt 

 
 
 
 
Wildlife, Heritage and Marine Division  
 
 
 
Wildlife 
 
 

Croc industry worth is just tip of the iceberg 
Northern Territory News, Business News, 02/08/17, Gary Shipway, page 13 
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The Territory's world-leading international crocodile scientist Professor Grahame Webb has no doubt about it: the $106 million 
price tag the Territory's crocodile industry carries is just the tip of the iceberg. He says there is no better time to push the case with 
Canberra for greater support to foster more economic opportunity on remote Top End Aboriginal communities. The timing is right to 
put together a strategic plan focused on tourism-based trophy hunting and crocodile farming on indigenous communities. He says 
a convincing case needs to be prepared and put to Canberra based on world best research that includes all aspects of 
conservation. And there are none better qualified in the Territory to know. Professor Webb began researching reptiles in the late 
1960s, and since the 1970s has been actively involved in the conservation and management of wildlife resources. He is regarded 
by many as one of the world's leading authorities on crocodilian research and management, and on the concept of conserving 
wildlife through sustainable use programs. He is a supporter of tourism-based crocodile hunting in the Top End and firm in his 
belief that if it is well managed, sustainable and generates revenue for landowners, it will help conservation. An Ernst and Young 
report has found the Northern Territory's crocodile industry is valued at $106.7 million, more than four times the previous estimate. 
Chief Minister Michael Gunner has embraced the report with enthusiasm. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0ap947219255 
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From: Katherine Philp
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:02 PM
To: Rob Webb; Neil Plummer; Lesley Seebeck; Anthony Rea; Jennifer Gale
Cc: DIR; BoM Media; 
Subject: Re: Call for Parliamentary Inquiry [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Further comments from the Minister in this story...two external experts. 

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/bom-boss-orders-probe-of-data-fail/news-
story/b3e915261be6203f1891a076ee5035ee 

External experts in BoM review 
Graham Lloyd 

Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg has rejected calls for an independent 
investigation of the Bureau of Meteorology’s temperature data collection and handling 
but promises to release findings of an in-house review. 

Mr Frydenberg said on Tuesday he had spoken to BoM chief executive Andrew Johnson 
and instructed that two independent external experts be included on the review panel. 

“We are treating this issue seriously and I look forward to a set of recommendations 
which ensures ongoing public confidence in the integrity of the bureau’s data collection 
and temperature records,’’ he said. 

“When the review is complete I will make the findings public.” 

Dr Johnson said he had initiated an internal probe with outside input after shortcomings 
were confirmed in recording minimum temperatures at a number of weather stations. 

Scientist Jennifer Marohasy, who exposed the failure of two stations to record low 
temperatures of minus 10.4C, said a parliamentary inquiry was needed. “I have no doubt 
an inquiry would find major problems in terms of how BoM is dealing with temperature 
records and data handling,” Dr Marohasy said. 

BoM has confirmed there were issues with recording low temperatures at Goulburn and 
Thredbo weather stations. 

But in a letter to Mr Frydenberg, Dr Johnson said the bureau did not deliberately limit the 
temperatures recorded: “The bureau’s systems are designed to alert us to unusually high 
or low temperatures so they can be checked for their veracity.” 

A preliminary review of outages at Goulburn and Thredbo Top station had been 
undertaken. “This identified that the electronic hardware not only at Goulburn and 
Thredbo Top station, but also a small number of stations in cold-climate location are not 

Doc. 137
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fit for purpose and previous outages have occurred at temperatures below minus 10,” Dr 
Johnson said. Steps had been taken to replace the hardware at these places. 

Dr Johnson said he had initiated an internal review of BoM’s Australian weather station 
network and associated data quality control processes for temperature observations. The 
review was expected to take several weeks. 

Previous concerns over the BoM’s temperature data handling have caused deep divisions 
in the federal government. 

Documents released under Freedom of Information have shown former prime minister 
Tony Abbott pushed for a forensic audit of its performance. However, the review was 
scaled back after lobbying by then environment minister Greg Hunt. 

From: Katherine Philp 
Sent: Tuesday, August 1, 2017 7:54 PM 
To: Rob Webb; Neil Plummer; Lesley Seebeck; Anthony Rea; Jennifer Gale 
Cc: DIR; BoM Media;  
Subject: Re: Call for Parliamentary Inquiry [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Hi all

Some comments from the Minister in the latest Graham Lloyd piece.  It sounds like he might also issue a 

statement of support.

Cheers
Kath

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/bom-boss-orders-probe-of-data-fail/news-

story/b3e915261be6203f1891a076ee5035ee

BoM boss orders probe of temperature data 
fail 
Graham Lloyd 

Minister Josh Frydenberg has rejected calls for an independent investigation of the 
Bureau of Meteorology’s temperature data collection and handling but promises to 
release findings of an in-house review. 
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BoM chief executive Andrew Johnson said he had initiated an internal probe with 
possible outside input after shortcomings were confirmed in recording minimum 
temperatures at a number of weather stations. 

Mr Frydenberg said BoM performed a vitally important role, and public confidence in the 
integrity of observations must be maintained. He welcomed the internal review. 

“When the review is complete I will make the findings public,” Mr Frydenberg said. 

Scientist Jennifer Marohasy, who exposed the failure of two stations to record low 
temperatures of minus 10.4C, said a parliamentary inquiry was needed. “I have no doubt 
an inquiry would find major problems in terms of how BoM is dealing with temperature 
records and data handling,” Dr Marohasy said. 

 READ MORE 
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B M Inquiry on temperature data 

BoM has confirmed there were issues with recording low temperatures at Goulburn and 
Thredbo weather stations. 

But in a letter to Mr Frydenberg, Dr Johnson said the bureau did not deliberately limit the 
temperatures recorded: “The bureau’s systems are designed to alert us to unusually high 
or low temperatures so they can be checked for their veracity.” 

A preliminary review of outages at Goulburn and Thredbo Top station had been 
undertaken. “This identified that the electronic hardware not only at Goulburn and 
Thredbo Top station, but also a small number of stations in cold-climate location are not 
fit for purpose and previous outages have occurred at temperatures below minus 10,” Dr 
Johnson said. 

Steps had been taken to replace the hardware at these places. 

Dr Johnson said he had initiated an internal review of BoM’s Australian weather station 
network and associated data quality control processes for temperature observations. “The 
review will be conducted by a member of the bureau’s senior leadership team and will 
involve independent external expertise where appropriate,” he said. 

The review was expected to take a matter of weeks. 

Previous concerns over the BoM’s temperature data handling have caused deep divisions 
in the federal government. 

Documents released under Freedom of Information have shown former prime minister 
Tony Abbott pushed for a forensic audit of its performance. However, the review was 
scaled back after lobbying by then environment minister Greg Hunt. 
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From: Katherine Philp 
Sent: Tuesday, August 1, 2017 3:59 PM 
To: Rob Webb; Neil Plummer; Lesley Seebeck; Anthony Rea; Jennifer Gale 
Cc: DIR; BoM Media;  
Subject: Call for Parliamentary Inquiry [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

See attached.. 

Kath 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY REQUIRED TO INVESTIGATE BUREAU OF ERRORS (FED) 

The Institute of Public Affairs has today called on the Federal Government to launch a parliamentary inquiry to 
investigate the manipulation of temperature data by the Bureau of Meteorology as uncovered in the Australian 
today. Senior Fellow at the Institute of Public Affairs, Dr Jennifer Marohasy said "If the Bureau admits there is a 
problem with recording of low temperatures then they should be subject to a full parliamentary inquiry so they can 
be independently investigated. There is no evidence that there has been equipment failure, as suggested by the 
BoM. A temperature of minus 10.4 was recorded at Goulburn on the 2nd of July and a temperature of minus 10.4 
was recorded at Thredbo on the 16th of July. These temperatures should have been brought forward into the CDO 
data set." 

From: Katherine Philp 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 2:57 PM 
To: Rob Webb; Neil Plummer; Lesley Seebeck; Anthony Rea; Jennifer Gale 
Cc: DIR; BoM Media;  
Subject: RE: Transcript - Alan Jones [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

FYI…Alan Jones’ transcript from this morning. 

Cheers 
Kath 

From: Katherine Philp 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 11:39 AM 
To: Rob Webb; Neil Plummer; Lesley Seebeck; Anthony Rea; Jennifer Gale 
Cc: DIR; BoM Media;  
Subject: FW: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Transcript from  on ABC is attached. 

Cheers 
Kath 

From: @isentia.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 11:31 AM 
To: BoM Media; BoM Media 
Cc: ; Katherine Philp 
Subject: RE: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Hi  

Please find the attached transcript. 

Kind regards, 
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Account Executive  

  W isentia.com A 131 Canberra Avenue, Griffith, Australia 2603 E  

From:  On Behalf Of BoM Media 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:40 AM 
To:  media 
Cc: ; Katherine Philp 
Subject: RE: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Thanks  appreciate it. 

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:37 AM 
To: BoM Media 
Subject: RE: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 

Hi  

ETA for this transcript is 1140am, but out team is working on getting it to you sooner. 

Thanks, 

 
Account Executive  

  W isentia.com A 131 Canberra Avenue, Griffith, Australia 2603 E cae@isentia.com 

From:  On Behalf Of BoM Media 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:34 AM 
To:  
Subject: RE: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 
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Thanks  

 
  

From: @isentia.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:31 AM 
To:  cae@isentia.com 
Cc: BoM Media 
Subject: RE: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 
  
Hi Angela, 
  
No worries at all. This transcript is going to cost approx. $220 ex GST and will be billed to you by the Department.  
  
I’ll get you an ETA shortly.  
  
Thanks,  
  

 
Account Executive  

 

 

  
 

  
 

  
 

  
 

 
  W isentia.com A 131 Canberra Avenue, Griffith, Australia 2603 E cae@isentia.com 

 
  
  
  

From:   
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 10:09 AM 
To: cae@isentia.com;  
Cc: media 
Subject: Transcript - ABC Canberra today [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 
  
Hi  – hope you're well.  
  
Could we please grab a copy of the transcript for this clip below asap please?  
  
Cheers,  
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From:  on behalf of BoM Media
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 3:18 PM
To: Katherine Philp; 
Subject: FW: Political Alert - Parliamentary inquiry required to investigate bureau of errors 

(FED) [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Attachments: 213U1768.PDF

Hi - in case you missed this. 

-----Original Message----- 
From: CCH Parliament [mailto:politicalalert@cch.com.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 3:12 PM 
To: politicalalert@cch.com.au 
Subject: Political Alert - Parliamentary inquiry required to investigate bureau of errors (FED) 

Please find attached: 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY REQUIRED TO INVESTIGATE BUREAU OF ERRORS (FED) 

The Institute of Public Affairs has today called on the Federal Government to launch a parliamentary inquiry to 
investigate the manipulation of temperature data by the Bureau of Meteorology as uncovered in the Australian 
today. Senior Fellow at the Institute of Public Affairs, Dr Jennifer Marohasy said "If the Bureau admits there is a 
problem with recording of low temperatures then they should be subject to a full parliamentary inquiry so they can 
be independently investigated. There is no evidence that there has been equipment failure, as suggested by the 
BoM. A temperature of minus 10.4 was recorded at Goulburn on the 2nd of July and a temperature of minus 10.4 
was recorded at Thredbo on the 16th of July. These temperatures should have been brought forward into the CDO 
data set." 

213U1768 

Total number of pages 1 

SUPPORT: politicalalert@cch.com.au or 02 6273 2070. MAILBOX: http://www.cchparliament.com.au 
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From: @environment.gov.au>
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 3:15 PM
To: BoM Media
Subject: FW: Political Alert - Parliamentary inquiry required to investigate bureau of errors 

(FED) [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Attachments: Political Alert - Parliamentary inquiry required to investigate bureau of errors (FED)

FYI in case you haven’t seen this. 

Cheers 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 3:12 PM 
To: @environment.gov.au> 
Subject: FW: Political Alert - Parliamentary inquiry required to investigate bureau of errors (FED) 
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- 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 
 
The information contained in this email and any attachment is confidential and may contain legally 
privileged or copyright material. It is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not the 
intended recipient of this email, you are not permitted to disseminate, distribute or copy this email or any 
attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this 
email from your system. The ABC does not represent or warrant that this transmission is secure or virus 
free. Before opening any attachment you should check for viruses. The ABC's liability is limited to 
resupplying any email and attachments. 
 
- 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 
 
The information contained in this email and any attachment is confidential and may contain legally 
privileged or copyright material. It is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not the 
intended recipient of this email, you are not permitted to disseminate, distribute or copy this email or any 
attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this 
email from your system. The ABC does not represent or warrant that this transmission is secure or virus 
free. Before opening any attachment you should check for viruses. The ABC's liability is limited to 
resupplying any email and attachments. 
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Bureau of Meteorology statement on temperature observations 

The Bureau of Meteorology holds the integrity of our weather observations and climate data to the 
highest possible standards. The Bureau rejects allegations aired in some media outlets that it has sought to 
tamper with temperature data. 

Contrary to claims, the Bureau has not deliberately set limits on the temperatures it records. The Bureau's 
systems are designed to flag unusually high or low temperatures so they can be checked for veracity 
before being confirmed. 

Through this process it was identified that hardware at Thredbo and Goulburn was not fit-for-purpose, 
with outages occurring at very low temperatures below -10 degrees celsius. Initial analysis indicates this 
has occurred on one day in Goulburn and on six days at Thredbo.  The hardware was replaced as a matter 
of urgency. 

The CEO and Director of Meteorology Dr Andrew Johnson has established a review to ensure the matter is 
understood and resolved thoroughly. The panel for this review will include expertise from outside the 
Bureau. 

As a priority, the Bureau is also replacing this hardware in four additional locations (Tuggeranong in the 
Australian Capital Territory, Butlers Gorge and Fingal in Tasmania, and Mt Baw Baw in Victoria) where the 
climate record indicates it might be reasonably expected to reach below -10  degrees celsius. It is 
important to note preliminary analysis has found no outages related to this issue at these sites. 

 It is also important to note that while all of the Bureau's hundreds of automatic weather stations 
contribute to the Bureau's weather forecasting models, not all contribute to the official temperature 
record used for monitoring long-term temperature change, ACORN-SAT (the Australian Climate 
Observations Reference Network – Surface Air Temperature). The initial analysis is that the ACORN-SAT 
temperature record has not been affected by this hardware issue. 

 Dr Andrew Johnson’s letter to the Minister for the Environment and Energy, the Hon Josh Frydenberg MP 
about this matter is available here. [Link to be provided] 

If you have questions/feedback please contact Kath Philp on 47F
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From: @abc.net.au>
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 9:18 AM
To: BoM Media
Subject: Outages at Thredbo and Goulburn

Follow Up Flag: Follow up
Flag Status: Flagged

Hi media team, 

My name is  and I’m a reporter for ABC News Canberra. I’m hoping to get someone for radio grabs to 
respond to the article in the Australian. I’ve seen the statement you’ve put out – it would be helpful if someone 
could explain what’s happened at Thredbo and Goulburn, the dates it happened, and the scope of the review. 

If you can give me a call on , or , it would be great to hear from you. 

Cheers, 

 | Reporter, ABC News Canberra 
 M m   m 

m



- 

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

The information contained in this email and any attachment is confidential and may contain legally privileged or 
copyright material. It is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not the intended recipient of this 
email, you are not permitted to disseminate, distribute or copy this email or any attachments. If you have received 
this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this email from your system. The ABC does 
not represent or warrant that this transmission is secure or virus free. Before opening any attachment you should 
check for viruses. The ABC's liability is limited to resupplying any email and attachments. 
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From: Anthony Rea
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 9:04 AM
To: BoM Media; Anthony Rea; Neil Plummer; DIR
Cc: Jennifer Gale; Katherine Philp; Lesley Seebeck
Subject: RE: FOR URGENT REVIEW/CLEARANCE statement & MO heads up in relation to 

today's Oz articles

Hi 

That is good from my perspective.  

Anthony  

Sent from my iPhone using Mail+ for Outlook 

From: BoM Media 
Sent: 1/8/17, 7:43 am 
To: Anthony Rea, Neil Plummer, DIR 
Cc: Jennifer Gale, Katherine Philp, Lesley Seebeck 
Subject: FOR URGENT REVIEW/CLEARANCE statement & MO heads up in relation to today's Oz articles 

Hi all - please see below for urgent review and clearance. Based on previously cleared material. 

Heads up 

Following on from the email regarding this issue sent last Friday following the Minister's tweeting of 
the Director of Meteorology's letter, the attached articles have appeared in The Australian. Previous 
responses to  appear to have been provided to blogger Jennifer Marohasy. Her most recent 
post is here: http://jennifermarohasy.com/2017/07/bureau-misleads-minister-frydenberg-
goulburn/ 

We are also aware that previews for Alan Jones & Co on Sky News indicate he will be addressing this 
issue on his program tonight with guest Peta Credlin.  

The Bureau is planning on referring follow-up media enquiries to the following statement to 
be placed on the Newsroom on our website, with a link to Dr Johnson's letter to the 
Minister. We note our regularly scheduled climate summaries are being released today, and 
will instruct any senior climatologists being interviewed about them to refer to the 
statement if they participate in any interviews. 

Bureau of Meteorology statement on temperature observations 

 The Bureau of Meteorology holds the integrity of our weather observations and climate 
data to the highest possible standards. The Bureau rejects allegations aired in some media 
outlets that it has sought to tamper with temperature data. 
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 Contrary to claims, the Bureau has not deliberately set limits on the temperatures it 
records. The Bureau's systems are designed to flag unusually high or low temperatures so 
they can be checked for veracity before being confirmed. 

Through this process it was identified that hardware at Thredbo and Goulburn was not fit-
for-purpose, with outages occurring at very low temperatures below -10 degrees Celsius. 
Initial analysis indicates this has occurred on one day in Goulburn and on six days at 
Thredbo.  Th hardware was replaced as a matter of urgency. 

 The CEO and Director of Meteorology Dr Andrew Johnson has established a review to 
ensure the matter is understood and resolved thoroughly. The panel for this review will 
include expertise from outside the Bureau.  

 As a priority, the Bureau is also replacing this hardware in four additional locations 
(Tuggeranong in the Australian Capital Territory, Butlers Gorge and Fingal in Tasmania, and 
Mt Baw Baw in Victoria) where the climate record indicates it might be reasonably expected 
to reach below -10  degrees celsius. It is important to note preliminary analysis has 
found no outages related to this issue at these sites. 

 It is also important to note that while all of the Bureau's hundreds of automatic weather 
stations contribute to the Bureau's weather forecasting models, not all contribute to the 
official temperature record used for monitoring long-term temperature change, ACORN-SAT 
(the Australian Climate Observations Reference Network – Surface Air Temperature). The 
initial analysis is that the ACORN-SAT temperature record has not been affected by this 
hardware issue. 

 Dr Andrew Johnson’s letter to the Minister for the Environment and Energy, the Hon Josh 
Frydenberg about this matter is available here. [Link to be provided] 

 
 
If you have questions/feedback please contact Kath Philp on  

 

  

 

47F
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From:  on behalf of BoM Media
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 8:49 AM
To:
Cc: BoM Media
Subject: RE: ABC Radio Canberra: interview request re: Goulburn temperature 

[SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]

Hi – Thanks for your email.

Please find below the Bureau's response in relation to this matter. (For attribution, if required, to a spokesperson for 
the Bureau of Meteorology.): 

The Bureau of Meteorology holds the integrity of our weather observations and climate data to the 
highest possible standards. The Bureau rejects allegations aired in some media outlets that it has sought to 
tamper with temperature data. 

Contrary to claims, the Bureau has not deliberately set limits on the temperatures it records. The Bureau's 
systems are designed to flag unusually high or low temperatures so they can be checked for veracity 
before being confirmed. 

Through this process it was identified that hardware at Thredbo and Goulburn was not fit-for-purpose, 
with outages occurring at very low temperatures below -10 degrees celsius. Initial analysis indicates this 
has occurred on one day in Goulburn and on six days at Thredbo.  The hardware was replaced as a matter 
of urgency. 

The CEO and Director of Meteorology Dr Andrew Johnson has established a review to ensure the matter is 
understood and resolved thoroughly. The panel for this review will include expertise from outside the 
Bureau. 

As a priority, the Bureau is also replacing this hardware in four additional locations (Tuggeranong in the 
Australian Capital Territory, Butlers Gorge and Fingal in Tasmania, and Mt Baw Baw in Victoria) where the 
climate record indicates it might be reasonably expected to reach below -10  degrees celsius. It is 
important to note preliminary analysis has found no outages related to this issue at these sites. 

 It is also important to note that while all of the Bureau's hundreds of automatic weather stations 
contribute to the Bureau's weather forecasting models, not all contribute to the official temperature 
record used for monitoring long-term temperature change, ACORN-SAT (the Australian Climate 
Observations Reference Network – Surface Air Temperature). The initial analysis is that the ACORN-SAT 
temperature record has not been affected by this hardware issue. 

 (For your background, Dr Andrew Johnson’s letter to the Minister for the Environment and Energy, the 
Hon Josh Frydenberg MP about this matter was tweeted on July 27 at twitter.com/joshfrydenberg) 

Regards 
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 | National Media Manager 

 
Public Affairs | Government Relations and Corporate Communication 
Bureau of Meteorology 
GPO Box 1289 Melbourne VIC 3001 
Level 6, 700 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008 
 
Media Hotline: +61 3 9669 4057 (6am to 10pm, 7 days) 
Media Mailbox: media@bom.gov.au 
Newsroom: media.bom.gov.au 
 
Note to media: Unless otherwise agreed, the information contained in this email is for background and is not for 
attribution. 

 
 
 
From: @abc.net.au]  
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 8:23 AM 
To: BoM Media 
Cc:  
Subject: ABC Radio Canberra: interview request re: Goulburn temperature [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED] 
 
Hi BOM Media team  
ABC Radio in Canberra is keen to talk to someone about the low temperatures recorded at Goulburn.  
We will be interviewing  about  blog and an article in The Australian Newspaper(see below) 
at 8:30am.  
Could we get a response from the bureau? Thanks   
 

 

  
 

Breakfast program producer 
ABC Radio Canberra    
P

 

 
E  @abc.net.au
W  abc.net.au/canberra 

 

 
Twitter https://twitter.com/ABCcanberra 
Email the program canberrabreakfast@abc.net.au     

   
   
   
     
   
   
  

 
Bureau of Meteorology opens cold case on temperature data 
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/climate/bureau-of-meteorology-opens-cold-case-on-
temperature-data/news-story/c3bac520af2e81fe05d106290028b783 
THE AUSTRALIAN 
The Bureau of Meteorology has ordered a full review of temperature recording equipment and procedures after the 
peak weather agency was caught tampering with cold winter temperature logs in at least two locations. 
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The bureau has admitted that a problem with recording very low temperatures is more widespread than Goulburn 
and the Snowy Mountains but rejected it has attempted to manipulate temperature records. 
The bureau’s chief executive, Andrew Johnson, has called for an urgent review and the immediate replacement of 
recording equipment at a number of undisclosed sites. The action was outlined in a letter to federal Environment 
Minister Josh Frydenberg and follows weeks of turmoil over why data showing minus 10.4C readings at Goulburn 
and Thredbo went missing. 
Bush meteorologist Lance Pidgeon blew the whistle on the missing data after watching the minus 10.4C Goulburn 
recording from July 2 disappear from the bureau’s website. “The temperature dropped to minus 10.4, stayed there 
for some time and then it changed to minus 10 and then it disappeared,” Mr Pidgeon said. 
He relayed his concerns to scientist Jennifer Marohasy, who has queried the bureau’s treatment of historical 
temperature data. After questions were asked, the bureau restored the original recording of minus 10.4C to its 
website. A bureau spokeswoman said the low recording had been checked for “quality assurance” before being 
posted. 
The bureau said limits were set on how low temperatures could go at some stations before a manual check was 
needed to confirm them. “The bureau’s quality control system, designed to filter out spurious low or high values 
was set at minus 10 minimum for Goulburn which is why the record automatically adjusted,” a bureau 
spokeswoman said. 
“The error was picked up yesterday internally and quality control processes are being reviewed for those stations 
where temperatures below minus 10 are possible.” 
Dr Johnson told Mr Frydenberg the failure to record temperatures of minus 10.4C at Goulburn on July 2 was due to 
equipment being “not fit for purpose”. 
A similar failure had deleted a reading of minus 10.4 at Thredbo Top on July 16 even though temperatures at that 
station had been recorded as low as minus 14.7 in the past. That temperature was still blank on the bureau’s 
website yesterday. 
Dr Johnson said failure to record the very low temperatures had “been interpreted by a member of the community 
in such a way as to imply the bureau sought to manipulate the data record”. 
“I categorically reject this implication,” he said. 
The bureau’s handling of temperature data and the homogenisation of records to form a national average has been 
controversial. 
It has said warmer minimum temperatures were one reason for the upward trend in average temperatures due to 
climate change. 
In a letter to Mr Frydenberg, Dr Johnson said: “Preliminary analysis had indicated the ACORN-SAT national 
temperature record had not been affected by the issues experienced at Goulburn and Thredbo Top Station.” But, he 
added, electronic hardware “not only at Goulburn and Thredbo Top Station, but also a small number of other 
automatic weather stations in cold climate locations, are not fit for purpose”. 
“I have taken steps to ensure that the hardware at this locations is replaced immediately,” he said. “To ensure that I 
have full assurance on these matters, I have actioned an internal review of our AWS network and associated data 
quality control processes for temperature observations. 
“The review will be conducted by a member of the bureau’s senior leadership team and will involve independent 
external expertise where appropriate. 
“I expect the review to be conducted in a matter of weeks and I will report back to you as soon as it is completed.” 
Dr Marohasy said Dr Johnson’s claims of equipment failure were easily disproven by the screen shots that showed 
the very low temperatures before being “quality assured” out. 
She said claims the omission of the very low temperatures did not affect the national temperature record were also 
easily disproven. 
“While Goulburn station is not a listed ACORN-SAT station, it is used to homogenise Canberra and Canberra is an 
ACORN-SAT station,” Dr Marohasy said. 
The bureau did not respond to questions about how widely the quality control system had been applied and at what 
upper temperature the cut-off had been set. 
Dr Marohasy has evidence of the initial minus 10.4C recording at Thredbo before it was deleted for quality -
assurance. 
“This either reflects an extraordinary incompetence, or a determination to prevent evidence of low temperatures,” 
Dr Marohasy said. 
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- 

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail. 

The information contained in this email and any attachment is confidential and may contain legally 
privileged or copyright material. It is intended only for the use of the addressee(s). If you are not the 
intended recipient of this email, you are not permitted to disseminate, distribute or copy this email or any 
attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately and delete this 
email from your system. The ABC does not represent or warrant that this transmission is secure or virus 
free. Before opening any attachment you should check for viruses. The ABC's liability is limited to 
resupplying any email and attachments. 
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From: BoM Media
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 8:16 AM
To: MACM; BoM Media
Cc: Katherine Philp
Subject: FOR ACTION: points for media interviews re climate summaries re Australian article 

this morning

Hi all - if you do have anyone in your state doing a climate I/v re summaries today pls find points below in relation to 
issue running in the Australian this morning. I think most enquiries are coming centrally - but just in case, please 
provide.  

I'm aware there were issues with two of our automatic weather stations in Goulburn and Thredbo having outages at 
very low temperatures, below -10C. 

This happened on one day in Goulburn and 6 days in Thredbo. 

I understand the hardware that was causing the issue in those sites has been fixed and there's going to be a review 
of the matter. 

If pushed, on impact on climate data: 

Fortunately the two sites involved are not used to monitor long term climate change so that has not been affected. 

I can say the Bureau takes its responsibility for providing observations and data to the Australian community very 
seriously and seeks to uphold the highest standards. 

(please don't speculate or elaborate further as the review is not yet complete) 

Sent from my iPhone 
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>>> Sent: Tuesday, August 1, 2017 6:34 AM 
>>> To: Katherine Philp 
>>> Cc: BoM Media 
>>> Subject: Draft statement & heads up in relation to today's Oz articles 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> Kath, 
>>>  
>>> I started pulling this together last night for your review, in case the Oz did publish. I think I sent you  no 
should you want to discuss?  
>>>  
>>> Suggest we make Andrew's letter available as a download in the BoM newsroom. I presume as Frydenberg has 
published on Twitter we can do so? 
>>>  
>>> Assume we would want to post in the Newsroom in the first instance, then circulate further today depending on 
additional pick-up. 
>>>  
>>> Heads up 
>>>  
>>> Following on from the email regarding this issue sent last Friday following the Minister's tweeting of the 
Director of Meteorology's letter, the attached articles have appeared in The Australian. Previous responses to  

 appear to have been provided to blogger Jennifer Marohasy. Her most recent post is here: 
http://jennifermarohasy.com/2017/07/bureau-misleads-minister-frydenberg-goulburn/ 
>>>  
>>> We are also aware that previews for Alan Jones & Co on Sky News indicate he will be addressing this issue on his 
program tonight with guest Peta Credlin. 
>>>  
>>> The Bureau is planning on referring follow-up media enquiries to the following statement to be placed on the 
Newsroom on our website, with a link to Dr Johnson's letter to the Minister. We note our regularly scheduled 
climate summaries are being released today, and will instruct any senior climatologists being interviewed about 
them to refer to the statement if they participate in any interviews. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> Bureau of Meteorology statement on temperature observations 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> The Bureau of Meteorology holds the integrity of our weather observations and climate data to the highest 
possible standards. The Bureau rejects allegations aired in some media outlets that it has sought to tamper with 
temperature data. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> Contrary to claims, the Bureau has not deliberately set limits on the temperatures it records. The Bureau's 
systems are designed to flag unusually high or low temperatures so they can be checked for veracity before being 
confirmed. Through this process it was identified that hardware at Thredbo and Goulburn was not fit-for-purpose, 
with outages occurring at very low temperatures below -10 degrees Celsius. Initial analysis indicates this has 
occurred on one day in Goulburn and on six days at Thredbo.  Th hardware was replaced as a matter of urgency. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
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>>>  
>>> The CEO and Director of Meteorology Dr Andrew Johnson has established a review to ensure the matter is 
understood and resolved thoroughly. The panel for this review will include expertise from outside the Bureau. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>> As a priority, the Bureau is also replacing this hardware in four additional locations (Tuggeranong in the 
Australian Capital Territory, Butlers Gorge and Fingal in Tasmania, and Mt Baw Baw in Victoria) where the climate 
record indicates it might be reasonably expected to reach below -10  degrees celsius. It is important to note 
preliminary analysis has found no outages related to this issue at these sites. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> It is also important to note that while all of the Bureau's more than 600 automatic weather stations contribute 
to the Bureau's weather forecasting models, not all contribute to the official temperature record used for 
monitoring long-term temperature change, ACORN-SAT (the Australian Climate Observations Reference Network – 
Surface Air Temperature). The initial analysis is that the ACORN-SAT temperature record has not been affected by 
this hardware issue. 
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> Dr Andrew Johnson’s letter to the Minister for the Environment and Energy, the Hon Josh Frydenberg about this 
matter is available here. [Link to be provided] 
>>>  
>>>  
>>> If you have questions/feedback please contact Kath Philp on  
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>>  
>>> <820086392.pdf> 
>>> <820116396.pdf> 
>>> <820116649.pdf> 
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From: Katherine Philp
Sent: Tuesday, 1 August 2017 7:36 AM
To:
Cc: BoM Media
Subject: Re: Lines for climate staff if asked doing interviews today

________________________________________ 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, August 1, 2017 7:16 AM 
To: Katherine Philp 
Cc: BoM Media 
Subject: Lines for climate staff if asked doing interviews today 

Thanks  couple of edits. 

Thanks 

Thanks 

Thanks 

Couple of edits... 

I'm aware there were issues with two of our automatic weather stations in Goulburn and Thredbo having outages at 
very low temperatures, below -10C. 
This happened on one day in Goulburn and 6 days in Thredbo. 

I understand the hardware that was causing the issue in those sites has been fixed and there's going to be a review 
of the matter. 

If pushed, on impact on climate data: 

Fortunately the two sites involved are not used to monitor long term climate change so that has not been affected. 

I can say the Bureau takes its responsibility for providing observations and data to the Australian community very 
seriously and seeks to uphold the highest standards. 

(please don't speculate or elaborate further as the review is not yet complete) 

Doc. 151
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Sent from my iPhone 
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Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0wl935452485 

Also displayed on The Australian website 

 

Minister Frydenberg – Environmental Standards Division 
 
 

'End bans on gas exploration to inject wealth' 
Weekend Australian, General News, 22/07/17, Rosie Lewis and Joe Kelly, page 10 

 

Australian states must end their bans and restrictions on gas to help combat global climate change and inject wealth into local 
communities, the head of the world's peak energy agency has warned. The intervention from Fatih Birol, considered one of the 
most influential energy experts, will increase pressure on the Labor-led governments of Victoria and the Northern Territory, as well 
as the NSW Coalition, to rethink their moratoriums and limits on gas after Chief Scientist Alan Finkel called for an evidence-based, 
case-by-case approach. In an exclusive interview with The Weekend Australian following the release of the International Energy 
Agency's gas market report, Dr Birol said Australia needed a "long-term fix" to encourage supply and lower prices. "A major part is 
to lift the state government exploration of gas and to ensure at the same time the production is done in an environmentally 
responsible way," he said. "To say 'no' to production growth in those states is in my view the easy way but not the right way. The 
more challenging and right thing would be to minimise or nullify the environmental impacts through setting the right regulations and 
standards, and let the production grow and make the states prosper." Dr Birol stressed the bulk of Australia's gas exports would go 
to Asian nations using inefficient coal-fired power. Energy Minister Josh Frydenberg yesterday said that gas would continue to play 
an important part in Australia's energy mix and would help "developing nations transition to a lower emissions future". Victorian 
Energy Minister Lily D'Ambrosio said the government's priority was to secure "more Victorian gas for Victorian customers, while 
protecting the interests of our regional communities ... Victorians are experiencing higher gas prices at a time when we're exporting 
two-thirds of our gas overseas." 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0wl935452489 

 
 
 
Minister Frydenberg – Whales 
 
 
 

Action call to combat Japan's whaling push 
Hobart Mercury, General News, 22/07/17, Alexandra Humphries, page 10 

 

Australia may face the 'extraordinary situation' of having Japanese naval vessels in national waters this summer, Greens senator 
Peter Whish-Wilson has warned. Senator Whish-Wilson has called on the Federal Government to produce an action plan 
explaining how it plans to address Japanese whaling in the Southern Ocean this year. The Japanese Parliament recently passed 
laws which would allow its government to send vessels to the Southern Ocean to disrupt activists and protect its whaling fleet. 
Senator Whish-Wilson said the Federal Government should refer the matter back to the International Court of Justice (ICJ) and 
send a Customs vessel to the Southern Ocean. "We want (the Federal Government) to announce what their legal strategy is going 
to be and make this a key diplomatic focus," Senator Whish-Wilson said. Senator Whish-Wilson said there could be "concerning 
ramifications" for the Antarctic Treaty if military vessels entered the area. A moratorium on commercial whaling was introduced by 
the International Whaling Commission in 1986 and remains in place. Japan declared in 2015 it would no longer recognise the 
jurisdiction of the ICJ on whaling issues after the court ruled the whaling program was illegal. Environment Minister Josh 
Frydenberg said the Government had made representations to Japan regarding the new legislation and urged it to cease its 
whaling programs, and would continue to do so. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0wl935452492 

 

 

 

Southern Cross Tasmania, Southern Cross Nightly News, 21/07/17, Jo Palmer, There are calls for Australian Authorities to get 
tough on whaling in the Southern Ocean. Japan has approved the use of its naval vessels to protect the whaling operations and 
the Australian Government is being urged to match this force. In a statement, Josh Frydenberg, Federal Environment Minister, 
says he is concerned that the Japanese Government has introduced laws to entrench the whaling operations. 
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Minister Frydenberg – Wildlife, Heritage and Marine Division  
 
 
 
Marine 
 
 

'Backwards' draft marine parks plan 
Sydney Morning Herald, General News, 22/07/17, page 12 

 

The Turnbull government has released draft management plans for the nation's marine parks that amount to an 'unprecedented 
roll-back' of protections, a coalition of 25 environmental groups say. The draft plans were released on Friday and propose changes 
to the 3.3 million square kilometres of Australia's protected offshore regions expanded in 2012 by the Gillard government. The area 
of marine parks open to fishing would jump to 80 per cent from 64 per cent, if the changes were to pass through Parliament, WWF-
Australia said. "This is a huge step backwards for marine protection," Richard Leck, WWF's head of oceans, said. Environment 
Minister Josh Frydenberg said the government had not changed the boundaries of the parks and would improve the plans of the 
previous Labor administration. "These plans protect what needs to be protected without negatively impacting communities and our 
country's economy," he said. However, critics have said the plans proposed reduce the amount of area granted maximum 
protection. The public will be able to comment on the draft plans that cover the management of 44 marine parks for the next 
decade. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0wl935452495 

Longer versions are displayed in The Saturday Age, Canberra Times and on The Age, Canberra Times, WA Today and 
Brisbane Times websites 

 

 
Turnbull Government's attempts to gut ocean protections... 
Tasmanian Times, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

Turnbull Government’s attempts to gut ocean protections will face a fight in the Senate and at the next election. Senator Peter 
Whish-Wilson, Greens spokesperson for Healthy Oceans, has the following comments on the release of the Turnbull 
Government’s new draft marine park plans: “Today Environment Minister Josh Frydenberg released draft maps showing 
protections for coral reefs and critical ecosystems will be gutted around Australia. If the Turnbull Government wants to pick a fight 
with Australians who love our oceans then they will get one as any attempt to gut ocean protections will face a disallowance in the 
Senate. The exquisite reefs and vital feeding areas in the Coral Sea, Australia’s largest marine protected area, will be hardest hit. 
The breeding areas of ocean creatures like Black Marlin and Whale Sharks are under threat from these plans that ignore the 
science on MPAs. Never have our oceans been under so much pressure, from pollution, warming waters, ocean acidification and 
over fishing. Never has there been a more important time to take all necessary measures to sustain healthy oceans for future 
generations. This is the worse possible time to be scaling back environmental protections, it will make us into another international 
embarrassment just as we have witnessed with LNP climate vandalism.” 

 

Read Item: http://tasmaniantimes.com/index.php?/pr-article/turnbull-governments-attempts-to-gut-ocean-protections-/ 

 
 

Australia Seeks to Extend Commercial Fishing in Protected Waters 
New York Times, Other, 21/07/17, Russell Goldman 

 

Australia plans to allow fishing across 80 percent of its protected maritime sanctuaries, the government said on Friday in a 
proposal that would vastly extend commercial activity in the world's largest marine-reserves network. If the plan, backed by the 
government of Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, is approved by Parliament, it would be the first time a nation has scaled back its 
regulations in protected maritime areas. The move could potentially set a precedent for other countries, including the United 
States, which are considering similar reversals. More than one-third of Australia’s waters — home to endangered species of 
sharks, turtles and whales — are protected by law. Under the government’s proposal, “the boundaries of Australian Marine Parks 
will not change,” Josh Frydenberg, the environment minister, said in a statement. Instead, he said, the country would increase “the 
total area of the reserves open to fishing from 64 percent to 80 percent.” Much of the increased fishing would take place in the 
Coral Sea Reserve, one of the country’s most stringently protected areas, where large-scale operations would be allowed for first 
time in at least five years. Most fishing is now prohibited in the park, off the continent’s northeast coast, by a so-called no-take 
zone. The area supports a large number of tuna, one of the planet’s most lucrative and widely consumed fish and a staple in the 
diets of the region’s predators, including white sharks. The proposal to open the Coral Sea Reserve to fishing was quickly lauded 
by the seafood industry, which had lobbied the government for years. David Ellis, chief executive of Tuna Australia, said in a 
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statement that the new rules would be a boon for “jobs, regional economic stability, and seafood availability — especially to 
consumers that enjoy sushi and sashimi.” According to the government’s most recent statistics, from 2015, seafood is a 2.8 billion-
Australian-dollar, or $2.2 billion, industry, with wild-caught fish making up 58 percent of the market’s value. 

 

Read Item: https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/21/world/australia/commercial-fishing-coral-sea-reserve.html?src=twr 

 
 
Minister Frydenberg – Other 
 
 

 

Twitter, General News, 21/07/17, @JoshFrydenberg, Draft plans for Australia's world class #marine park management program 
released today: https://t.co/gt6Q9c48mb 

Read Item: http://twitter.com/JoshFrydenberg/statuses/888238548675043328 

 

 

 

Twitter, General News, 21/07/17, @JoshFrydenberg, RT @Swinburne: Leaders in smart cities research from Swinburne met 
with @JoshFrydenberg to discuss the future of Australia: https://t.co/7W… 

Read Item: http://twitter.com/JoshFrydenberg/statuses/888267193821024257 

 

All Other Coverage 

 
 
 
Antarctica 
 
 
 

Doctors to go in cold 
Hobart Mercury, General News, 22/07/17, Helen Kempton, page 11 

 

The leaders of a course to train doctors in emergency medicine in extreme weather conditions, such as Antarctica, are banking on 
snow in the Cradle Valley this weekend. The University of Tasmania's School of Medicine will hold its expedition medicine winter 
course at Arm River from tomorrow to give doctors, emergency workers and outdoor professionals practical expedition skills and 
lessons on how to provide medical care in hostile environments. The course is being held in conjunction with the Australian 
Antarctic Division and three polar medicine doctors due to leave soon for the frozen continent will be involved. Australian Antarctic 
Division medical practitioner and winter expedition medicine course instructor Clive Straus said 22 people had signed up for the 
course. "There will be emergency scenarios, in day and at night, to teach people how to take charge in such an event in the 
outdoors," Dr Straus said. It snowed in the Cradle Valley this week but rain is forecast this weekend. Emergency medicine 
specialist Paul Scott said the course was about teaching doctors how to apply skills learnt in a hospital in an extreme environment. 
"Even without snow, conditions will be challenging," Dr Scott said. "I have been colder in Tasmania than in Antarctica especially in 
wet conditions." The course covers expedition pre-planning and equipment, cold injury management, wound repair, search and 
rescue, rope skills, use of splints and stretchers and steep terrain rescue. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452506 

 

 
Ice maiden attempt 
Australian Geographic, General News, 01/08/17, Josephine Sargent, page 24 

 

The wind was howling, the seas were rough and it was dark. Suddenly, a dozing Lisa Blair heard a crack like a gunshot above her. 
She peeked out on deck and her heart sank as she realised the damage was worse than she'd imagined. It was mid-way through 
her record-breaking attempt to circumnavigate Antarctica and the mast on her 50ft monohull yacht, Climate Action Now, had 
snapped. Lisa was alone and in the middle of nowhere. It was less than a decade ago and half a world away that the now 32-year-
old sailor first discovered her love of sailing, in the tropical Whitsunday Islands. Since then, Lisa has been on a determined track to 
push herself and attempt to sail into the history books as the first woman to circumnavigate Antarctica, solo and unassisted. Her 
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preparation has included a year-long race around the world and the 2015 Sydney to HobartYacht Race. It has seen her put in more 
than 55,000 nautical miles on the open ocean. By the time Lisa set out on her polar expedition she'd also decided to take on the 
men's record of 102 days for circumnavigating Antarctica, set in 2008 by Feodor Konyukhov. Her dream was bolstered when she 
was awarded the 2017 Nancy Bird Walton Sponsorship for Female Adventurers by the Australian Geographic Society. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452510 

 

 
Frozen in time 
Australian Geographic, General News, 01/08/17, Alasdair McGregor, page 66 

 

Scott's Hut Cape Evans, Ross Island British Antarctic Expedition 1910-13 Year built: 1911 Leader: Captain Robert Falcon Scott 
Ship: Terra Nova Construction: prefabricated in England and given a trial erection in New Zealand; attached stables and a store's 
annex added from leftover materials; insulated with layers of Gibson quilted seaweed and bitumen-impregnated felt sheeting 
known as Ruberoid. Dimensions: 15.2 x 7.6m Use: 1911-13: 25 men 1915-17: Imperial Trans Antarctic Expedition (Ross Sea 
Party). Current status: Antarctic Historic Site and Monument (HSM) 16 within Antarctic Specially Protected Area s (ASPA) 155; 
Antarctic d Heritage Trust undertook an extensive stabilisation and conservation program 2008-15, during which 11,000 artefacts 
were also preserved. Visiting: access allowed with a permit for conservation, monitoring and supervised ship-based tourist visits; 
access to the ASPA restricted to 40 people with no more than eight permitted in the hut (including guides) at any time; average 
annual number of visitors between 1998-99 and 2013-14 was 1042. Mawson's Huts Cape Denison, Commonwealth Bay 
Australasian Antarctic Expedition 1911-14 Year built: 1912 Leader: Dr Douglas Mawson Ship: Aurora Construction: two huts joined 
together, both framed in Douglas fir (Oregon) and clad externally and internally in Baltic pine; living hut with pyramid roof, 
prefabricated by George Hudson & Son Ltd (Sydney); workshop prefabricated by Messrs Anthony (Melbourne); tar paper 
insulation; three scientific observatories were built nearby. Dimensions: Living hut: 7.3 x 7.3m; workshop: 5.5 x 4.9m Use: 1912-13: 
18 men 1913-14: 6 men 1931: briefly occupied by British, Australian, New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition (BANZARE), led 
by Mawson. Current status: HSM 77 within ASPA 162; between 1997and 2017 Mawson's Huts Foundation staged a number of 
expeditions to achieve stabilisation and conservation of the huts under a program supported by the Australian Antarctic Division. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452513 

 
 
 
ABC Radio Hobart, Afternoons, 21/07/17, Joel Rheinberger, Interview with Paul Scott, UTas School of Medicine; Dr Claud 
Strauss(*), Antarctic Division. Rheinberger reminds listeners about the previous interview with Elizabeth Elliott, Tasmanian GP of 
the Year, who received the distinction because she has been on so many medical expeditions, including both the North and South 
Poles. He says a whole bunch of young doctors are training to follow her shoes starting this weekend. He says they're heading to 
the Cradle Mountain, spending the week in the snow and the wind and learning how to survive the condition themselves. The two 
then discuss further the course. 
 
 
 
 
Biodiversity/Land Management 
 
 
 

How to live with deer in Victorian high country a problem Harrietville residents want to solve 
ABC Online, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

They are regularly portrayed as charismatic and majestic animals, but for some residents in north-east Victoria, living alongside 
wild deer is proving difficult. In the Alpine town of Harrietville, it is not unusual for residents to find deer roaming around their 
backyard, or to spot one jauntily strolling along the main street. Over the past decade, the deer population in the region has rapidly 
increased. While some Harrietville residents and tourists enjoy the sight of the exotic animal, for many, living alongside the growing 
deer population is becoming increasingly difficult. A group of residents have now formed the Harrietville Community Forum in a bid 
to lead a project to manage deer in the region, with the help of Parks Victoria, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and 
Planning, and the North East Catchment Management Authority. A survey of about 10 per cent of the Harrietville population 
showed many residents were concerned about the growing number of sambar and red deer locally. The deer impact the 
environment through grazing, wallowing and other habits. That damage has become more evident to residents as the number of 
sambar deer significantly rises and shows no signs of levelling off. "It's impacting on people's lifestyles and on people's gardens. 
It's impacting on businesses and farmers," Harrietville Community Forum chairman John Atkins said. "We do have some farming 
and we do have some commercial enterprise that have been affected by deer." 
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Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-21/harrietville-project-looks-at-how-to-deal-with-deer/8732414 

 

WA govt botches potato, tomato pest crisis 
9News.com.au, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

The WA government cost local food producers access to interstate markets with its 'haphazard' handling of an exotic pest outbreak 
earlier this year, an investigation has found. Exports of WA potatoes to east-coast states were halted as Australia's first case of the 
destructive tomato-potato psyllid was discovered in Perth backyards in February. A Biosecurity Council report said staff 
inexperience, a failure to collaborate with industry experts and a lack of data contributed to the Department of Agriculture and 
Food's failure to secure market access during the crisis. "[The Department] did not take leadership, made an inconsistent effort and 
had an inadequate understanding of the roles and responsibilities in coordinating the documentation and supporting information 
needed for market access," the report said. But it acknowledged WA's reputation for over-vigilance in border protection has 
"hardened attitudes" of other states when it came to negotiating access to food markets. Agriculture and Food Minister Alannah 
MacTiernan, who commissioned the report, blamed the department's failings on funding cuts by the Barnett government over its 
eight-year term, which reduced full-time positions by almost 500. Department staff still managed to "put in a mammoth effort" after 
the pest was discovered, she said. "At peak, nearly 150 staff were working in the incident response team to contain the bug and 
get Western Australian produce moving again," Ms MacTiernan said. The psyllid pest attacks a range of plants including potato, 
sweet potato, tomato, eggplant, capsicum, chilli and tamarillo, and is a significant production pest in the US, Central America and 
New Zealand. It costs New Zealand producers $60 million each year since discovered a decade ago. A quarantine zone in place 
around the Perth metropolitan area was removed at the end of June. 

 

Read Item: http://www.9news.com.au/national/2017/07/21/17/55/wa-govt-botches-potato-tomato-pest-crisis 

 
 
 
ABC Radio Canberra, Afternoons, 21/07/17, Georgia Stynes, Interview with biologist and author Tim Low. Compere says 
there's so much press given to introduced species here in the country but not with their natives doing damage elsewhere. She says 
Tim Low has travelled around the world to see how damaging Australian flora and fauna to other ecosystems. Low says Australia 
is also an exporter of pest. He says the biggest offender is wattles(*) which is almost every continent. He says people don't usually 
understand what they're doing, saying that they are also creating a risk when they spread species. He discusses the damage 
wattles are doing in other ecosystems, especially in South Africa. He mentions the threats of redback spiders and where they have 
turned up, including Iran and Belgium. He says there's now biological control programs in South Africa to control the import of 
some species and reduce their impacts. He also talks about Paper Box trees in Florida, which he notes are thicker than they grow 
in Australia. He says there are also wallabies in France. 
 
 
 
 
Clean Energy Finance Corporation  
 
 
 

New appointments to the CEFC board 
Sustainability Matters, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

The Turnbull government has announced several appointments to the board of the Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC), 
with the new board members said to bring a range of important skills and expertise to the board due to their experience in energy, 
finance and investment, innovation, corporate risk and governance. Steven Skala AO will serve as the new chair of the CEFC. 
Skala has a long career of service including on the boards of private, not-for-profit and government organisations. He is vice 
chairman, Australia of Deutsche Bank AG and a former leading corporate lawyer. He is also a former director of the ABC and chair 
of Film Australia. Leeanne Bond, Samantha Tough and Nicola Wakefield Evans will meanwhile join the board as members, 
strengthening the gender balance of the board and enhancing its geographical representation. Bond is one of Australia’s leading 
engineers and has extensive experience in the water and energy sectors in Queensland and the Northern Territory. She currently 
serves on the board of Snowy Hydro and is deputy chair of the board of Territory Generation. Tough has had a distinguished and 
varied career in the energy and resources industries in Western Australia. She serves on the boards of Synergy and Saracen 
Holdings, amongst other boards. Wakefield Evans is one of Australia’s leading corporate and commercial lawyers. She was a 
partner at King & Wood Mallesons and its predecessors for more than 20 years and now serves on the boards of Macquarie 
Group, BUPA Australia and Lendlease Corporation. The government proposes to make an additional appointment to fill a final 
vacancy on the board in the coming months. “These new appointees bring an enormous level of experience and skill to the CEFC,” 
said CEFC CEO Ian Learmonth. “We look forward to working with the new board in the future, alongside our continuing board 
members, Mr Martijn Wilder and Mr Paul Binsted.” 
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Read Item: http://www.sustainabilitymatters.net.au/content/sustainability/news/new-appointments-to-the-cefc-board-
1113109901 

 
 
 
Climate Change 
 
 

It's time to count cost of being carbon neutral 
Adelaide Advertiser, Business News, 22/07/17, Alex Antic, page 56 

 

A race to become the world's first carbon neutral city is on and it seems that the Adelaide City Council is hell-bent on getting there 
first - no matter what the cost. The City of Adelaide produces 950,000 tonnes of CO2 per annum, yet when one considers that the 
world's total CO2 emissions are approximately 40 billion tonnes annually that's 40,000,000,000 - our 0.0024 of 1 per cent 
contribution is the very definition of a drop in the ocean. The State Government shares this aspiration and the joint Carbon Neutral 
Adelaide Action Plan confidently asserts: "The State Government and the council recognise that meeting our goal to be the world's 
first carbon neutral city will only happen with the support of the whole community." Sounds very much like public sector speak for 
"this is going to cost you money". What is the point of this exercise, I hear you ask. According to the plan, taking first place in the 
carbon Olympics will "promote new business and investment opportunities arising from the city advancing its carbon neutral 
reputation". Sounds very much like public sector speak for "we hope that this will distract you from our economic problems". In 
truth, I fear that the ACC has become embroiled in a gigantic State Government smokescreen, designed to convince the public that 
SA is progressive and performing well - despite having the most expensive power on the planet, the most unreliable power grid 
and the highest unemployment rate in the country. Like Patty Hearst, the ACC appears to have acquired a case of Stockholm 
syndrome and our ratepayers have been bound, gagged and dragged along for the ride. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452516 

 
 

 

ABC, ABC News, 21/07/17, Craig Allen, Rising temperatures and declining rainfall could have dire consequences for threatened 
species and farming in the Canberra region. A new report from the Nature Conservation Council is warning the Southern and 
Central Tablelands of NSW will be hit particularly hard by a changing climate. But not all farmers agree. The council says the ACT 
is leading the way on renewable energy and calls on the NSW Government to boost investment in renewable energy. NSW Energy 
Minister Don Harwin says there's more renewable energy construction in the state than anywhere else. 

 
 
 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Holder 
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How to repair our high country rivers? 
ABC Online, Other, 21/07/17, Simon Williams 

A lot of effort is invested in repairing damaged natural systems, such as rivers. To-date, about $1.2 billion dollars has been spent to 
repair the waterways of the iconic Snowy River. Often one of the big problems in river restoration is knowing what condition 
damaged ecosystems should return too (i.e. target / reference condition) and the mechanisms and pathways for repair.  This target 
or reference condition is not always known, and there is often limited information about the early condition and function of the river 
prior to river regulation. Scientists/ Water Managers often use a reference condition approach.  Defining reference condition is 
often undertaken by either (i) modelling a reference condition or using an undamaged nearby system to provide insight to the 
community structure of plants and animals or how it may function. In the Murray-Darling Basin, it is often difficult to find suitable 
locations to use as reference condition, but in the Snowy Mountains there are a few highland rivers that are used to provide an 
insight on the desired target condition.  The hydrology and ecology of the Thredbo River, is used as the desired target condition for 
the Snowy River below Jindabyne.  The hydrological characteristics of the Thredbo River are incorporated into the daily release 
patterns to the Snowy River, and the annual volume of the Thredbo River matches the water available for release.  Additionally, 
other characteristics such as (i) the thermal regime and (ii) the composition of the water and aquatic food-webs and energy transfer 
are key considerations on how to better manage the available water to repair the Snowy River. This image shows aquatic scientists 
assessing the condition of (i) benthos (i.e. aquatic macroinvertebrates and biofilms) and (ii) the chemical composition of the upland 
waterways.  On this occasion, the aquatic scientists spent days in 1OC icy water, collecting material to understand the ecology of 
the unregulated high-country rivers. 

Read Item: https://open.abc.net.au/explore/207352 

Ruralco waterworks 
livewiremarkets.com, Other, 21/07/17, 

On Wednesday, Portfolio Manager Oscar Oberg attended Ruralco Holdings Limited’s (ASX: RHL) investor site day in Renmark, 
South Australia. The company showcased its investment in water and rural supplies businesses within the Riverland region. The 
company also announced a trading update, confirming that earnings in the second half of FY2017 would be similar to the first half. 
This represented a significant upgrade to consensus earnings expectations and was driven by the company’s cost-drive program. 
Shares in Ruralco closed up 6% for the week. We own Ruralco as a research-driven investment in WAM Microcap. 

Read Item: https://www.livewiremarkets.com/wires/ruralco-waterworks 

Energy 

A Green MP, a GetUp! activist, and a coal miner walk into a bar 
AFR Weekend, General News, 22/07/17, page 47 

Got a power bill that you cannot afford to pay? Screamingly funny and breaks the ice at parties! The world of satirical humour was 
rocked to its core this week when Sarah Henderson, the Victorian Liberal MP for Corangamite, thought claims that her constituents 
might possibly be dying of cold because of the government's renewables policies were funny. Ms Henderson said on Sky TV that 
her colleague Craig Kelly was "killing me with his humour" by linking deaths from the cold to renewable energy policies. Other 
examples of Ms Henderson's hilarious sense of humour can be found in this leaked copy of The Corangamite Black Book of 
Renewables Gags: A priest with hypothermia from Airey's Inlet a rabbi with chilblains from Ocean Grove and a vicar with piles from 
Grovedale all walk into a pub. The local MP says "Is this some kind of a joke?" "Knock knock." "Who's there?" "My Bill." "My Bill 
who?" "My bill's long overdue so they cut me off and now I'm freezing my tits off next door so can I come in to your place please?" 
The Lome Police arrested two freezing age pensioners yesterday. One was drinking battery acid to try to keep warm, the other was 
eating fireworks. They charged one - and let the other one off. A Glenfyne pensioner goes to see his doctor. "Doc, it's so cold in 
our house right now coz I can't afford electricity and my wife says it reminds her of growing up in Wales and she won't stop singing 
The Green Green Grass of Home." Doc: "Hmmm. Nothing to do with renewables. It sounds like a bad case of 'Tom Jones 
Syndrome' to me." Pensioner "Is it common?" Doc: "It's not unusual." My neighbour in Apollo Bay is an old Dutch lady who wears 
inflatable shoes. I phoned her up to see how she was coping without electricity but she'd popped her clogs. 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452519 
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Is it time to cut the cord? 
Courier Mail, Insight, 22/07/17, John McCarthy, page 60 

 

The Palaszczuk Government has made a virtue out of its ownership of the electricity assets. It continually says that public 
ownership not only provides dividends for the Budget but also means there is control over pricing. With 65 per cent of the state's 
generating capacity under its wing, it not only controls pricing in Queensland but it is also a price driver on the national electricity 
market. And that's where the Australian Consumer and Competition Commission has concerns. If you have that sort of power, it is 
very tempting to use it. But also the argument of public ownership falls apart when big employers such as Glencore are paying 100 
per cent above the prices it paid three years ago. And if the Government can dampen price increases, why are businesses now 
negotiating contracts which the Energy Users Association of Australia (EUAA) says are at 80 per cent above previous contracts? 
Even butchers and surf clubs are negotiating yearly contracts at 50 to 60 per cent above last year's prices and farmers, 
manufacturers and mining companies are all having to dig into their budgets to find the extra thousands to pay their energy bills. 
This week it was reported the quarterly report for Rio Tinto's Boyne Island aluminium smelter showed production was down by 
13,000 tonnes compared with the same period in 2016, a result foreshadowed earlier this year after the company had been unable 
to lock in "a competitively priced electricity contract". 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0sv935452522 

 

 
Energy probe report stalled, says Labor 
Hobart Mercury, General News, 22/07/17, Blair Richards, page 14 

 

The State Government has been accused of sitting on a crucial report meant to give Tasmanians insight into the energy crisis and 
a way forward on energy security. Energy Minister Matthew Groom confirmed a month ago he had received the final report from 
the Energy Security Taskforce. The State Government has committed to releasing the report publicly, and a spokesman said 
yesterday the report would be released soon. "The Energy Security Taskforce report is a significant report and the Government is 
considering the recommendations carefully. Both the report and the Government's response will be released soon," he said. Labor 
energy spokesman Scott Bacon said the State Government had no reason to sit on the report. "Matthew Groom and Peter Gutwein 
have had the report into the energy crisis for more than a month," Mr Bacon said. "To say they will release it 'in the near' future is 
not good enough and sends a clear message to Tasmanians that they have something to hide. "The Energy Security Taskforce 
report cannot be hidden in Mr Groom's bottom drawer. He has to give Tasmanians the chance to make up their own minds about 
what role he played and what role the Government played in the lead-up to the energy crisis," he said. The taskforce was created 
in the wake of last year's energy crisis to identify ways to future-proof the state against similar challenges in the future. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452524 

 

 
We need more certainty about energy 
Hobart Mercury, General News, 22/07/17, Scott Bacon, page 33 

 

Tasmanian gas users are still no closer to a certain future with the contract crisis between Hydro and the Tasmanian Gas Pipeline 
still unresolved. There was pressure on Matthew Groom to emerge from last week's COAG energy council meeting with a clear 
way forward. Because, after all, it was the Minister who got us into this mess in the first place. The short-sighted and reckless 
decision to sell the Tamar Valley Power Station is the reason major industrials face an uncertain future when it comes to gas 
prices. The gas contract crisis is a direct result of Matthew Groom's decision to decommission and sell the Combined Cycle Gas 
Turbine in 2015. In August 2015 the Minister publicly announced he had given Hydro approval to "decommission and sell the 
combined cycle gas turbine". Matthew Groom described the power station as a "redundant liability" but there was no mention in the 
statement of the energy security ramifications of selling the gas turbine. The desire to sell the power station meant Hydro has no 
interest in negotiating a new long-term contract with the Tasmanian Gas Pipeline. The CEO of the Tasmanian Gas Pipeline, 
Lindsay Ward, gave evidence to the energy security inquiry in August last year. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452527 
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IPWEA releases ‘game-changing’ documents for public lighting infrastructure 
roadsonline.com.au, Other, 21/07/17,  
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The Institute of Public Works Engineering Australasia (IPWEA) has released the long-awaited Model LED Public Lighting 
Specification and the Model Public Lighting Controls Specification this week. According to a press release from the IPWEA, the two 
“game-changing” documents will allow Australian and New Zealand councils to save millions of dollars on ‘smart city’ street lighting 
projects. IPWEA CEO Robert Fuller said in the statement that new specifications will remove uncertainty around street lighting 
procurement, which has resulted in impediments, inefficiencies and cost overruns because of poorly drafted and often technically 
inconsistent specifications. “These new specifications will be a ‘game changer’ for accelerating the rollout of LED lighting and smart 
controls across Australia and New Zealand, helping all parties successfully navigate the maze of new lighting technology,” Mr 
Fuller said. According to IPWEA modeling, if every street light in Australia and New Zealand were converted to LEDs, councils 
would slash $120 million off their annual street lighting bills. The statement however, asserted the features that provide these 
benefits also add complexity to the specification and procurement process, making the process difficult for all parties involved. 
Currently, only 10% of Australia and New Zealand’s street lights have been converted to LEDs. “Early LED specifications often 
resulted in inefficient procurement processes that were costly for suppliers to respond to, raised the risks of inappropriate or poorly 
performing outcomes for buyers, and often resulted in less than fit for purpose outcomes,” said Mr. Fuller. “Overall, this inefficient 
process has impeded the timely uptake of LEDs and controls for public lighting despite the many demonstrated advantages they 
provide.” […]  The Model Specifications are part of the Street Lighting and Smart Controls Program (SLSC) which has been funded 
by the Australian Federal Government, Department of the Environment and Energy, to improve energy, environmental, economic 
and social outcomes. 

 

Read Item: http://roadsonline.com.au/ipwea-releases-game-changing-documents-for-public-lighting-infrastructure/ 

 
 
 

ABC Radio Canberra, Afternoons, 21/07/17, Georgia Stynes, Interview with Shannon Battison, Chair of Sustainability 
Committee,  Australian Institute of Architects, about building an energy-efficient home. Battison says there are two schools of 
thought that really work with Canberra's climate. She says one is solar passive housing which is a building that's nicely insulated, a 
little bit airtight, has lots of windows placed towards the north. She says the other school of thought is called passive house which 
is basically like building an eski. She says on Wednesday, the Australian Institute of Architects has got the Solar House Day 
exhibition and lecture which will showcase products and technologies that will help reduce carbon footprint. She says the lecture 
will be about hot housing. She says on Sunday, there will be a bus tour which will go to Canberra houses with environmental 
performance. Stynes says Battison is also the director of The Mill. 

 
 
 
Environmental Standards Division 
 
 
 

Govt wants green light 
Canberra Times, General News, 22/07/17, Kirsten Lawson, page 1 

 

The ACT government is seeking an exemption from having to do a full environmental assessment for the large new housing area it 
plans to open up off William Hovell Drive and behind the National Arboretum. The 'Molonglo 3' development will eventually house 
about 27,000 people over 800 hectares, with land release scheduled to start in the next 12 months. The area connects the 
Molonglo Valley with Belconnen. The block is south of William Hovell Drive, bordering the Kama Nature Reserve on one side, and 
the arboretum on the other, stretching down the Tuggeranong Parkway towards Coombs and the new suburb of Denman Prospect. 
The Molonglo River runs along its border. The government's land agency has applied for an exemption from an environmental 
impact assessment. Submissions on the application were to close on Monday, but have been extended to an unspecified date. The 
agency argues that sufficient environmental work has been done, so the impacts are well known without the need for a formal 
assessment. The development would affect several threatened species, including critically endangered box gum woodland, 
endangered natural temperate grassland, the vulnerable pink-tailed worm lizard, the vulnerable superb parrot and the endangered 
swift parrot, the government said in its application. Electricity towers traverse the area, with two critical 132kV lines that supply 
power to large areas of Canberra. The lines and 29 towers would be decommissioned, and replaced with new lines whose 
alignment was still being worked out. The government would "adequately identify and mitigate the impacts associated with the 
[electricity] infrastructure, including potential health risks associated with EMR [electromagnetic radiation], through the detailed 
design process", the application promises. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452532 
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Powers switch to Coal for battery celebration 
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Adelaide Advertiser, General News, 22/07/17, page 37 

 

There was an awkward moment last week when the team from Tesla met the State Government mob to sign the contract to bring 
the world's biggest battery to South Australia. As is the way of things in the world of high finance, it was decided a dinner was in 
order to sign the documents and cement the new friendship. Premier Jay Weatherill was turning up as well as Treasurer Tom 
Koutsantonis to meet the management teams of Tesla and the French outfit Neoen. Tesla chief Elon Musk (right with the Premier) 
was still en route and missed the dinner. As the Tesla types were staying at the Hilton, it was decided the most convenient place 
was the in-house restaurant. That's the restaurant called Coal. Apparently, the Teslas told one of the locals "we had seen this 
place but kept walking past because of the name". One of Musk's stated objectives is to rid the world of those terrible fossil fuels, 
including coal, and replace them with sunshine and electric cars. But it all turned out well, with the guests reportedly won over by 
the quality of food on offer at Coal. It would have been an expensive night though. The party comprised more than 20 people, 
probably costing the taxpayer somewhere north of $200 a head. A more low-key dinner was held in Whyalla this week by English 
billionaire Sanjeev Gupta, who charmed the locals after it was announced he'd be saving the city's steelworks. Unlike Musk who 
was here and gone in a few hours, Gupta stayed the night in Whyalla. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452535 

 

 
Harbour Clean-Up crucial for our waterways 
Northern Territory News, General News, 22/07/17, Brenton Cardona, page 63 

 

This week more than 150 volunteers participated in the eighth annual Darwin Harbour Clean-Up. Once again the Northern Territory 
Seafood Council organised a great day, with support from Territory Natural Resource Management and funding from the Australian 
Government. Rubbish was collected from ten land and four water-based sites. Nine boats were used to help clear the rubbish from 
our waterways. NT Fisheries had one vessel out on the water and, with assistance from Larrakia Rangers, recovered a variety of 
rubbish including six abandoned crab pots as well as pulling fishing line and dozens of lures from trees. This year 4.2 tonnes of 
rubbish was collected, almost doubling last year's total of 2.2 tonnes. Some of the most common items collected included fishing 
line, cigarette butts, paper, broken glass, plastic food packaging, aluminium cans and plastic drink bottles. In general 50-80% of 
marine debris is plastic. Plastic will break down into smaller pieces but never goes away. Marine animals often mistake plastics for 
food, and can end up choking or starving to death. It also entangles and injures other marine wildlife such as birds and turtles 
making it difficult to swim or fly and could lead to drowning. The clean-up was again strongly supported by private businesses, 
community groups, government agencies, non-government organisations and the general community. Here's some useful tips to 
help keep our waterways clean: Please dispose of fishing line, bait bags and plastic bags (including degradable plastics) 
responsibly, as well as any other rubbish you accumulate when using our waterways. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452538 
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6PR, Drive, 21/07/17, Oliver Peterson, Continuing Regular Segment: The Press Conference with Joanna McManus, Lecturer, 
Edith Cowan University and Graeme Butler, Reporter, Channel 7. Butler talks about the banning of shopping plastic bags. He 
wonders if it is actually a step forward. He thinks it will end up with people paying for their shopping bags. Butler says both Coles 
and Woolworths could make a fortune out of it by charging 15 cents a bag on every customer. He says there isn't even a single 
plastic bag that is ever only used once. McManus argues all plastic bags, including those being used by manufacturers, should be 
banned and Butler agrees with it. Butler says Coles and Woolworths used to have paper bags. He believes if both Coles and 
Woolworths want to step in the right direction is they should start to address the unnecessary packaging that can be seen on 
almost every shelf. McManus says some stores are using paper bags but there are arguments that making paper is also damaging 
to the environment. [cont] 

 
 
 

ABC Radio Adelaide, Afternoons, 21/07/17, Sonya Feldhoff, Interview with Spyro Kalos, Manager, MobileMuster. Kalos says 
Onkaparinga is one of the top mobile phone collectors, and Orrorroo Carrieton is the national top collector per capita. Kalos says 
MobileMuster has worked with a number of Councils in SA to assess collection points for their residents and provide education for 
them. He says awareness of where to recycle the mobile phones is a great motivator for people to recycle. He reveals 
MobileMuster collects 77 tonnes of mobile phone components around the country. Feldhoff says that the mobile companies are 
actively promoting recycling of mobile phones by providing discounts off new phones. She also notes that Charles Sturt, Tea Tree 
Gully, Mitcham, and Port Adelaide Enfield were also in the top five of mobile phone recyclers. Kalos says one can bring mobile 
phones to retail partners to have them recycled, especially for those in the regional areas. He also recommends 
recyclingnearyou.com.au for more information and drop-off p
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Great Barrier Reef 
 
 

 
Bleaching blues 
Australian Geographic, General News, 01/08/17, page 37 

 

Recent conversations with friends made me realise that many people have been left confused about the bleaching events that 
have struck the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) two years in a row, causing more damage than any others since records began. While 
there is no doubt the impact is severe and widespread, there are also many regions that have escaped the bleaching, and, even 
within badly hit areas, the damage is patchy. Most reef-forming corals are sedentary symbiotic animals that host algae that 
generate sugar and energy photosynthetically from sunlight. When reefs experience higher than expected water temperatures for 
long periods, the algae begin producing substances that irritate the corals, which expel them from their systems, breaking the 
relationship the corals need to survive. They therefore go white, appearing 'bleached'. Small-scale bleaching is a natural process, 
but the massive events across the GBR we've begun seeing in the past two decades are likely to become so frequent that reefs 
can't recover. We must tackle climate change swiftly, or we may have to accept the loss of reef systems all together. The first 
recorded mass bleaching occurred in 1998 - then the planet's warmest recorded year - causing the death of 16 per cent of the 
world's reefs. Major bleaching events occurred again in 2002 and 2016.The latter bleaching was, at the time, the worst ever, and 
what is shocking is that this year it has been followed by a consecutive mass bleaching event when reefs have had no time to 
recover. But is most of the reef dead and what does this mean for the future of its biodiversity and Australia's tourism industry?  

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452540 

 

 
Early career Reef researchers receive a boost 
getstem.com.au, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

Ten Queensland post-graduate students will receive nearly $17,000 worth of grants from the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park 
Authority for ground-breaking research into the Great Barrier Reef's key risks and threats. Eight James Cook University students 
and two University of Queensland students working towards a Doctorate or Masters’ degree in physical, biological and social 
sciences will receive up to $2000 each. The research ranges from investigating the impact of increasing ocean temperature on 
commercially important coral reef fish to the impact of using oil spill dispersants in coral reef ecosystems. Great Barrier Reef 
Marine Park Authority chairman Russell Reichelt congratulated all the award winners. “The Marine Park Authority strongly supports 
early career researchers working on projects that will help understanding and protection of the Reef,” Dr Reichelt said. “We make 
our management decisions about the Great Barrier Reef based on the best available science and always welcome new 
contributions to our knowledge of the Reef ecosystem. “Through our Science for Management Awards we ask applicants to think 
about the application of their research in meeting our management needs. “Their research often offers a different and fresh new 
angle on existing management practices, which can be beneficial to our long-term projects — it’s a collegial relationship.” More 
than 200 post-graduate students have received the grants in their 30-year history, enabling those students to contribute directly to 
improved future management of the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. 

 

Read Item: http://getstem.com.au/early-career-reef-researchers-receive-boost/ 

 

 
Feds Marine Reserve cuts another blow for reef under pressure 
statements.qld.gov.au, Other, 21/07/17, Katharine Wright 

 

The Queensland Minister for the Great Barrier Reef, Steven Miles, has slammed the Federal Government’s proposal today to 
decrease the Coral Sea marine park protected area by 76 per cent. “This latest Federal Government Marine Reserves review 
proposes to cut protections for our marine life and their habitat. “This is another example of the Turnbull Government walking away 
from the Great Barrier Reef. “Marine Protection is not only good for the environment it is good for the Queensland tourism industry 
and the 64,000 jobs in supports. Mr Miles said the cuts would affect areas along the coasts of Western Australia, the Northern 
Territory and New South Wales but that the impact on Queensland’s Coral Sea was perhaps the worst. “The Coral Sea is a very 
important buffer for the Great Barrier Reef and a very important natural asset for Queensland. “It provides a safe haven for much of 
the marine life found in the Reef. “These draft plans go above and beyond the cuts that even the Abbott Government wanted to 
make. Boosting Abbott’s 46 per cent cut to 76 per cent. “Any cut to protections for these marine environments is unacceptable,” Mr 
Miles said. Mr Miles said the Reef was already suffering the impacts of climate change and coral bleaching and did not need the 
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extra pressure. “We have had two back to back coral bleaching events on the Great Barrier Reef and the federal government 
wants to downgrade a safe haven for marine life. “All so that they can increase long-line fishing and seafloor trawling which will 
decimate fish populations. To call this short sighted is an understatement,” Mr Miles said. “The Coral Sea is a big and important 
marine reserve that Queenslanders are very proud of and wouldn’t want to see diminished.” 

 

Read Item: http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/7/21/feds-marine-reserve-cuts-another-blow-for-reef-under-
pressure 
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John Gorton Building work continues for another year 
Canberra Times, General News, 22/07/17, Tom McIlroy, page 8 

 

Long-running restoration work at one of Canberra's historic public service office buildings have been extended by more than a 
year. Repairs to the facade of the John Gorton Building had been due for completion by May, but Department of Finance officials 
told a Senate estimates committee this week that the timeline has been extended to July 2018. Emergency remediation works 
were ordered for the building, built between 1927 and the early 1950s, when pieces of the sandstone facade started falling to the 
ground. Deemed as a potentially "catastrophic" risk to staff and the public, protective fencing and hoarding was installed in late 
2013. Previously known as the Administrative Building and at the heart of the parliamentary triangle, the heritage-listed structure 
has had $17.3 million of restoration work so far, including securing crumbling stone and removal of asbestos materials. The safety 
measures had been expected to remain in place for more than three years and coincided with the Department of Finance leaving 
the building to move to the $376 million 1 Canberra Avenue development. An Environment Department report highlighted risks 
from falling sandstone panels and lead capping described as "critical", while further inspections found the stonework and lead had 
been showing signs of accelerated deterioration. Of the building's 100 wall surfaces, fallen material was found at the base of 16. 
An estimated 4 per cent of the 24,000 panels needed to be replaced while 10 per cent could be repaired. […]  A range of public 
servants, including Department of Environment and Energy employees, have continued to work inside during the restoration. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0bn935452544 

 

 
Unconventional Gas including Coal Seam Gas 
 
 
 

Happy ground for elephant hunters of gas 
AFR Weekend, Companies and Markets, 22/07/17, Angela Macdonald-Smith, page 25 

 

Origin Energy's chief geologist David Close can't keep the excitement from his face as he cradles a 1.4 billion-year-old chip of 
black rock in the palm of his hand. Here, on the vast scrubby pasturelands in the central-north of the Northern Territory, a fortuitous 
set of geological circumstances has brought about a near-perfect opportunity for elephant hunters in the oil and gas industry and a 
potential solution to the east coast's gas shortage. The rocks of the Velkerri and Kyalla shales targeted by Origin pre-date 
dinosaurs by several hundred million years. At a billion years younger than Queensland's coal seam gas seams, they make the 
circa 65 million-year-old rocks hosting the Gulf of Mexico's conventional oil look juvenile. Algae, the only life form on the planet at 
the time, accumulated in thick beds on the floor of a vast inland sea, forming what would eventually become the source rocks 
hosting trillions of cubic feet of gas. . The semi-arid nature of the region, meanwhile, reduces risks to water from gas extraction. 
"It's a pretty unique scenario," Close says. "It's a really material resource." Origin's 57-day test of its Amungee horizontal well last 
year, just before the NTs moratorium on fracking, garnered international attention and allayed doubts the rocks would be too old to 
yield a productive resource. The results drew comparisons with the prolific Marcellus shale near New York, and raised hopes the 
Beetaloo will prove to be Australia's answer to the US "shale gale". 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452546 
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Pumping the gas, at home and away 
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Weekend Australian, Business News, 22/07/17, Matt Chambers, page 27 

 

East coast LNG export volumes continued to rise last month as Origin Energy's Australian Pacific plant ran over nameplate 
capacity in final production testing. But despite the ramp-up at Gladstone, Queensland's coal-seam gas exporters have also been 
sending more gas to domestic markets in the south, stepping up production as exports come under more scrutiny and the threat of 
federal government export restrictions looms. Gladstone port figures show LNG exports rose to 1.71 million tonnes last month, up 
from 1.68 million in May. But a pull-back from the Santos-led Gladstone LNG project, which has processed its gas through APLNG 
during the latter's production test, meant east coast exports remained short of the record of 1.75 million tonnes hit in December. 
The boost in exports from Gladstone, the only east coast LNG export port, combined with added West Australian exports to help 
Australia reach a record 51.4 million tonnes of LNG exports in 2016-17, Adelaide consultant EnergyQuest said in its most recent 
report. This is up from 37.5 million tonnes the previous year. EnergyQuest chief executive Graeme Bethune estimated LNG export 
revenue for the year reached $22.3 billion, up from $16.6bn the previous year. East coast gas exports and domestic prices are 
under unprecedented scrutiny after surging domestic prices and fears of a shortage led Malcolm Turnbull to enact powers to 
restrict exports if there is a shortage of reasonably priced gas. It is unclear whether the restrictions, which will target GLNG as the 
only one of three Queensland projects built to export more gas than it can produce from its CSG fields, will be used. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452549 
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Australia strongly opposes Japanese whaling plans 
vtimes.com.au, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

Australia is deeply disappointed by Japans recent announcement that they have resumed another of their so-called ‘scientific' 
whaling programs, this one in the North Pacific.  This comes despite the clear and unambiguous conclusions of the International 
Whaling Commission's review process that Japan has not demonstrated the scientific need for the whaling. It is the second time 
Japan has issued permits for their so-called ‘scientific’ whaling programs after independent expert panels, established by the 
Commission in 2015 and early this year, concluded that lethal sampling is not justified. But despite these expert findings and 
recommendations, Japan has again chosen to ignore the clear and independent scientific advice and decided to continue whaling 
in the North Pacific. By continuing whaling in the Southern and North Pacific oceans, Japan is unilaterally disregarding 
International Whaling Commission resolutions from 2014 and 2016. These resolutions request that members do not engage in so-
called ‘scientific’ whaling until the full Commission has the opportunity to properly discuss and review the relevant research 
proposal. Japan has now, on multiple occasions, gone against the recommendations of the International Whaling Commission, its 
scientific committee and the independent expert panels it has convened. It is becoming increasingly clear that Japan is ignoring the 
International Court of Justice's 2014 decision on whaling in the Antarctic. The court found that contracting governments have a 
duty to co-operate with the International Whaling Commission and the Commission's scientific committee. The court also declared 
that the decision on whether the killing, taking and treating of whales is for the purposes of scientific research cannot depend 
simply on the issuing state's perception. The Australian Government is resolutely committed to the International Whaling 
Commission's global moratorium which bans commercial whaling. 

 

Read Item: http://vtimes.com.au/australia-strongly-opposes-japanese-whaling-plans-2709633.html 
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Wildlife 
 
 

Koalas will wake up to droning 
Courier Mail, General News, 22/07/17, page 5 

 

Drones will be flown over southeast Queensland and special microphones used to spy on sleepy koalas, in a new conservation 
push. Environment Minister Steven Miles said the University of Queensland and Queensland University of Technology were 
teaming up to assess exact koala numbers, as a new report found that land clearing was continuing to threaten their future. 
Bioacoustics will be used to find koalas through their unique grunting noises, and drones with high-resolution thermal cameras will 
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also be deployed to help pinpoint them from the air. "This project will allow us to tell, in real time, how many koalas are in an area, 
whether the population is increasing or decreasing and also identify unoccupied areas of suitable habitat which could be 
recolonised," Dr Miles said. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452552 

 

 
Boost in the fight for our wombats 
Hobart Mercury, General News, 22/07/17, Helen Kempton, page 17 

 

Tasmania's official wombat mange focus is moving from research on how the disease has impacted one pocket in the state's North 
to exploring how the broader population might be protected. Research on how to treat Tasmanian wombats infected with mange on 
a whole-of-population scale will begin later this year as community volunteers continue to drench sick wombats they find in the 
wild. UTAS researcher Scott Carver - one of the authors of a new paper on the wave of mange which caused the wombat 
population in Narawntapu National Park to collapse said it had been shown that the disease could be treated in individual 
wombats, but more work was needed to achieve that on a broader scale. Wombat mortality rates reached 100 per cent behind the 
wave, with a 94 per cent decline in overall wombat numbers. Dr Carver said the new research would begin later this year and be 
funded through the $100,000 the State Government put up late last year to help the species. He said there were also long-term 
plans to restore a wombat population at Narawntapu which needed to be investigated. "Our research suggests that effective 
management of mange may be achieved by establishing barriers - either physical or immunologic - to pathogen spread across 
populations or, where feasible, by administration of a population-scale treatment," the paper says. Physical barriers could mean 
infrastructure such as fences, and putting up immunologic barriers could involve vaccines or broad-scale treatment. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452555 

 

 
Saving our wombats 
Hobart Mercury, Editorials, 22/07/17, page 30 

 

There are few Australian native animals more beloved than the wombat. There's something so appealing about the unique, rotund, 
furry creatures that are such a feature of our bush. Like most native animals, they face their share of threats. Habitat loss, 
overgrazing, predation by dogs and traffic all take their toll. And just as the facial tumour disease has caused terrible mortality rates 
for the Tasmanian devil, the scourge of sarcoptic mange has devastated wombat numbers - particularly in the Narawntapu 
National Park. The disease is caused by a parasite that burrows into the animal's skin. If untreated, the resulting irritation results in 
aggressive scratching, hair loss, and skin lesions, and eventually causes death. In some areas of the park, the number of wombats 
has crashed by up to 94 per cent. What was once a population of several hundred was reduced to fewer than 10. In recent years, 
the fate of the wombat has been the subject of a valiant fight by the members of the Wombat Warriors. They have done an 
excellent and inspirational job trying to tackle the disease. This band of several hundred volunteers has had to fight official 
indifference - and sometimes outright obstruction - to help to save the wombats in the state's North. They have applied 
considerable determination and ingenuity to the task, applying drench to individual wombats with burrow flaps made of ice cream 
container lids. It is an inspired solution, but it is clear that more action is needed. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452558 

 

 
Experts outline plan to save south-east Queensland koalas 
Canberra Times, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

Scientists are now trying to 'read' 10 years of koala 'bellows' and using unmanned drones in the latest attempts to understand one 
of Queensland's most embarrassing stories: the steady march towards extinction of the south-east Queensland  koala. The 
research – and its impact on Queensland's tree-clearing rates – will be a major election issue at the next state election. That 
extinction tale will most likely be confirmed in the final version of Queensland's most significant koala research paper – from the 
Koala Expert Panel – now due next month, in August 2017. The expert panel has, in its February 2017 interim study, already 
proposed three major thrusts to try to prevent the extinction of the koala in south-east Queensland within 10-15 years. First is a 
model local law – for all south-east Queensland councils – to control dogs. The second is setting up two smaller koala "precincts" 
(hundreds of hectares) as localised open-plan koala zoos in south-east Queensland where tourists can see koalas and where 
koala research can continue. One of these sites is at Daisy Hill – where koala populations are already in decline – while a second 
location on Brisbane's northern fringes, is yet to be chosen. The third major policy is setting aside much larger koala "conservation 
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landscapes", sized in the thousands of hectares, most likely outside south-east Queensland. The February 2017 Interim Report 
showed that 19,000 hectares of koala habitat had been cleared between 2008 and 2015 and the rate of clearing was accelerating. 
It showed koala habitat clearing was highest in Logan, Ipswich and Moreton Bay council areas and lowest in Scenic Rim, Noosa 
and Sunshine Coast Regional council areas. 

 

Read Item: http://www.canberratimes.com.au/queensland/experts-outline-plan-to-save-southeast-queensland-koalas-
20170721-gxgb55.html 

 

 
Independent report: land clearing puts Queensland's threatened species in peril 
statements.qld.gov.au, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

An independent scientific report released today reveals the dangers to Queensland’s threatened species caused by land clearing. 
Environment Minister Steven Miles said the independent report Scientific review of the impacts of land clearing on threatened 
species in Queensland sounded the alarm for a number of threatened species. “The level of tree clearing in Queensland is very 
concerning. Of all the deforestation hotspots in the world, Queensland is the only one in a developed nation,” Mr Miles said. “This 
report paints a disturbing picture of how land clearing causes species death and habitat loss, and reduces the resilience of 
endangered animal and plant species to adapt to climate change. “It shows that any further land clearing will put more threatened 
species at threat of extinction, impact on streams, rivers, wetlands and the Great Barrier Reef marine lagoon, and will contribute to 
climate change impacts. “It's not good enough, that's why we introduced sensible tree clearing laws to the Parliament last year. 
“Land-clearing rates doubled in Queensland in the first two years of the LNP government. In 2012, the LNP’s Andrew Cripps said 
that existing laws would not be enforced, existing investigations would be canned and that any existing charges would be dropped. 
“In the first two years of the LNP Government, tree clearing nearly doubled – up to nearly 300,000 hectares of trees per year. 
“That's an area more than twice the size of Brisbane. Or 10 times the size of the city of Rockhampton. “The LNP should be 
ashamed of themselves for voting down these important reforms that would lower our emissions and protect habitat for our native 
wildlife. 

 

Read Item: http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/7/21/independent-report-land-clearing-puts-queenslands-
threatened-species-in-peril 

 

 
Hi-tech tools to find SEQ koalas 
statements.qld.gov.au, Other, 21/07/17, Honourable Steven Miles 

 

The Palaszczuk Government will deploy cutting-edge bioacoustic recognition and drones in a hi-tech effort to find and protect 
koalas in South East Queensland. Speaking at Parliament today, Mr Miles said University of Queensland researcher Dr Bill Ellis 
and his team would use koala calls to count and locate koalas. “This project will allow us to tell, in real time, how many koalas are 
in an area, whether the population is increasing or decreasing, and also identify unoccupied areas of suitable habitat which could 
be recolonized,” Mr Miles said. “It’s all part of the Palaszczuk Government’s strategy to protect and boost koala numbers in South 
East Queensland. “We have committed an additional $12.1 million for koala conservation as well as a further $2.6 million per 
annum of ongoing funding for koala protection. We’ve also invested $6 million in wildlife hospitals that take care of our sick or 
injured koalas.” UQ koala researcher Dr Bill Ellis said the project would not just help koalas, but would be useful for other 
purposes. “We are trying to develop cost-effective koala monitoring using bioacoustics,” Dr Elllis said. “This project will also create 
a web of intelligence-gathering that will help us monitor koala populations and will be good for monitoring invasive species. “Our 
approach can engage local land owners and managers in finding, understanding and conserving this important species. “The 
$80,000 in grant funding is a great opportunity for us to test the practicality of our research in the field and provide some important 
data for conservation of an iconic species.” Mr Miles also announced Queensland University of Technology would use drones, or 
unmanned aerial vehicles, to improve koala survey methods. 

 

Read Item: http://statements.qld.gov.au/Statement/2017/7/21/hitech-tools-to-find-seq-koalas 

 

 
It's a bird, it's a plane, it's a drone - oh hang on, it's a flying fox 
Yahoo! News Australia, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

A pilot who thought his plane was hit by a drone while landing at Parafield Airport in South Australia has discovered it was actually 
a flying fox. After sending off DNA samples from the damaged wing of his plane, it turns out the culprit was actually a grey-headed 
flying fox, similar to those that have plagued Botanic Park. The Transport Safety Bureau says last year there were almost 2000 
aircraft incidents involving wildlife. 
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Read Item: http://au.news.yahoo.com/sa/a/36458877/parafield-plane-hit-by-flying-fox-not-drone/ 

 
 
 

ABC Far North, Drive, 20/07/17, Adam Stephen, Interview with Department of Environment and Heritage Protection Wildlife 
acting director David Cook. Compere says yesterday, a community meeting in Mareeba has allowed the locals the chance to 
question the Qld government on how man could find himself being bitten by a crocodile near a paddock of sugarcane just outside 
Mareeba. He says the Qld government cannot say if this is an isolated incident or if there are other crocodiles lurking around the 
waterways. Cook says there has been several crocodiles seen and removed from the area but he says there has only been four 
over the last several years. He says it's hard to explain why they are there. He says there is a source of crocodiles which is a close 
proximity farm but has been fully compliant with the requirements and code of practice. He says it's possible that under the old 
management, some smaller crocodiles managed to get out of the farm. He says they want people to report crocodiles to their 
hotline and reminds them not to touch them. He reacts to the department's said response on how to deal with the crocodile. 

 
 
 

ABC Southern Queensland, Drive, 21/07/17, Cathy Border, Pre-recorded interview with Steven Miles, Environment Minister. 
Border says after being lobbied by the Mareeba Shire Council, the Qld Government has announced it will make changes to the 
crocodile management plans. She says according to Miles, the change will allow authorities to remove any saltwater crocs in the 
Two Mile Creek Area. She mentions a man was bitten by a crocodile in the area over the weekend. She says they cannot speak to 
Miles because he is caught up in the Budget Estimate Hearings in state parliament but he did address some issues. Miles 
mentions the government had a target of removing 75% of declared crocodiles of concern within three months of declaration. He 
says the actual percentage of declared crocodiles of concern removed by the Department of Environment and Heritage Protection 
within three months of declaration during 2016-2017 was 98%. He says the only failed to remove one crocodile because their trap 
was interfered with. He says earlier this month, he announced tough new penalties will be introduced for people who interfere with 
crocodile traps. He says the Palaszczuk Government's $5.8m crocodile management program is leading to enhanced crocodile 
management in Qld and includes a three year population survey and monitoring program, the purchase of new field equipment and 
funding for wildlife staff. He says during his recent trip to Cairns, he was pleased to launch a custom built crocodile survey boat. He 
says they delivered a stronger and more effective crocodile removal policy than any previous government has had. 

 
 
 

ABC Far North, Drive, 21/07/17, Adam Stephen, Mareeba Council has successfully lobbied the Queensland Government to 
make changes to crocodile management plans. Environment Minister Steven Miles says authorities will now be able to remove 
crocodiles from the Two Mile Creek area, and says 98% of declared crocodiles are removed with the required three months. He 
says one crocodile wasn't trapped because the trap was interfered with, and penalties will be introduced for people who interfere 
with crocodile traps. He outlines increased investment in crocodile management. 

 
 
 
Marine 

 

 

Australia's great reef in the south 
Australian Geographic, General News, 01/08/17, Justin Gilligan, page 92 

 

Surfers paddle over it, anglers fish off it, almost 70 per cent of Australians live within 50km of it and it contributes $10 billion a year 
to the Australian economy. The Great Southern Reef (GSR) covers an area of 71,000sq.km and runs for more than 8000km along 
Australia's southern coastline, from northern New South Wales to Kalbarri in Western Australia and around Tasmania. Its northern 
cousin, the Great Barrier Reef (GBR), is made up of more than 2900 individual coral-dominated reefs, while the GSR is comprised 
of thousands of kelp-dominated rocky reefs. These range from intertidal rock pools to shallow reefs and deep-water environments 
dominated by sponge gardens. Kelp is a large, fleshy type of seaweed that can form underwater forests. Like coral, it provides a 
diversity of habitats for a wide range of other organisms, including crustaceans, chordates, bryozoans, sponges, echinoderms and 
molluscs. It adds vertical structure while providing shelter, a point of attachment for suspension feeders such as anemones and 
bryozoans, and a rich source of food for grazers such as marblefish and herring cale. All this adds up to an extraordinary wealth of 
biodiversity that includes more than 1500 seaweed species - substantially more than is found along coastlines of comparable 
length elsewhere in the world. There are also high levels of endemism. For example, about three-quarters of the 565 red seaweed 
species the GSR supports are found nowhere else; and among some invertebrate groups, the proportion of endemics is even 
higher. 

 

Read Item: http://www.mediaportal.com/0kf935452561 
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Also prospected for Great Barrier Reef  

 

 
Tuna Australia welcomes zoning in Commonwealth Marine Parks 21 July 2017 
Medianet, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

The release of new Marine Park zoning arrangements in Commonwealth waters is welcomed by Tuna Australia and represents a 
government listening and working with key stakeholders to achieve sustainable outcomes. The Commonwealth Marine Parks 
zoning released for comment by the Director of National Parks on 21 July is a significant improvement on previous zoning attempts 
and is heading in a good direction by balancing science and fishing interests.  David Ellis the CEO from Tuna Australia stated ‘It is 
refreshing to see the government putting forward practical zoning arrangements for positive outcome and is a welcomed change 
from earlier maps’.  He added further, ‘We will undertake a thorough analysis and work with the government as it important there is 
no impact on jobs, regional economic stability, and seafood availability… especially to consumers that enjoy sushi and sashimi ’ 
Pavo Walker is a fisherman with years of fishing experience, and the Managing Director for Walker Seafoods, which is Marine 
Stewardship Council certified for sustainability.  Pavo doesn’t understand why tuna fishers should be locked out of areas especially 
those that could be developed sustainably in the future but added ‘It’s really good the government is listening to local people 
recognising we have an environmental stewardship role.’ A key point often raised in the Marine Parks debate is that there is a need 
to lock away huge areas of ocean as our fisheries are under threat.  This couldn’t be further from the truth as the Australian 
Fisheries Management Authority sustainably manages Australian fisheries.  This aspect hasn’t been overlooked by Professor 
Daniel Pauly, a world renowned fisheries expert and marine conservationist who has stated ‘Australia stands as a world leader in 
its fisheries management.’ 

 

Read Item: http://www.medianet.com.au/releases/138646 

 

 
Turnbull government plans further cuts to fishing protection zones 
Guardian Australia, Other, 21/07/17, Michael Slezak 

 

Australia’s marine protected areas look set to be slashed by the federal government, with plans announced for cuts that go beyond 
those recommended by a review commissioned by the previous Abbott government. Draft management plans released by the 
Director of National Parks on Friday propose that large areas of Queensland’s Coral Sea, as well as off the coast of Western 
Australia, the Northern Territory and New South Wales, will lose or have their protection downgraded, to make way for expanded 
long-line fishing and seafloor trawling – which have been shown to damage the conservation value of the oceans. Big reductions in 
no-take zones have been planned in the Coral Sea, far more than the cuts recommended by the Abbott government review. Under 
earlier plans, only 46% of the coral sea would have been open to fishing, but under the new draft plans, 76% will be. Overall, areas 
that allow fishing have been expanded from 64% in the Abbott-commissioned review to 80% in the new draft plans. The minister 
for the environment and energy, Josh Frydneberg, said the revised plans were “much more balanced” since they “allow sustainable 
activities like commercial fishing while protecting key conservation features”. A network of 42 marine reserves was announced by 
Labor in 2012 after years of consultation, and consideration of more than 8,000 submissions. It was mostly welcomed by 
environmental groups but was designed to have a minimal impact on commercial activities, which led to some criticism from 
conservationists and scientists. But when the Coalition was elected in 2013, the reserves were suspended. The then prime minister 
Tony Abbott said he did not want to “lock up our oceans” and that more consultation with the community was needed. 

 

Read Item: https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/jul/21/turnbull-government-plans-further-cuts-to-fishing-
protection-zones 

 

 
Release of draft maps overcomes final obstacle for Australia's proposed network of marine reserves 
ABC Online, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

Australia's network of marine parks could be implemented before the end of the year, after the release of the draft plans for a final 
stage of consultation. In total, 36 per cent of waters off the coast of New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, South 
Australia and the Northern Territory would be protected, including the world's largest marine park in the Coral Sea. An independent 
review completed last year came under fire from conservationists who felt it wound back the original protections. Commercial 
fishers also criticised the Federal Government for failing to end ongoing uncertainty. Following an "extraordinary level of 
consultation", Federal Assistant Agriculture Minister Anne Ruston said the draft plan released today struck the right balance. Ms 
Ruston said the boundaries remained mostly the same, but zonings within the reserves had been targeted to allow for more 
fishing, while protecting specific ecological values. Across Australia, the total area open to fishing increased from 64 to 80 per cent, 
while in the Coral Sea, the area under high-level protection went from 60 to 63 per cent. "The number in a sense is irrelevant; it's 
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the environmental outcomes," Ms Ruston said. "We have increased massively the level of protection over the sea floor but we 
haven't locked out fishermen, recreational and commercial, from areas where there is absolutely no reason to believe they're 
having any detrimental impact on the environment." The Minister acknowledged it had, at times, been a torturous path with the 
Coalition Government overturning Labor's original management plans four years ago. 

 

Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/news/rural/2017-07-21/draft-plan-gets-balance-right-on-marine-parks/8731984 

 

 
Fed Govt slammed over proposal to allow commercial fishing in the country's biggest marine park 
ABC Online, Other, 21/07/17,  

 

[Audio] The Federal Government is being criticised for proposing to change the level of protection over waters on and around parts 
of the Great Barrier Reef. status slashed under the new plan. The Government's head of National Marine Parks has confirmed the 
plans allow for more commercial fishing but says much more of the sea floor will be protected and there needs to be a balance 
between the environment and coastal community livelihoods. 

 

Read Item: http://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-07-21/fed-govt-slammed-over-proposal-to-allow-commercial/8732962 

 

 

 

ABC Southern Queensland, Qld Country Hour, 21/07/17, Charlie McKillop, Pre-recorded Interview with Anne Ruston, Federal 
Assistant Minister for Agriculture. McKillop says the final draft plans for Australia's network of marine parks has been released for 
consultation. She notes that the Coalition Government has overturned the original management plans and embark on an 
independent review of the entire process. She adds that the Government is proposing 36% of waters off the coast of NSW, 
Queensland, WA, SA, and NT will be protected.  She says according to Ruston, the boundaries will stay the same but it is the 
zones within the reserves that have been changed to allow more fishing. Ruston says the Director of National Parks has taken a 
very scientific approach on the map lines. She discusses the economic impact on commercial flights, saying they reduce the 
impact by more than half. She says Director of National Parks has undertaken consultation, noting there was a lot of areas that had 
been excluded from both recreational and commercial fishers without a scientific reason behind it. McKillop says conservationists 
have accused Ruston of watering down the protected areas. Ruston says the number is completely irrelevant and the 
environmental outcomes should be sought to achieve. She says she would be disappointed if the environmental movement doesn't 
see they achieved a balanced outcome. She maintains they have achieved the best possible outcome for environmentalist and 
fishermen. She points out marine parks do serve a good purpose when there is a need to zone an area for a particular purpose 
either scientific or environmental reasons. She explains compensation for fishers being displaced of no-take zones, saying most of 
the fishing doesn't affect the seafloor. She mentions they have been working with neighbouring countries like Vietnam to try and 
see if they can come up with a resolution for the issue of illegal fishers. McKillop mentions she interviewed Tony Burke when he 
was a minister in the Labor Government. Ruston says Australian people wanted the change they introduced. 

 
 
 

ABC Southern Queensland, Qld Country Hour, 21/07/17, Charlie McKillop, Interview with Ryan Donnelly, Strategic Projects 
Manager, Cairns Marine. McKillop says Donnelly represents aquarium fish collecting, one of the coral sea's highest gross value 
producers. Donnelly says the Director of National Parks visited last Tuesday, noting it was the second visit. He says they were 
surprised to see split zoning on some of the key reefs they go through. He notes that such discussion has only been applied to the 
Marion Reef. He says most of the areas they work will be unaffected. He agrees with Senator [Anne] Ruston's statement on 
underpinning the discussion around science. He maintains decisions have to be science-based and around mitigating risks as well 
as allowing opportunities for low-risk activities. McKillop mentions Director of National Parks Sally Barnes has overseen the final 
stage of the process. Donnelly cites the first visit of the Department of Environment in 2008, where they spoke about marine 
bioregional planning. He says they finally reached a point where those plans would be implemented. 

 
 
 

ABC South West WA, WA Country Hour, 21/07/17, Belinda Varischetti, Varischetti pulls up audio clip interview with Federal 
Assistant for Agriculture, Anne Ruston on a zoning approach for Australia's Marine parks, should be managed in Commonwealth 
waters. Ruston clarifies that boundaries will stay the same as they are now. She adds that the zones within the marine reserves 
have been changed, to allow for more fishing, while targeting specific ecological value.  Ruston mentions that he Director of 
National Parks have been undertaken this plan and confirms that there are still a lot of area, that had been excluded from both 
recreational and commercial fishes. She adds that the number of outcomes are not important from her plans, but rather the actual 
environmental outcomes , it can muster. 
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ABC News, ABC News Evenings With Grandstand, 21/07/17, Interview with Michelle Grady, The Pew Charitable Trusts. 
Compere says the Federal Government has released a draft management plan for Australian marine parks which it claims strikes 
the right balance, but environmental groups argue the plan will expose vulnerable areas to industrial fishing exploitation. Grady 
states that what the Turnbull Government is proposing is anything but the right balance, and that it actually represents a major 
stripping back of protection in Australian marine parks. She notes that Australia has one of the most important marine 
environments in the world. She says this is a very important window for the Australian public to be heard in support of marine 
parks. She explains the re-zoning means that the Government will decide what type of protection will be afforded in the marine 
parks, following the consultation period. She says marine parks ensure that marine environment can stay as resilient as possible. 

 

 

 

Daily Briefings include copyright material provided under licence and are strictly for internal client use only. 
Recipients of Daily Briefings must be covered by an appropriate Copyright Agency licence. Daily Briefings 
must not be provided to any third party by any means for any purpose, including sharing links to articles by 
email or social media. For more information contact copyright@isentia.com ©2017 Isentia Group Limited. 
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From: Media <Media@environment.gov.au>
Sent: Monday, 3 July 2017 12:39 PM
Subject: Midday Media Summary 3 July 2017 [SEC=UNCLASSIFIED]
Attachments: Midday media summary 3 July 2017.pdf

Good afternoon, 

Please find below a midday media update. This provides a brief snapshot of follow up coverage of morning news and 
emerging issues. 

Minister Frydenberg coverage 

Minister Frydenberg-non portfolio mentions 

3AW Melbourne, 3/7/17, Darren James, Nick McCallum and John-Michael Howson, Interview with Josh 
Frydenberg, Federal Minister for Environment and Energy and Member for Kooyong. He believes the last year of 
action has delivered better government for Australia. He says Malcolm Turnbull has brought back a cop on the beat 
for the building and construction sector with the ABCC. He says there have been tax cuts for small businesses. He 
says they have protected volunteer firefighters in Vic from the [Daniel] Andrews Vic Government. He says there hasn't 
been an unauthorised boat arrival for over 1000 days. He says they are doing a lot to stop terrorism. He says Tony 
Abbott has to understand the Federal Government's best interest, Australia's best interest and the Liberal Party's best 
interest, is in keeping Bill Shorten out of the lodge. Howson says he knows a lot of people who aren't going to vote 
Liberal at the next Federal Election, they won't vote for Labor but they may vote for Cory Bernardi or One Nation. 
Frydenberg says the agenda the Federal Government is promoting involves a number of conservative positions that 
they would have seen under John Howard, such as the changes to the citizenship laws. He says there are number of 
good things that Abbott did as Prime Minister, like the abolition of the Carbon Tax, the Free Trade Agreements and 
spending on infrastructure. He says he knows Labor is beholden to the unions. He says they have seen the CFMEU 
and John Setka being in the news in recent days. He says Labor has unrealistic Emissions Reduction Targets, which 
will see higher electricity bills for the public and for businesses. He says the Federal Government was elected to keep 
the national security and economic security. He says Christopher Pyne, has put out a statement saying his comments 
were ill-chosen and unwise. Howson says Abbott raised the point of the enormous cost of the submarines. He 
questions if it would be better to have nuclear submarines. Frydenberg says the Federal Government invested a 
record amount in their Defence capability, on everything from aircraft to submarines to other naval vessels. He says 
the military are the experts who have advised them on this matter. He says he hasn't even talked about what Turnbull 
has achieved for school funding, childcare, the Medicare Levy and funding the NDIS. 

All other coverage 

Biodiversity/Land Management 

Feral cat pest listing calls 
Bendigo Advertiser, 3/7/17, Adam Holmes 

A parliamentary inquiry has called for feral cats to be listed as established pests, which would allow them to be hunted 
in the same way as wild dogs. The inquiry, chaired by a Labor MP and including MPs from across the major par- ties, 
found that current laws "prevent the effective control of feral cats", and other op- tions must be considered. Among 
those options was a baiting program, with a bait known as Curiosity close to being released for the specif- ic control of 
cats. But the first step would be for any cat found a certain distance into a park be au- tomatically classified as feral 
and authorities be allowed to destroy it on the spot. Currently, feral cats can be destroyed by authorised officers if 
they are where animals or birds are kept for farming purposes, are at- tacking or harassing wildlife, or are on public 
land and reasonable attempts to cap- ture them have failed. Speaking to the inquiry, former invasive animals research 
scientist Michael Johnston said current legis- lation meant Parks Victoria did little work in controlling feral cats.  

https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803777659.pdf  

South West pest management efforts receive helping hand 

Doc. 159
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Get Farming, 3/7/17 
 
Landholders in the Leschenault region are set to benefit from enhanced pest management efforts by a local 
community group following its recent formal recognition. The Leschenault Biosecurity Group, supported by the WA 
Department of Agriculture and Food, is made up of community volunteers who manage declared agricultural pests in 
the shires of Dardanup, Donnybrook, Capel and Bunbury. In particular, the group focuses on the pest weed, narrow-
leaf cotton bush (Gomphocarpus fruticosus), which competes with pastures and is toxic to livestock if eaten. 
 
http://getfarming.com.au/2017/06/28/south-west-pest-management-efforts-receive-helping-hand/  
 
Bureau of Meteorology 
 
JULY BRINGS WINTER FREEZE 
Daily Liberal, 3/7/17 
 
A weekend of chilly mornings has had Dubbo rugging up but some relief is on the horizon for the next few days. On 
Saturday the temperature dropped to minus 2.7 degrees before reaching a maximum of 15.1. The freeze continued 
on Sunday morning, with a minimum of -1.8 degrees recorded by the Bureau of Meteorology. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803694366.pdf  
 
If you thought it was cold, you were right: colder than Thredbo 
Canberra Times, 3/7/17 
 
For the second morning in a row, Canberrans have woken to one of the coldest mornings in years. The temperature 
fell to minus 8.2 on Sunday, after plunging to minus 8.7 on Saturday - both times colder in Canberra than Thredbo. 
Goulburn managed New South Wales' coldest temperature on Sunday with a chilly minus 10.4 after recording minus 
9.7 on Saturday. Both temperatures broke July records with the coldest previously recorded as minus 8.5 in 1982. 
Bureau of Meteorology senior forecaster Jake Phillips said the worst was over for Goulburn residents "for the time 
being". Monday was forecast to start at minus 2 and Tuesday and Wednesday will be relatively balmy 4 and 5 degree 
mornings. Canberra's Sunday morning temperature came close to breaking records, Mr Phillips said. "The last time 
we had something comparable was in 1982 when it was minus 8.6," he said. "It's still a little way off the all-time record 
of minus 10, which was in 1971." 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803715283.pdf  
 
Climate Change 
 
Solar farm one step closer 
Northern Daily Leader, 3/7/17, Ashley Gardner 
 
Solar farm developers Ironbark Energy said they believe the site is just three weeks away from being asbestos free. 
An Ironbark Energy representative said the asbestos contained in the buildings on the old abattoir site, classed as lot 
10, were a condition of the development application through council. 
"When council gave us a DA, they said if you want to anything regarding this site, we have to push for asbestos 
removal," the spokesman said. "In the last seven months we have been removing the asbestos and we believe we 
are about three weeks away from making it asbestos free. Until we reach that milestone we have been unable to start 
our construction on both the industrial development and the solar farm." An independent occupational hygienist will 
inspect the area to give the green light for construction. The company is hoping the 27-megawatt solar farm with 
90,000 panels will be up and running by the end of the year, with a 24 industrial lot sub-division around the perimeter 
to closely follow. The spokesman said if stage one of the solar farm is successful they would consider stage two as an 
option. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803778225.pdf  
 
Trump's man seeks 'review' on climate 
Canberra Times, 3/7/17, Brady Dennis 
 
The Trump administration is debating whether to launch a government-wide effort to question the science of climate 
change, an effort that critics say is an attempt to undermine the longestablished consensus that human activity is 
fuelling the Earth's rising temperatures. The move is being driven by Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
administrator Scott Pruitt. A senior White House official said that while Pruitt has expressed interest in the idea, "there 
are no formal plans within the administration to do anything about it at this time". Pruitt first publicly raised the idea of 
setting up a "red team-blue team" effort to test the idea that human activity is the main driver of recent climate change 
in an interview with Breitbart in early June. "What the American people deserve, I think, is a true, legitimate, peer-
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reviewed, objective, transparent discus- Scott Pru sion about CO2," Pruitt said in an interview with Breitbart's Joel 
Pollack. Energy Secretary Rick Perry, who once described the science behind human-caused climate change as a 
"contrived phoney mess", is also involved in the effort, two officials said. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803717057.pdf  
 
2CC, 3/7/17, Tim Shaw, Jones talks about the 'man-made' global warming climate change 'cheer squad.' He cites an 
article published in the journal Nature Geoscience by a group of the world's leading climate scientists, saying they 
finally concede the reality of the 20-year pause in global warming. He says those scientists have blamed their dodgy 
predictions on natural variabilities like El Ninos or La Nina, and unforeseen events like volcanic eruptions. He notes 
that US Environment Protection Agency new head Scott Pruitt wants to set up two scientific teams, one comprising 
sceptics and the other compromising advocates to critic and debate each other's views and findings on climate 
change. He thinks it is time to change direction on climate change. 
 
Commonwealth Environmental Water Office  
 
Waterway watch group disbands 
Sunshine Coast Daily, 3/7/17, Jorgia White 
 
An environmental group responsible for monitoring the health of several Sunshine Coast waterways has disbanded 
but members say they are confident they are no longer needed. The Currimundi Catchment Cares Water Monitoring 
Program has been monitoring water quality at 29 sites for the past 14 years, since concerns were raised about the 
condition of local waterways. President Tony Moorhead said volunteers gave their time each month to test for water 
quality around the canals, creeks and lake. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803698782.pdf  
 
Energy 
 
Hip-pocket hit 
Barrier Daily Truth, 3/7/17, Michael Murphy 
 
Hikes in electricity prices and cuts to penalty rates came into effect over the weekend, providing the ammunition for a 
Labor attack on federal and state governments. Sunday penalty rates for hospitality, fast food, retail and pharmacy 
workers were reduced yesterday following a Fair Work Commission ruling in February this year. On Saturday, 
customers of major energy retailers AGL, Energy Australia and Origin were hit with sharp price hikes of up to 17 per 
cent. Labor says the moves will have a serious impact on people trying make ends meet, and made promises to act. 
NSW Opposition Leader Luke Foley said he would "re-regulate the electricity companies" should he get into power. 
"Families and pensioners already struggling with costs will be slapped with higher electricity prices and penalty rate 
cuts," Mr Foley said in a statement released yesterday. "NSW residents are increasingly having difficulty balancing 
the family budget under the Liberal governments." Opposition Leader Bill Shorten pledged to reinstate penalty rates if 
elected to government, within 100 days of taking office. "A Shorten Labor government will reverse these pay cuts - 
and make sure it can't happen again," opposition employment spokesman Brendan O'Connor said. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803759797.pdf  
 
Intelligent glass provides a window into energy future 
Daily Advertiser, 3/7/17 
 
Imagine a future where buildings, offices, homes and cars generate their own power by the very construction 
materials with which they're built. Now stop imagining, because that future is now. As Australia moves away from 
fossil fu el-based energy sources towards those that are renewable, we should consider innovative ways to produce 
and consume electricity in a way that improves our lifestyles. The benefits of solar panels are many - yet they still 
have to be added to our existing infrastructures and are opaque. I wondered. what about if we add new capabilities to 
existing solar panels by transforming them into "smart" building material? This could change the way the world works. 
I devised intelligent glass. Just like glass, it's transparent. However, it also has superior insulating properties, 
decreases infrared radiation and, most importantly, produces electricity. Its shatterproof technology means it is perfect 
for cars, and its ability to be less transparent, if desired, means it's an ideal fit for an office or home. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803774417.pdf  
 
Success of community energy a win for the world 
Newcastle Herald, 3/7/17 
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With the newspapers full of stories about rising electricity costs and governments full of ideas to re-regulate the 
baseload sector after having deregulated through privatisation, the remarkable rise of community energy receives little 
airplay. This grassroots investment by individuals in local renewable energy projects is sweeping across the world. 
Such projects are win-win, with investors receiving up to 7 per cent interest and consumers gaining cheap energy 
behind the meter. In Newcastle, our very own Clean Energy Association for Newcastle and Surrounds (CLEANaS) 
successfully funded the solar installation at Hunter Wetlands Centre, and are looking for opportunities for community 
energy cooperative installations in the Hunter. Last year a $400,000 solar panel system on top of a bakery in western 
Sydney was recently subscribed in 6 hours. Across Australia about 50 community solar projects are up and running. 
Denmark has 5500 projects including many wind farms, Scotland has more than 500 and Germany has 880 of these 
energy cooperatives. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803759376.pdf  
 
Electric cars way of Ipswich in future 
Queensland Times, 3/7/17, Emma Clarke 
 
Ipswich motorists would increasingly rather plug their electric car in to charge than to fill up on LPG gas, statistics 
show. New Australian Bureau of Statistics data shows there are almost three times as many electric cars in Ipswich 
than there were a year ago with 17 electric cars buzzing around the local streets. In 2013 there were only eight 
electric cars in Ipswich but on the other hand, the number of LPG gas cars had reduced year on year for the past five 
years. Those who have already ditched the petrol bowser for the power point say the incentive to invest in electric is 
based on environmental impact, cost and the quality of the drive. The developing technology isn't cheap with top of 
the line electric models with all the features boasting a price tag of close to $90,000. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803767282.pdf  
 
Sun powers a hardware giant 
Daily Mercury, 3/7/17 
 
More than 300 solar panels has been installed at Bunnings Warehouse Paget Mackay to deliver the energy needs of 
the massive warehouse. The new solar panel system includes 316 panels over 800 square metres to service the 
energy needs of the A monitor has also been installed at the store entry for customers to be able to see the amount of 
solar energy being produced. Design, installation and testing took six months to complete by a team of consultants, 
solar technicians and installers working together with the Bunnings team. The new solar panel system will generate 
up to 25% of the store's daytime energy needs. Bunnings Warehouse Paget Mackay Complex Manager, Gregory 
Smith, said Mackay experiences "a great deal of warm weather and sunny days year-round, even throughout autumn 
and winter, so it's an ideal location for solar panels." 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803712387.pdf  
 
An answer to power bill hikes? 
Sunshine Coast Daily, 3/7/17, Jorgia White 
 
A hike in the cost of electricity from July 1 has left many Coast families wondering how they will be able to afford their 
next bill. Electricity prices have increased by more than 7% overnight but one local businessman believes he might 
have the answer. "Energy auditor" Glen Andersson said struggling families should consider installing solar energy 
systems to generate their own power, which he estimates would cost just eight cents per kw/h. "This is significantly 
cheaper than the grid," Mr Andersson said. "(It) would effectively make daytime power usage cheaper." As well, he 
said families could also benefit from adding a home battery storage system, which he estimates would cut power 
costs to 23 cents per kw/h. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803683981.pdf  
 
Abbott activism casts shadow over Turnbull's anniversary 
Canberra Times, 3/7/17, James Robertson 
 
The first anniversary of Malcolm Turnbull's election was overshadowed on Sunday by continuing infighting over policy 
interventions by former Prime Minister Tony Abbott, who spent the weekend stoking dissent among NSW's 
conservative Liberal base. Sunday marked one year since Malcolm Turnbull's first election as Prime Minister with a 
razor-thin majority. The Prime Minister's office was keen to talk about a "year of delivery" and education funding, visa 
reform, planned intervention on gas exports and a second Sydney airport. But a week of anger about policy 
interventions by former prime minister Tony Abbott continued to overshadow political conversation, with a minister 
and former ally of Mr Abbott's delivering him a dressing down. Mr Abbott has made several speeches and other policy 
contributions leading up to the government's anniversary, including calling for an end to all new spending except on 
national security and infrastructure and freezing the renewable energy target. 
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https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803715215.pdf  
 
Energy crisis needs leadership 
The Australian, 3/7/17 
 
Canberra should withhold GST from states that block gas After watching power prices double over the past five years, 
most consumers have now received further notices in the mail or email from major electricity retailers, Energy 
Australia, AGL and Origin, announcing rises of almost 20 per cent. Across the nation, the latest round of price hikes 
could add about $300 a year to householders' bills. Expert Bruce Mountain recently warned that South Australians in 
particular would be paying slightly higher prices than the Danish, whose current bills are the world's highest. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803664543.pdf  
 
APA Group: Growth opportunities 
australianenergyreview.com.au, 3/7/17, Elizabeth Fabri 
 
Australian diversified energy company APA Group continues to go from strength to strength. In the last six months the 
company struck a handful of deals that will underpin its position as one of Australia’s leading energy infrastructure 
enterprises with expertise in transmission, networks, power generation, and most recently, renewables. With more 
than $20 billion of energy assets to its name, APA Group has worked its way up the ranks since its 2000 founding, 
today delivering half of Australia’s natural gas. Starting with an interest in 7700km of transmission pipelines, today 
APA owns and operates more than 15,000km of pipelines and 4100km of distribution networks, gas storage facilities, 
gas-fired power stations and a wind farm – not to mention the string of developments projects underway, including the 
110MW Darling Downs Solar Farm and the 20MW Emu Downs Solar Farm. 
 
http://australianenergyreview.com.au/apa-group-growth-opportunities/  
 
The Finkel Review calls for ‘demand response’ to drive energy efficiency 
FM Magazine, 3/7/17 
 
The Energy Efficiency Council has commended the Finkel Review in its call for governments to move decisively to 
incentivise smart energy use with a ‘demand response mechanism’ (DRM). However, the Council also warned that 
many previous reports have highlighted these opportunities with little result, and called for decisive, bipartisan action 
from governments to finally unlock these benefits for consumers and households. The Finkel Review has recognised 
that consumers will have a central role in the move to a 21st century energy system. 
 
https://www.fmmagazine.com.au/sectors/finkel-review-demand-response-energy/  
 

Environment Standards Division 

 
Kidney disease linked to heavy metals in water: report 
Kalgoorlie Miner, 3/7/17, Zach Relph 
 
A study linking a high rate of kidney disease in remote Goldfields communities to water contamination has been 
presented to three State Ministers. The Western Desert Kidney Health Project found drinking water with a high heavy 
metal concentration, including uranium, and nitrates had a direct correlation with the rate of population living with 
renal issues. Paediatrician Christine JeffriesStokes and fellow chief investigator Annette Stokes led the study and 
tested more than 1000 residents in the region in the data collection phase from 2010 to 2013. The pair researched the 
waterkidney correlation in Coolgardie, Kurrawang, Norseman, Menzies, Morapoi, Leonora, Mulga Queen, Laverton, 
Mt Margaret, Tjuntjuntjara and Coonana. The report found many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people, of all ages, 
across the towns had acidic urine and cases of blood in urine. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803781638.pdf  
 
MP calls for end to uranium ban 
Kalgoorlie Miner, 3/7/17, Bruce Butler 
 
Kalgoorlie MP Kyran O'Donnell has backed uranium mining and wants to see the State Government's ban lifted to 
create jobs for the Goldfields and WA economy. The State Government recently ruled that four projects approved by 
the previous government could go ahead, but launched a new uranium ban on future projects. However, State 
environmental approvals stipulate a project has to "substantially commence" within five years of the approval notice, 
putting all four prospective developments in doubt because of the depressed price for uranium. Global demand for 
uranium has been down since the Fukushima nuclear disaster in 2011, and experts say it is unlikely to pick up before 
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2021. Of the proposed four mines, three are in the Goldfields, with projects at Yeelirrie, Wiluna and Mulga Rock, 
240km north-east of Kalgoorlie. The fourth, the Kintyre uranium project, is near Telfer in the Pilbara. The 
Government's approval of the four ongoing projects sparked a strong reaction from the Australian Manufacturing 
Workers' Union, with State secretary Steve McCartney labelling it "weak" and "disappointing" the Government would 
not block the uranium mining proposals. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803780792.pdf  
 
Mining accepts new air measure 
Northern Daily Leader, 3/7/17, Ella Smith 
 
Anti-mining campaigners have welcomed the "long overdue" air monitoring network in the Namoi region. Environment 
minister Gabrielle Upton announced at the NSW Clean Air Summit late last week that a new air monitoring network in 
the Namoi region is expected to be up and running by the end of the year. It's bittersweet news for Lock the Gate 
Alliance, who fear the measure won't go far enough to ensuring air quality. "It's long overdue," NSW coordinator 
George Woods said. "We were promised this some five years ago. "Obviously it's not going to ensure quality air, so 
we need the government to hold mining companies account (when it's breached)." The NSW Environment Protection 
Authority (EPA) will work with the coal-mining industry in the region to establish the North-West Air Quality Monitoring 
Network, integrating the existing industry monitors with the new Office of Environment and Heritage-operated 
monitoring stations. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803778804.pdf  
 
Environmentalist here for Plastic Free July 
Sunshine Coast Daily, 3/7/17 
 
Environmentalist Tim Silverwood will visit the Sunshine Coast during Plastic Free July to encourage people to reduce 
pollution across beaches and waterways. Mr Silverman co-founded the Take 3 - A Clean Beach Initiative organisation 
which asks everyone to simply take three pieces of rubbish with them when they leave the beach, a waterway or 
public space. As part of Plastic Free July, the Sunshine Coast Regional Council is working with Unitywater, local 
schools and community groups to host three events. Mr Silverwood will join Peregian Springs State School students 
at a beach clean-up on July 13. Community screening of A Plastic Ocean at Immanuel Lutheran College on July 13 at 
6pm. This event will include a Q&A with Mr Silverwood and an expert panel. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803683901.pdf  
 
Miners call for more coal 
greencareer.net.au, 3/7/17 
 
The Minerals Council says spending a large portion of the current renewable subsidy on new coal power plants would 
lead to lower electricity prices. A report by power and energy sector specialists GHD and Solstice Development 
Services - commissioned by the Minerals Council mining lobby and its R&D arm COAL21 - claims it would cost $2.2 
billion to build a 1000MW ultra-supercritical (USC) coal-power plant to deliver cheap electricity. 
 
http://www.greencareer.net.au/news/miners-call-for-more-coal  
 
2GB Sydney, 3/7/17, Alan Jones, Jones talks about multi-national gas miners and whether they pay enough tax in 
Australia. Jones says according to ATO figures, only 5% of large resource projects paid the petroleum resource rent 
tax to the Federal government in the last financial year. Jones adds that gas miners in Australia generated revenues 
of $25b. Jones questions how these miners avoid the petroleum resource rent tax. Jones mentions that Treasurer 
Scott Morrison initiated an inquiry into the tax last November and it was found on Friday that Treasury has no 
intention of revisiting the issue on replacing the petroleum resource rent tax with an alternative tax. 
 
2GB Sydney, 3/7/17, Alan Jones, Interview with Tanya Plant, Resident, Acland. Jones talks about the Acland issue 
comparing it to Jeff Horn's bout with Manny Pacquiao. He mentions no other assessment has been rigorous and 
thorough as the 459 page judgement of the Land Court, noting that it has not been influenced by anything or anyone 
and that it is the first time the Land Court in Qld has outright recommended a refusal of a mine in a contested case 
since it started hearing mining objections ten years ago. He mentions New Hope has made an appeal at the Supreme 
Court and the Toowoomba Chronicles has ran advertisement in support of the coal mine company. Jones says the 
Land Court has stated that the proposed mine by the New Acland coal in revised stage three will cause disruptions to 
Aquafirst in the Acland region which will have an impact on nearby land owners. He mentions evidence against New 
Acland has shown the said impact by a witness. Jones says the Land Court has said the fact that 93% of the land to 
be mine in the revised stage three doesn't require royalties to be paid to the state but rather to APC, a company 
related to New Hope, is a relevant factor in determining public grounds whether the coal mine extension should be 
approved or not. Jones says he cannot dismiss the issue as a simple sideline to the matters of the dispute. He also 
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mentions Qld Opposition leader Tim Nicholls will ignore the Land Court's decision, noting that he will be all over Qld 
campaigning against Nicholls just as what he has told Campbell Newman. Tanya Plant says the Land Court's decision 
is a dramatic turn of event. Plant says the judge's indication is that one would expect the minister to afford the Land 
Court's decision the respect it deserves. She also says the New Hope's call for a review will make one wonder what is 
going on. 
 
Great Barrier Reef 
 
Coal's Great Barrier Reef damage danger is alive and kicking 
Townsville Bulletin, 3/7/17, Anna Krien 
 
Last month, deputy editor of this newspaper Damien Tomlinson wrote an opinion piece saying that stopping Adani's 
Carmichael mine project would do nothing to help the Great Barrier Reef. "If you believe climate change is killing the 
Reef," he wrote, "then it's arguable that action now is actually decades too late to stop the great wonder's demise." 
Picture this. There is a creature on the ground, curled up, trying to protect itself from a group of people kicking it. Let's 
say with each kick, a dollar comes out of the creature. Not much really if put in perspective but a dollar nevertheless. 
The creature is hurt and sick. Of the people kicking, one pauses. He looks around, noticing some of the others are 
stepping back. Still, he observes, many keep kicking. He weighs it up. The creature doesn't look so good. Might even 
be dying. He also notes those still laying into it have to kick harder to get a coin out. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803722652.pdf  
 
ABC Capricornia, 3/7/17, Paul Robinson, Scientist Prof Eric Wolanski from James Cook University is predicting 
another mass coral bleaching on the Great Barrier Reef as researchers have been studying satellite data and water 
temperatures in Qld waters dating back to 1993 and found severe weather and exceptionally warm water 
temperatures preceded the mass bleaching last year. Wolanski says it's concerning. 
 
Green Army 
 
Bunbury's Green Army work to protect Koombana Drive 
Bunbury Mail, 3/7/17 
 
Bunbury’s Green Army team have been working with Southern Ports – Bunbury and Leschenault Community Nursery 
to transform the landscape alongside Koombana Drive. The Green Army Program provides opportunities for young 
Australians aged 17-24 years to gain training and experience in environmental and heritage conservation fields and 
explore careers in conservation management, while participating in projects that generate real benefits for the 
environment. This is the third Green Army team coordinated by the South West Catchments Council, who has 
facilitated strategic partnerships and projects in the Bunbury and Busselton region. Council operations manager Steve 
Ewings said the project was prompted by Southern Ports who provided more than $6000 in funding. 
 
http://www.bunburymail.com.au/story/4765470/green-army-team-re-vegetate-koombana-drive/  
 
ABC Central West NSW, 3/7/17, A new habitat for the rare purple copper butterfly is emerging in a piece of bush 
between Lithgow's tip and a sewage treatment plant. Lithgow's Green Army Team has been planting native black 
thorn in the district, the only food source for the butterfly, which can only be found in the Central Tablelands in 
elevations above 900 metres. Central Tablelands Local Land Services' Marg Duffy says revegetation work has led to 
the new 10-hectare. 
 
Unconventional Gas including Coal Seam Gas 
 
450 jobs for plant shutdown 
Gladstone Observer, 3/7/17, Tegan Annett 
 
An extra 450 workers are needed for the first major shut down at Queensland Curtis Liquefied Natural Gas plant later 
this year. The QGC project will need 450 short-term workers for the shutdown, adding to the 300 people already 
operating the plant. It's the first major shutdown of the Curtis Island LNG export facility, after it began exporting late 
2014. "A total of of 450 additional, short-term roles will be required to support our maintenance activities later this 
year, including the planning/mobilisation, execution, and demobilisation phases of the shutdown," a QGC 
spokesperson said. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803774403.pdf  
 
FLARING UP 
Gladstone Observer, 3/7/17, Tegan Annett 
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International gas giant Shell is pleading with the Federal Government to loosen its time restrictions on flaring from its 
Curtis Island export facility. The company has applied for a major amendment to its environmental authority to allow 
smoky flaring for hours, instead of the 30 minutes it is restricted to. Increased smoky flaring is expected later this year 
during the first major shutdown at QGC's Queensland Curtis LNG. The first stage of the shutdown of the plant and its 
two LNG trains could also result in 13 hours of "non continuous" flaring, QGC said. Currently, its environmental 
conditions include a restriction of having visible smoke for no more than 30 minutes at once, 14 times a year. In a 
move to concern environmental activists, QGC is requesting an amendment to "remove limitation" on visible smoke 
from flaring during plant shutdowns. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803774346.pdf  
 
Wildlife, Heritage and Marine Division 
 
Wildlife 
 
Fox cull to protect Iluka's shorebirds 
Daily Examiner, 3/7/17 
 
The annual Northern Rivers fox baiting on public land between Brunswick Heads and Iluka to protect threatened 
shorebirds starts today. National Parks and Wildlife Service pest management officer Lisa Wellman said the priority 
areas were Brunswick Heads and Richmond River Nature Reserves as well as Broadwater and Bundjalung National 
Parks. "Baits will be laid in the coastal dunes and management trails of these parks and reserves from Monday, July 3 
to Friday, December 15, 2017," Ms Wellman said. "The program is a joint initiative of the North Coast Local Land 
Services, the Department of Defence, Crown Lands, local councils and the NPWS. 
 
https://readnow.isentia.com/Temp/117706/803708686.pdf  
 
Cat Management Plan 
Tasmanian Times, 3/7/17, Adrian Pickin 
 
SFP Tasmania welcomes the Government’s new Cat Management Plan which addresses the impact of feral cats on 
the environment and the destruction straying domestic cats can do to native animals. Our precious and unique 
Tasmanian fauna, some of which is already classified as endangered, all too often falls prey to feral, stray and 
domestic cats. We cannot afford to stand by as unique native animals are driven to extinction. SFP Tasmania’s chair 
person, Wayne Turale, said that the plan is well overdue and the time for merely talking is over.  Action must be taken 
now before it’s too late. Shooters have been attempting to eradicate feral cats for many years. However, without 
adequate funding and a coordinated approach, the results to date have been inconsistent in managing this 
environmental menace. 
 
http://tasmaniantimes.com/index.php?/pr-article/cat-management-plan/  
 
Regards, 
 
Leanne Chow 
 
------------------ 
 
Communications, Innovation and Partnerships Branch  
Department of the Environment and Energy 
Level 2, John Gorton Building, Parkes Place, Parkes ACT 2600 
GPO Box 787 CANBERRA, ACT 2601 
 

 
 
The Department acknowledges the traditional owners of country throughout Australia and their continuing connection 
to land, sea and community. We pay our respects to them and their cultures and to their elders both past and present. 
 
Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail notice 
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Media Team 

 
Public Affairs | Strategy, Parliamentary, International and Communication Branch 
Bureau of Meteorology 
GPO Box 1289 Melbourne VIC 3001 
Level 6, 700 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008 
 
Media Hotline: +61 3 9669 4057 (6am to 10pm, 7 days) 
Media Mailbox: media@bom.gov.au 
Newsroom: media.bom.gov.au 
 
Note to media: Unless otherwise agreed, the information contained in this email is for background and is not for 
attribution. 
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From:
Sent: Monday, 12 June 2017 7:52 PM
To: BoM Media
Subject: In case these don't appear in the weekend report from media monitors - Online 

links mostly related to incoming requests.

3.20 call from New daily Sydney weather 10 June 

http://thenewdaily.com.au/news/state/nsw/2017/06/09/heavy-rain-flood-warning-
nsw/?utm source=Responsys&utm medium=email&utm campaign=20170610 TND 

http://thenewdaily.com.au/news/2017/06/10/new-south-wales-weather/ 

http://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2017-06-11/thredbo-celebrates-60-years-of-snow-ski-fields-
open/8607872?pfmredir=sm 

Threadbo celebrates... 

Monday 
https://au.news.yahoo.com/nsw/a/35899340/blanket-of-sydney-fog-causes-flight-havoc/#page1 
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2017/06/12/blanket-sydney-fog-causes-flight-havoc 
https://www.fiveaa.com.au/content/blanket-sydney-fog-causes-flight-havoc 
https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/amp.news.com.au/technology/environment/sydney-wakes-up-under-blanket-
of-fog-and-rain-continues/news-story/339f4b42d70cb710a93654593e0a3a7a 
https://www.google.com.au/amp/s/amp.smh.com.au/environment/weather/thick-fog-shrouds-sydney-forcing-
flight-cancellations-20170611-gwp35k.html 

https://www.google.com.au/amp/www.9news.com.au/amp/national/2017/06/12/03/31/more-rain-to-come-on-
nsw-north-coast 

http://www.goldcoastbulletin.com.au/news/gold-coast/gold-coast-in-for-another-100mm-of-rain-following-
weekend-soaking/news-story/1abab8e7606141f0a70a7e57e0be05dd 
http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/national/gold-coast-in-for-another-100mm-of-rain-following-weekend-
soaking/news-story/1abab8e7606141f0a70a7e57e0be05dd 

https://m.northernstar.com.au/news/severe-weather-and-flood-warning-issued-northern-r/3188109/ 
https://www.nbnnews.com.au/2017/06/11/a-month-of-rain-in-two-days-for-parts-of-nsw-coast/ 
http://www.tweedvalleyweekly.net.au/flood-watch-issued-tweed-prolonged-rain/ 

Regards, 

Internal Communication Manager 
Bureau of Meteorology 
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